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ABSTRACT 
 

This dissertation thesis with title „Mathematical modelling for hub and spoke 

technology“ has analyzed the possibilities of the mathematical modelling methods for hub and 

spoke technology.  

 

In the chapter 1 we describe the hub and spoke technology in the distribution logistics. 

In the chapter 2 we formulate 4 targets for the dissertation work: 

 

 to create the mathematical models for optimal architecture of hub and spoke 

technology system designed for one-way and two-ways flows of goods and to validate 

their functionality,  

 to create the mathematical models for vehicle fleet selection (regarding vehicles 

capacity) and to validated their functionality,  

 for model including two-ways flow of goods for fleet selection to create the 

mathematical model for optimizing the total cost and validate its functionality. to 

search the applicability of models to validate in the problem with bigger quantity entry 

data,  

 to search the applicability of models to validate in the problem with bigger quantity 

entry data.  

 

In the chapter 3 we have started analysing the state of art about the mathematical 

modelling for hub and spoke technology.  

 

Targets of the dissertation thesis were got in the chapters 4,6 and 7. In the proposed 

models two criteria were used: 

 

 the maximal distance of transportation, we want to minimize, 

 the cost of transportation, we want to minimize as well too. 

 

The functionality of the proposed models was validated in the model examples. 

 

In the chapter 8 we analyzed the benefits of this dissertation thesis for the science and 

for the practise. The dissertation thesis includes 5 new models that differ from the previous 

ones in fact these models were completed by: 

 

 they minimize the covered distance for one direction way and two-ways flow of 

goods,  

 they minimize the covered distance for one direction way and two-ways flow of goods 

together with the fleet selection according to their capacity,  

 they allow to minimize the total cost in the conditions of two-ways flow of goods with 

the fleet selection. 
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ANOTACE 
 

Disertační práce s názvem „Matematické modelování technologie hub and spoke“ se 

zabývá možnostmi matematického modelování v podmínkách distribučního systému 

uplatňujícího technologii hub and spoke.  

 

V kapitole 1 je stručně popsána distribuční technologie hub and spoke. V kapitole 2 

jsou zformulovány 4 cíle disertační práce: 

 

 vytvořit matematické modely pro optimální strukturu systému, ve kterém probíhají 

jednosměrné a obousměrné toky zboží a ověřit jejich funkčnost,  

 vytvořit matematické modely pro výběr vhodného vozidla a ověřit jejich funkčnost, 

 vytvořit matematický model obsahující obousměrný tok zboží a model pro výběr 

vozidel pro optimalizaci celkových nákladů, 

 zkoumat aplikovatelnost vytvořených modelů v úlohách vyznačujících se větším 

rozsahem vstupních dat. 

 

V kapitole 3 je vykonána analýza současného stavu poznání v oblasti matematického 

modelování technologie hub and spoke.  

 

Splnění cílů je provedeno v kapitolách 4,6 a 7. Při návrhu matematických modelů byla 

použita dvě kritéria: 

 

 celková přepravní vzdálenost, která se má minimalizovat, 

 celkové přepravní náklady, které se mají také minimalizovat. 

 

Funkčnost navržených modelů byla ověřena na modelových příkladech.  

 

V kapitole 8 jsou shrnuty přínosy disertační práce pro vědu a praxi. Existující modely 

byly doplněny o 5 nových modelů, které se liší tím, že: 

 

 minimalizují celkovou ujetou vzdálenost pro jednosměrné i obousměrné toky zboží, 

 minimalizují celkovou ujetou vzdálenost pro jednosměrné i obousměrné toky zboží 

současně s výběrem vozidel podle jejich kapacity, 

 umožňují minimalizovat celkové náklady v podmínkách obousměrné přepravy zboží 

současně s výběrem vozidel. 
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LIST WITH THE MOST USED SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
 

I set of real suppliers for the first way and set of real customers for the second 

way [ - ] 

K set of customer hubs for the first way and set of supplier hubs for the second 

way [ - ] 

J set of hubs in which the goods coming from suppliers (set of supplier hubs) are 

completed for the first way and set of hubs from which the goods departure to 

the customers (set of customer hubs) for the second way [ - ] 

pK 2  capacity of the vehicle 
2Pp  travelling among customer hubs and real 

customers [unit of goods] 

pK3  capacity of the vehicle 3Pp  travelling among customer hubs and real 

customers [unit of goods] 

1VK  capacity of the vehicle travelling among real suppliers and supplier hubs for 

the model without fleet selection [unit of goods] 

2VK  capacity of the vehicle travelling among supplier hubs and customer hubs for 

the model without fleet selection [unit of goods] 

3VK  capacity of the vehicle travelling among customer hubs and real customers 

without fleet selection [unit of goods] 

L set of real customers for the first way and set of real suppliers for the second 

way [ - ] 

L* unit transportation cost for unit of large vehicles (transportation among hubs) 

[CZK/unit of goods] 

N main parts in which we divide our network, the first part is defined among the 

suppliers and the supplier hub, the second part is defined between the supplier 

hub and the customer hub, the third part is defined between the customer hub 

and the customers [ - ] 

P1 set of vehicles that travels among real suppliers and supplier hub for the first 

way and second way [ - ] 

P2 set of vehicles that travels between supplier hub and customer hub for the first 

way and second way [ - ] 

P3 set of vehicles that travels among customer hub and real customers for the first 

way and second way [ - ] 

S unit transportation cost for unit of smaller vehicles (transportation for origins 

and destinations) [CZK/unit of goods] 

T prohibitive parameter [ - ] 

ia  capacity of goods the supplier Ii is able to produce [unit of goods] 

ia1  capacity of goods for the real supplier Ii  for the first way flow of goods 

[unit of goods] 

la2  capacity of goods for the real supplier Ll  for the second way flow of goods 

[unit of goods] 

ib2  request of goods for the real customer Ii for the second way flow of goods 

[unit of goods] 

lb1  request of goods for the real customer Ll  for the first way flow of goods 

[unit of goods] 

ijc  distance between the real supplier Ii  and the supplier hub Jj  [km]  

jkd  distance between the supplier hub Jj and the customer hub k K  [km] 
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kle  distance between the customer hub k K and the real customer Ll  [km] 

kfc  cost of building up customer hub k K  [CZK] 

jfs  cost of building up supplier hub Jj  [CZK] 

kgc  cost of vehicles changing for all the flow of goods inside the customer hub 

k K for both ways [CZK] 

jgs  cost of vehicles changing for all the flow of goods inside the supplier 

hub Jj  for both ways [CZK] 

ph1  cost of transportation for the vehicle 1Pp  per 1 km (both ways) [CZK/km] 

ph2  cost of transportation for the vehicle 
2Pp  per 1 km (both ways) [CZK/km] 

ph3  
cost of transportation for the vehicle 3Pp  per 1 km (both ways) [CZK/km] 

m number of real suppliers [ - ] 

n number of real customers [ - ] 

p number of hubs built up [ - ] 

kr  binary variable that defines the existence of the customer hub k K  (for both 

ways); it has the following values: 1rk   or 0rk  . If 1rk   it means that place 

k K is a hub otherwise if 0rk   it means that place k K is not a hub [ - ] 

jt  binary variable that defines the existence of the supplier hub Jj (for both 

ways); it has the following values: 1jt  or 0jt . If 1jt  it means that 

place Jj  is a hub otherwise if 0jt  it means that place Jj  is not a hub 

 [ - ] 

iju  number of trips moving between the real supplier Ii  and the supplier 

hub Jj  [ - ] 

iju1  number of trips for the vehicle travelling between real supplier Ii and 

supplier hub Jj for the first way [ - ] 

jiu2  number of trips for the vehicle travelling between customer hub Jj  and real 

customer Ii  for the second way [ - ] 

ijpu1  number of trips for the vehicle with capacity 
1Pp  travelling between real 

supplier Ii and supplier hub Jj for the first way [ - ] 

jipu2  number of trips for the vehicle with capacity 
1Pp travelling between 

customer hub Jj  and real customer Ii  for the second way [ - ] 

klv1  number of trips for the vehicle travelling between the customer hub k K and 

the real customer Ll  for the first way [ - ] 

lkv2  number of trips for the vehicle travelling between the real supplier Ll  and 

the supplier hub k K for the second way [ - ] 

klpv1  number of trips for the vehicle with capacity 3Pp travelling between the 

customer hub k K and the real customer Ll  for the first way [ - ] 

lkpv2  number of trips for the vehicle with capacity 3Pp travelling between the real 

supplier Ll  and the supplier hub k K for the second way [ - ] 

jkw
 

binary variable that represents the connection between the supplier 

hub Jj and the customer hub k K  for the first way; it can have these 

values: 1jkw  or 0jkw , if 1jkw the supplier hub Jj is connected to the 

customer hub k K ; for 0jkw  the supplier hub Jj is not connected to the 

customer hub k K  [ - ] 
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jkpw  number of trips for the vehicle with capacity 2Pp travelling between the 

supplier hub Jj and the customer hub k for the first way [ - ] 

kjpw  number of trips for the vehicle with capacity 2Pp travelling between the 

supplier hub k K and the customer hub Jj  for the second way [ - ] 

ijx  flow of goods defined from the real supplier Ii  to supplier hub Jj  [unit 

of goods] 

ijx1  
flow of goods defined from the supplier Ii  to supplier hub Jj  for the 

first way [unit of goods] 

ijx2  Flow of goods defined between customer hub Jj  and real customer Ii  

for the second way [unit of goods] 

kly
 flow of goods defined between the customer hub k K and the real customer 

Ll  [unit of goods] 

lky2  flow of goods defined between the real customer Ll  and customer hub 

k K  for the second way [unit of goods] 

kly1  Flow of goods defined between the customer hub k K and the real customer 

Ll  for the first way [unit of goods] 

α Discount factor [ - ] 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Logistics is a scientific discipline developed just in the modern times. During the last 

years there were many definitions about logistics discipline, the most important and the most 

used one is the total organization of the flow of goods from the raw sources to the customers 

in order to satisfy the market requests. Logistics science is important because the customers 

can be satisfied in a cheap and effective way. 

 

Logistics requires to supply goods with the requested quality and the quantity in the 

time and place expected with the minimal cost. The final target of the development of this 

science is to optimize all the logistical structures, actions and the final cost. So, as we can 

simply understand the logistics is not just about customer satisfaction but involves many 

processes in their all complexity. After the previous definition about logistics we introduce 

how logistics can be analyzed for studying the flow of goods, raw of material, information, 

energy and so on, through all the logistical process. 

 

Logistics is usually divided in 3 main parts: 

1. supply logistics, 

2. production logistics, 

3. distribution logistics. 

 

In the supply logistics, we study the supplier processes and methods for their 

optimization. The target of the production logistics is that the production processes (for 

example mainly the production, the assembly and so on) would be optimized. The distribution 

logistics deals with how to allocate warehouse and to organize the flow of goods among the 

suppliers and the customers.  

 

In the dissertation thesis we will pay attention to the distribution logistics - concretely 

distribution technology - the hub and spoke technology. In this thesis we will deal with 

mathematical models for this technology. For the optimization of this technology the 

mathematical modelling will be used. The use of the mathematical modelling is important, 

because usually the practical problems have a lot of suppliers and a lot of customers. 

 

In the chapter 1 the technology hub and spoke is described. 
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1 DESCRIPTION OF HUB AND SPOKE TECHNOLOGY  

In this chapter, we want to describe the hub and spoke technology in the distribution 

logistics. According to the distribution logistics the flow of goods can be organized with 

many different ways by us, one of them is the hub and spoke technology, which is a logistics 

technology where every single transport among the customers will be organized through 

a logistics center (it can not be the direct transportation to customers). The hub and spoke 

technology is commonly used in industry, in transport and the telecommunications. 

We can see the main principle of the hub and spoke technology in figure 1.1. 

 

 
Fig 1.1: Hub and spoke principle 

 

Let’s go to describe the hub and spoke technology according to the figure 1.1. 

 

When we propose the hub and spoke technology, we must define the area in which we 

operate and in this area, there are customers who want to have some transportation among 

themselves. The flow of goods is not so big, so direct transportation among customers is not 

efficient. The basic idea of this technology is the maximization of the transportation utility, 

the using of ecologically advantageous transportation vehicles (train transportation and 

waterway transportation) on long distances. In order to be able to use possible advantages of 

this technology, it is important to concentrate the most of the flow of goods to the certain 

places. The transportation in the first and the last phase can be realized thanks to the road 

transportation. 

 

This technology is also ecological and it has a very competitive price and these are 

some of the advantages of this technology. In hub and spoke technology we have that the cost 

for single unit transported will be smaller if these units are transported in longer distances 

inside vehicle with higher capacity. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications
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In the hub and spoke technology, we usually want to optimize two factors: 

 

1. the maximal distance of transportation, that we want to minimize, 

2. the transportation total cost, we want to minimize as well. 

 

After describing this technology we are going to explain the main principles and 

factors of this technology. The main principles of hub and spoke technology are: 

 

1. the flow of goods consolidation into a bigger shipment, 

2. the transportation of a bigger shipment is economical and ecological, 

3. we can change the means of transport after the consolidation and the 

deconsolidation, 

4. the operation of deconsolidation and consolidation will be done in the logistical 

centers (in the hubs, in the transship ports, in the airports). 

Others logistics technologies are described in the literature [11] and [15]. 

After introducing the hub and spoke technology in this dissertation thesis we are going 

to introduce the state of art of the hub and spoke technology, so we analyze the classic method 

of solution of the models.  
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2 TARGET OF DISSERTATION WORK 

 

We formulate the following targets for the dissertation work: 

1. to create the mathematical models for optimal architecture of hub and spoke 

technology system designed for one-way and two-ways flows of goods and to 

validate their functionality. We will solve this target in the chapters 4 and 6, in the 

chapter 4 there will be the formulation of the problem, in the chapter 6 the 

proposed models will be validated,  

2. to create the mathematical models for one-way and two-ways flows of goods with 

vehicle fleet selection (regarding vehicles capacity) and to validate their 

functionality. We will solve this target in the chapters 4 and 6, in the chapter 4 

there will be the formulation of the problem, in the chapter 6 the proposed models 

will be validated, 

3. to create the mathematical models for optimizing the total cost for two ways flow 

of goods for vehicle fleet selection (regarding vehicles capacity) and to validate 

their functionality. We will solve this target in the chapters 4 and 6, in the chapter 

4 there will be the formulation of the problem, in the chapter 6 the proposed 

models will be validated, 

4. to search the applicability of models, we want to validate in the problem, with 

bigger quantity entry data. We will solve this target in the chapter 7. 
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3 SURVEY OF THE MAIN SOLUTION STATE OF THE PROBLEMS 

The hub and spoke technology is a much-discussed subject in many national and 

international books and journals. In the Czech Republic hub and spoke technology was 

described, for example in the papers [9], [23] and in the book [11]. In Europe and around the 

world there are many publications listed in the end of the dissertation thesis. 

The models are divided according to more aspects. For us it is important to divide hub 

and spoke technology models in two main groups: 

 

1. single-assignment hub and spoke technology models, 

2. multiple-assignment hub and spoke technology models. 

 

The first group describes the single-assignment hub and spoke technology models and 

an example of this configuration will be shown in the figure 3.1. 

 

 
Fig 3.1: Single-assignment hub and spoke technology [2] 

 

For the single-assignment system hub and spoke technology there is a characteristic 

every customer is assigned to only one hub.  

 

The second group describes the multiple-assignment hub and spoke technology 

models and an example of this configuration will be shown in the figure 3.2. 

 
Fig 3.2: Multiple-assignment hub and spoke technology [2] 

 

For the multiple-assignment hub and spoke technology there is a characteristic at least 

one customer is assigned to more than one hub. From the figures, we can see that single-
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assignment hub and spoke technology is the special event of the multiple-assignment 

network.  

 

The hub and spoke technology can be described by mathematical models at different 

levels, from simplified to very complex models. We select only some of them. For every 

mathematical model, we are going to present its description.  

 

At first we are going to analyze some chosen models for single-assignment hub and 

spoke technology and after them some chosen models for multiple-assignment hub and spoke 

technology.  

 
 

3.1 Single-assignment hub and spoke technology models 

 

In this chapter, we speak about the single-assignment hub and spoke technology, and 

we present 6 models about it. 

 

 

3.1.1 Model 1 - Discrete hub location problems 
 

The model, we are going to analyze, was published by [1] and its modification was 

published by [2]. The model presents the following situation: there are n places in the network 

and flows of goods among the places. 

 

The constants represent the transportation cost for unit of flow of goods among 

suppliers and customers through supposed hubs, the discount factor among hubs and the fixed 

cost for building up hubs. The variables represent the utilized trips among suppliers and 

customers through supposed hubs and deciding about the building up or not the hubs, the flow 

of goods among places in the network. 

 

The model calculates the following list of cost: 

 

1. the total cost for building up hubs, 

2. the total transportation cost, 

3. it defines cost according to the distances. The distances will be calculated by the 

triangle of inequality, 

4. it optimize criterion represents the total cost for distribution of goods (the 

transportation cost and the building cost) and it wants to minimize them. 

 

The constraints in the model ensure that: 

 

1. all the flow of goods passed through two hubs that are built up, 

2. if we go through hubs these hubs will be built up,  

3. if hubs will not be built the transportation trip will not be executed, 

4. the existence of domain of definitions of variables. 
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3.1.2 Model 2 - A hybrid heuristic solution for the location problem 
 

The model, we are going to analyze, was published by [3] and presents the following 

situation: there are a number of places in the network and flows of goods among them. 

 

The constants represent the transportation cost for unit flow of goods among places in 

the network, discount factors for collect, transfer among hubs and distribution to the final 

customer and the fixed cost of building. This model is different from model 1 because it 

analyses in a better way the transportation cost. The main entry data is the transportation 

costs, which includes three components: 

 

1. the collection cost during the phase among the supplier and allocated hubs, 

2. the transportation cost during the phase among hubs, 

3. the distribution cost during the phase among the allocated hubs and the customers. 

 

The variables represent the decision about the building up or not the hubs, the utilized 

trips among suppliers and customers through possible hubs, and the flow of goods among 

places in the network. 

 

The optimized criterion represents the total cost for distribution of goods (the 

transportation cost and the building cost) and it wants to minimize them too. 

 

The constraints in the model ensure that: 

 

1. the flow of goods among every origin destination pair of hubs passes through 

other 2 hubs, 

2. we will build up a hub if we connect the customers, if we do not build up hub, we 

will not connect the customers, 

3. each flow of goods must pass only through hubs, 

4. the existence of the domain of definitions of variables. 

 

The solution will be found thanks to a hybrid heuristic solution. 

 
 

3.1.3 Model 3 - Uncapacitated hub location problem with congestion cost 
 

The model, we are going to analyze, was published by [4]. This model is different 

from models 1 and 2 because it includes also the congestion cost. 

 

The constants represent delay function of traffic flow of goods at the places, the 

congestion level in the supplier i. The variables represent the decision about the building up or 

not the hubs, the utilized trips among suppliers and customers through possible hubs, the 

congestion cost in the network that depends on the flow of goods in the network, the flow of 

goods between places in the network. In this location problem, we will need the following 

entry data: 

 

1. the cost for building up hubs, 

2. the transportation cost, 

3. the congestion of cost when there is too much concentration of traffic for hub with 

finite capacity. 
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The decision variables in this model determine the possibility to go from the suppliers 

to the customers passing through two hubs, building up hub and connect the places to the hub. 

 

The optimization criterion is the minimization of the total cost.  

 

The constraints in the model ensure that: 

 

1. each customer will be connected only to a hub, 

2. we will build up a hub if we connect the customers, if we do not build up the hub, 

we will not connect the customers, 

3. if we connect the customer to hub, the flow of goods will be connected to the 

same way, 

4. the existence of the domain of definitions of variables. 

 
 

3.1.4 Model 4 - Capacitated single-assignment hub location problem – 
a bicriteria approach 

 
The model, we are going to analyze, was published by [10]. In the model we can 

describe the following constants: the fixed cost for building up a hub, the transportation cost, 

the fixed time to start the service at the hub, the distance between places, the discount factors 

for collect, the trip among hubs and distribution, the capacity of collecting flow of goods, the 

time the hub takes to process one unit of flow of goods, the number of places in which it is 

possible to build up the hub. 

 

The variables represent flow of goods between places in the network, the utilized trips 

among suppliers and customers through supposed hubs and the decision about building up or 

not the hubs. 

 

The model has two optimization criteria. The first criterion is the minimization of the 

total transportation cost and the second one is minimization of the service time of hubs. 

 

In this model there are two optimization criteria and this is the difference among 

model 4 and previous models. 

 

The constraints in the model ensure that: 

 

1. every supplier or customer is connected to only one hub, 

2. we will build up a hub if we assign the customers, if we do not build up a hub, we 

will not connect the customers, 

3. the existence of the domain of definitions of variables. 

 
 
3.1.5 Model 5 - Model solved with a total cost comparison for hub and spoke 

technology 
 

The model, we are going to analyze, was published by [9]. The constants represent the 

collection and distribution factors and the discount factor, the distance between places. Now 
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we are going to explain these factors for the all transportation from supplier to customer. The 

transportation process from supplier to customer can be divided into three parts: 

 

1. a collection part: transportation from the supplier to the hub, 

2. an inter-hub part: transportation from a hub to another one, 

3. a distribution part: from a hub to the customer. 

 

The discount factor for all parts will be calculated according to: 

 

 

S

*L
    (3.1.5.1) 

Comments:  

α is the discount factor, 

L* real transportation cost for unit in large vehicles (transportation between hubs), 

S real transportation cost for unit in smaller vehicles (transportation from the supplier to 

the hub and from a hub to the customer). 

 

For the collection part and the distribution part this factor is equal to one. For the 

inter-hub part transportation this factor is smaller than one or it is equal to one, this means: 

 

 1 0   (3.1.5.2) 

 

The variables represent flow of goods in the network, the decision about the building 

up or not the hubs, the decisions about how to connect hubs and customers. 

 

After briefly describing the structure of the model we are going to define the 

optimization criterion. The optimization criterion is to minimize the total transportation cost.  

 

The constraints in the model ensure that: 

 

1. we build up exactly p hubs, 

2. the assignment of hubs and customers, 

3. the existence of the domain of definitions of variables. 

 

The solution will be found thanks to the genetic algorithm method that is used to find 

suboptimal solutions to complex combinatorial problems and it works on the principle of 

simulation of evolution in nature. 

 
 

3.1.6 Model 6 - Model solved using genetic algorithm 
 

The model, we are going to analyze, was published by [23]. The constants represent 

the distance among the places in the network, discount factors for collect, transfer among 

hubs and distribution, coefficients indicating in monetary units the linear growth in cost 

depending on the kilometric distances, the fixed cost for building up a hub. The variables 

represent the flow of goods in the network, decision about the building up or not the hubs, the 

decision to assign or do not assign a supplier and customer to a hub. The main difference 

between this model and the previous models is that the model 6 does not optimize the fixed 

cost for building hubs. In this model we have to consider that: 
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1. the transportation among customers is always done through one or two hubs, the 

direct transport among customers is not allowed, 

2. every customer is assigned to only one hub, 

3. the capacity of the hubs is not limited. Each hub can handle an unlimited number 

of items. 

 

After briefly describing the structure of the system we are going to define the 

optimization criterion. The optimization criterion is to minimize the total transportation cost.  

  

The constraints in the model ensure that: 

 

1. we build up exactly p hubs, 

2. every place is connected to just one hub, 

3. the goods are transported through hubs, 

4. the existence of the domain of definitions of variables. 

 

The solution will be found thanks to the genetic algorithm method that is used to find 

suboptimal solutions to complex combinatorial problems and it works on the principle of 

simulation of evolution in nature. 

 
 

3.2 Multiple-assignment hub and spoke technology models 
 

In the next chapter, we are going to analyze the multiple-assignment hub location 

problem and its models. The structure was shown by us in the first part of the first chapter in 

figure 3.2. In the chapter, we speak about the multiple-assignment hub and spoke technology 

and we present 4 models about it. 

 
 

3.2.1 Model 1 – Preprocessing and cutting for multiple allocation hub location 
problems 

 
The model, we are going to analyze, was published by [6]. The constants represent the 

transportation cost, discount factors for collect, transfer among hubs and distribution from 

hubs to customers, the number of hubs built. The variables represent the decision about the 

building up or not the hubs, the flows of goods among suppliers and customers. 

 

The flow of goods will be organized in this way: 

 

1. the flow departing from the supplier comes to the hub k (collection), 

2. from the hub k the flow is distributing by the hub l (distribution). 

 

So the total flow of goods from the supplier i to the customer j is collected by the hub 

k distributed by the hub l. 

 

The model introduces the situation of building up p hubs in the multiple-assignment 

hubs in the hub and spoke technology. The optimization criterion calculates the total 

transportation cost, without considering the fixed cost for building up the hubs.  

 

The constraints in the model ensure that: 
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1. we build up exactly p hubs, 

2. the total flow of goods from the supplier i to the hubs is equal to the total flow 

of goods from supplier i to all customers, 

3. the total flow of goods from the supplier i to the customer j through the set of 

hubs L is equal to the flow of goods from supplier i to customer j, 

4. we will build up a hub if we assign the customers, if we do not build up a hub, 

we will not assign the customers, 

5. each flow of goods must only pass through hubs, 

6. the existence of the domain of definitions of variables. 

 
 

3.2.2 Model 2 - The integrated secondary route network 
 

The model, we are going to analyze, was published by [7]. This model is a multiple-

assignment and a multi commodity hub and spoke technology too. The constants represent the 

fixed cost of the vehicle transporting goods for every day, the unit transportation cost, the 

time limit for every trip from suppliers to customers, the time of departure for every supplier, 

the time of transportation among places and staying time in hubs. The variables represent the 

decision to assign or not to assign suppliers and customers to the hubs and types of goods are 

assigned or not on the link, the flow of goods in the network. This model introduces the 

process of deciding how to reduce the fixed cost of hubs and transportation cost and it must 

respect the time transportation limit that exists for every trip.  

 

The optimization criterion is the minimization of the total cost.  

 

The constraints in the model ensure that: 

 

1. the time constraints so the transportation among the suppliers and the customers 

will not overcome the time limit established, 

2. the flow of goods conservation everything is transported then it can not be 

unloaded in the inter-hubs, 

3. all the requests of the customers are satisfied. We can guarantee building up a hub 

and the flow of goods between hubs that will satisfy the customer request, 

4. the existence of the domain of definitions of variables. 

 
 

3.2.3 Model 3 - Formulations and algorithms for calculating the final cost 
 

The model, we are going to analyze, was published by [8]. The constants represent the 

fixed cost for building up the hub, the capacity of the hub, the discount factors for collect, 

transportation among hubs and distribution. In this model the flow of goods goes always 

through two inter-hubs. The variables represent the decision about the building or not the 

hubs and the flow of goods in the relationship. It introduces the concept of capacitated hub 

furthermore we have fixed cost for building up hubs (this is the main difference between this 

model and model 1). The advantage of this model is that it considers all the transportation 

cost which means in the phases collection, transportation and distribution cost altogether and 

fixed cost for building up hubs. 

 

In this model we have decided about: the flow of goods departs from the suppliers and 

goes through the inter-hubs after that it will arrive to the customers. 
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Now we will briefly describe the structure of the model. We are going to define the 

optimization criterion. The optimization criterion is able to minimize the total cost. 

 

Let’s go to describe the constraints of the model. The constraints in the model ensure 

that: 

1. we build up exactly p hubs (p=2 because there are two inter-hubs), 

2. the total flow of goods from the supplier i to the hubs is equal to the total flow of 

goods from supplier i to all customers, 

3. the total flow of goods from the supplier i to the customer j through the set of 

hubs L is equal to the flow of goods from supplier i to customer j, 

4. each flow of goods must only pass through hubs, 

5. the existence of the domain of definitions of variables. 

 

This model has multiple-assignment because the flow of goods can go through more 

than one hub. When we use up all the capacity limits of one hub we shall decide for another 

trip through another hubs. 

 
 

3.2.4 Model 4 - Total cost comparison for multi-assignment hub and spoke 
technology models 

 
The model, we are going to analyze, was published by [9]. The constants represent the 

discount factor, the collection and distribution factors, the distance between places, the set of 

places in which it is possible to build up hubs. Now we are going to explain these factors and 

the entire transportation process from origin to destination. The transportation process from 

suppliers to customers can be divided into three parts: 

 

1. a collection part: transportation from the supplier to the hub, 

2. an inter-hub part: transportation from a hub to another one, 

3. a distribution part: transportation from a hub to the customer. 

 

The discount factor for all parts will be calculated according to (3.1.5.1). 

 

Analogously for the collection part and the distribution part this factor is equal to one 

too. In our model for the transportation among hubs this factor is smaller than one or it is 

equal to one like in (3.1.5.2). 

 

In the real problem this factor is: 

 

 7,0 6,0    (3.2.4.1) 

 

The variables represent the flow of goods, the decision about the building up or not the 

hubs, the decisions about how to connect suppliers and hubs and customers and hubs. 

 

The optimization criterion wants to calculate the total transportation cost and minimize 

it. 

 

Let’s go to describe the constraints of the model. The constraints in the model ensure 

that: 
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1. we build up exactly p hubs, 

2. we guarantee the multiple allocation by saying that a supplier or a customer can 

be connected to more than one hub, 

3. the total flow of goods must go from suppliers to a customers through some pair 

of hubs, 

4. every flow will go only through hubs, 

5. the existence of the domain of definitions of variables. 

 

 

3.3 Summary of the proposed models 
 

In this chapter we are going to present the main differences among the models. For 

first we are going to speak about the single-assignment hub and spoke technology and then 

the multiple-assignment hub and spoke technology. 

 

 
3.3.1 Single-assignment hub and spoke technology models 

 
In this chapter we speak about the differences and characteristics of the 6 proposed 

single-assignment models. 

 

In the model number 1 the distances will be calculated by the triangle of inequality and 

this is a difference among this model and all the other 5 models. There are no congestion cost 

like in the model number 3 and there is just one optimized criterion while in the model 

number 4 there are two optimization criteria. The model number 1 considers as solution the 

genetic algorithm method like in the model number 6. 

 

In the model number 2 there are factors for collect, transfer among hubs and 

distribution to the final customer and this is a difference between this model and the model 

number 1. In this model we do not have the congestion cost like the model number 3 and we 

have just one optimized criterion while in the model number 4 there are two optimized 

criteria. The solution of the model number 2 will be found thanks to a hybrid heuristic 

solution while in the fifth and model number 6 will be used the genetic algorithm. 

 

In the model number 3 there are congestion cost and the delay function of traffic flow 

of goods at the places this is the main difference among this model and all the other 5 models. 

This model has also just one optimized criterion as difference with the model number 4 in 

which there are two optimized criteria. We do not consider as solution the genetic algorithm 

like in the models number 5 and 6.  

 

In the model number 4 two optimized criteria were used and this is the difference 

among this model and all the other 5 models. The first optimized criterion is the minimization 

of the total transportation cost and the second one is minimization of the service time of hubs. 

Other difference among this model and the other 5 models is that in this model there is fixed 

time to start the service at the hub, as further difference between this model and the model 

number 3 we do not have in this model the congestion cost. 
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The model number 5 does not consider the triangle of inequality for calculating 

distances so this is one difference between this model and the model number 1. The solution 

is possible thanks to genetic algorithm and this is the difference between this model and the 

model number 2. The model number 5 does not consider the congestion cost like we have in 

the model number 3. This model has just one optimized criterion and this is the difference 

between this model and the model number 4. In the model number 5 does not optimize the 

fixed cost for building hubs and this is the difference between this model and the model 

number 6. 

 

The model number 6 is different from the first four models for the same reasons the 

model number 5 is different from them too. The main difference between this model and the 5 

other model is that this model optimizes the fixed cost for building hubs. 

 
 
3.3.2 Multiple-assignment hub and spoke technology models 
 

In this chapter we speak about the differences and characteristics of the four proposed 

multiple-assignment models. 

 

The model number 1 does not consider the fixed cost for building up the hubs and this 

cost is one difference between this model and the model number 3. In the model number 2 we 

consider the time limit for every trip from suppliers to customers, the time of departure for 

every supplier, the time of transportation among places and staying time in hubs while in the 

model number 1 we do not consider them. In the model number 4 there are not precise 

constrains for the flow of goods conservation like in the model number 1. 

 

The model number 2 is a multiple-assignment and a multi commodity model. The 

difference among this model and the other 3 is that we consider the time limit for every trip 

from suppliers to customers, the time of departure for every supplier, the time of 

transportation among places and staying time in hubs. The other difference of this model and 

the other 3 is that this model is the only one defined like multiple-assignment and a multi 

commodity model. 

 

The model number 3 optimizes the fixed cost for building hub and this is the 

difference between this model and the first one. The difference between the model number 3 

and the model number 2 is that this model is not a multi commodity model, there are not: the 

time limit for every trip from suppliers to customers, the time of departure for every supplier, 

the time of transportation among places and staying time in hubs like in the model number 2. 

The model number 4 does not optimize the fixed cost for building hubs while the model 

number 3 optimizes them. 

 

In the model number 4 there are not precise constrains for the flow of goods 

conservation like in the model number 1. This model is not a multi commodity model like the 

model number 2 and it has not its time limits like: the time limit for every trip from suppliers 

to customers, the time of departure for every supplier, the time of transportation among places 

and staying time in hubs. The number 4 does not optimize the fixed cost for building hubs like 

the model number 3. 
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4 MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR OPTIMAL ARCHITECTURE OF 
HUB AND SPOKE TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM DESIGNED FOR ONE-
WAY AND TWO-WAYS FLOW OF GOODS  
 

The fruition of the targets will be executed with the help of linear programming 

methods. The linear programming methods will be used because we can find the optimal 

solution. The known models are sometimes not useful for solving our targets, they do not 

consider to divide the model into parts in order to build up a customer hub and a supplier hub. 

So in order to solve these problems we have to divide the models into parts. With these 

models the hub can be build up in such places that they will minimize the total covered 

distance. The first target contains the requests for the creation of a model through distances 

and not through cost, because we do not know the cost, but we know the distance. We know 

the capacity of the vehicles, the customer’s requests and the supplier’s capacities. In all 

models we will build up one supplier hub and customer hub. We build up the supplier hub in 

one of real suppliers and we build up the customer hub in one of real customers. In the 

proposed models, we are going to decide where to build hubs and minimize the covered 

distances between suppliers, hubs and customers. In chapter 4 we will present 5 mathematical 

models:  

 

- mathematical model for one-way flow of goods without fleet selection, 

- mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods without fleet selection, 

- mathematical model for one-way flow of goods for vehicle fleet selection (regarding 

vehicles capacity), 

- mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods for vehicle fleet selection, 

- mathematical model for two direction ways for optimizing the total cost. 

 

Let’s think that there are very large distances among the suppliers and the customers. 

 

In all the 5 models according to the hub and spoke technology we want to transport 

goods among the suppliers and the customers. We want to organize this transportation in the 

following way: at first we want that all goods will be transported to one place – the supplier 

hub. Then we want that all the goods will be transported to one place – the customer hub and 

from this place will be transported to the other real customers. The supplier hub will be 

chosen from the set of real suppliers and the customer hub will be chosen from the set of real 

customers. 

 

Every real supplier can be chosen as supplier hub and every real customer can be 

chosen as customer hub. In our models we assume that all real suppliers can be assigned to 

exactly one supplier hub and all customers can be assigned to exactly one customer hub. All 

five models belong to the category single- assignment hub and spoke technology models. 

 

The target of the mathematical models 1-4 will be to minimize the total covered 

distance, the target of the mathematical model 5 will be to minimize the total cost of the 

distribution of goods. 

 

Let’s define that the goods are transported by vehicles and we know their capacities. 

These capacities are different for: 
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- the transportation among the real suppliers and the supplier hub, 

- the transportation between the supplier hub and the customer hub, 

- the transportation among the customer hub and the real customers. 

 

The transportation between the supplier hub and the customer hub will be done just 

once because the capacity of the vehicles moving between the supplier hub and the customer 

hub is enough to transport all goods we must transport.  

 

We describe all the processes in easy examples. We assume that the flow of goods 

will be organized among two suppliers and two customers through two hubs (like the 

following figures) and every supplier and customer can be assigned to only one hub. If there 

are two suppliers and two customers and we can build up hub in any one of these suppliers 

and customers there can be four configurations as seeing in the figures 4.1-4.4. 

    
Fig 4.1: Possible configuration of the hub and spoke problem - the first version 

 
Fig 4.2: Possible configuration of the hub and spoke problem - the second version 

    
Fig 4.3: Possible configuration of the hub and spoke problem - the third version 

    
Fig 4.4: Possible configuration of the hub and spoke problem - the fourth version 

 

Now we assume that in the problem there are m real suppliers and n real customers. 

We can see this situation in the figure 4.5. 
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Fig 4.5: Configuration with m real suppliers and supliers hub, and n real customer and 

customer hub 

Comments:  

The edges in figure 4.5 represent the shortest path among real suppliers and supplier 

hubs, among supplier hubs and customer hubs and customer hubs and real customers. In 

chapter 6 every edge will have the value that represents distance between places. If the 

distance between the real supplier and supplier hub is 0 then supplier hub and real supplier 

will be the same. If the distance between the real customer and customer hub is 0 then 

customer hub and real customer will be the same. 

 

If we decide to build up one supplier hub and one customer hub then the situation will 

be the following, see figure 4.6. 

 

 

 
Fig 4.6: Configuration after the solution process 

 

In the following models for solving the problems with one direction way let’s go to 

declare the meaning of the symbols in all models: 

 

I set of real suppliers,  

J set of possible hub locations in which the goods coming from suppliers is completed 

(set of possible supplier hub locations),  

K set of possible hub locations from which the goods departure to the customers (set of 

possible customer hub locations), 

L set of real customers. 

 

In the following models for solving the problems with two direction ways let’s go to 

declare the meaning of the symbols in all models: 

 

I set of real suppliers for first way and set of real customer for the second way, 

J set of possible hub locations in which the goods are completed coming from suppliers 
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(set of possible supplier hub locations) for the first way and set of possible customer 

hub locations for the second way,  

K set of possible customer hub locations for the first way and set of possible supplier 

hub location for the second way,  

L set of real customers for the first way and set of real supplier for the second way.  

 

 

4.1 Mathematical model for one-way flow of goods without fleet selection  
 

We have a set of real suppliers and a set of real customers. We know the distances 

among all real suppliers and we know the distances among all real customers and we know 

the distances among suppliers and customers. We know the capacity of the suppliers and the 

request of the customers, the capacities of the vehicles moving only among the real 

suppliers, only among the real customers and among real suppliers and real customers. 

 

In the model we will use the following constants: 

ia  is the capacity of goods for the real supplier Ii , 

lb  is the request of goods for the real customer Ll , 

ijc  is the distance between the real supplier Ii  and the supplier hub Jj , 

jkd  is the distance between the supplier hub Jj and the customer hub k K , 

kle  is the distance between the customer hub k K and the real customer Ll , 

1VK  is the capacity of the vehicle travelling among real suppliers and supplier hubs, 

3VK  is the capacity of the vehicle travelling among customer hubs and real customers, 

T it is a prohibitive parameter we decide its value as: T=100000. 

We think that among set of supplier hubs and set of customer hubs only one trip will 

be. 

 

In the model we will use the following variables: 

iju  is the number of trips for the vehicle travelling between real supplier Ii and supplier 

hub Jj . 

jkw  is a binary variable that represents the connection between the supplier hub Jj and 

the customer hub k K ; it can have these values: 1jkw  or 0jkw . If 1jkw  the 

supplier hub Jj  is connected to the customer hub k K ; for 0jkw  the supplier 

hub Jj  is not connected to the customer hub k K . 

klv  is the number of trips for the vehicle travelling between the customer hub k K and 

the real customer Ll .  

ijx  is the flow of goods defined from the real supplier Ii  to supplier hub Jj .  

kly  is the flow of goods defined between the customer hub k K and the real customer 

Ll .  

kr  is a binary variable that defines the existence of the customer hub k K ; it has the 

following values: 1rk   or 0rk  . If 1rk   it means that place k K is a customer hub 

otherwise if 0rk   it means that place k K is not a customer hub.  

jt  is a binary variable that defines the existence of the supplier hub Jj ; it has the 

following values: 1jt  or 0jt . If 1jt  it means that place Jj  is a supplier hub 

otherwise if 0jt  it means that place Jj  is not a supplier hub. 
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For the situation:  
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we have the following model:  
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  1,0jt  for Ii  (4.1.14) 

  1,0rk   for Kk  (4.1.15) 
  1,0jkw  for ,Kk Jj  (4.1.16) 

 0ijx  for JjIi  ,  (4.1.17) 

 0kly  for LlKk  ,  (4.1.18) 
 iju 

0Z  for JjIi  ,  (4.1.19) 

 klv 

0Z  for LlKk  ,  (4.1.20) 

 

Comments: 

(4.1.2) is the optimization criterion that represents the total covered distance. We want to 

minimize the optimization criterion value.  

 

The group of constraints:  

(4.1.3) we exhaust the capacity of all real suppliers, 

(4.1.4) the requests of the all real customers are satisfied, 

(4.1.5) calculates the number of trips between the real supplier Ii and supplier hub Jj , 

(4.1.6) calculates the number of trips from the customer hub Kk  to the real customer Ll , 
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(4.1.7) describes that if we go at least once to Jj then in Jj  the hub will be built, 

(4.1.8) describes that if we go at least once to k K then in k K  the hub will be built,  

(4.1.9) describes that we build just one hub in the set K, 

(4.1.10) describes that we build just one hub in the set J, 

(4.1.11) describes that after we built up the supplier hub in Jj there will be trips departing 

from that hub, 

(4.1.12) describes that if there are incoming trips to the customer hub in k K there will be the 

hub K  built up, 

(4.1.13) describes that just one connection is possible between the hub in the set J and the hub 

in the set K , 

from (4.1.14) to (4.1.20) we have the obligatory constraints.  

 

For the situation: 

 
 Ll

l

Ii

i ba >  
(4.1.21) 

The model will change in the group of constraints (4.1.3). This group of constraints 

will have the form: 
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 for Ii  (4.1.22) 

the group of constraints 4.1.22 ensures that we do not exceed the capacity of the vehicle. 

 

For the situation: 
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(4.1.23)  

 

This model will change in the group of constraints (4.1.4). This group of constraints 

will have the form: 

 
l
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kl by 


 for Ll  (4.1.24) 

 

The group of constraints (4.1.24) ensures that we consume maximally the request of the 

customer. 

 

 

4.2 Mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods without fleet selection  
 

In this chapter we consider the same situation like in the chapter 4.1 but the 

transportation will be organized in two ways. The first way will be from the real suppliers to 

the real customers and the second way will be back. This means that for the second way the 

real customers will be the places in which the flow of goods will begin. For the two direction 

ways we want to organize these transportations like this: at first we want that all goods will be 

transported to one place – the supplier hub. Then we want that all the goods will be 

transported to one place – to the customer hub and from this place will be transported to the 

real customers.  
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The flow of goods will be shown in the figure 4.7. 

 
Fig 4.7: Two ways flow of goods  

 

Our network has the following situation: we have the distance cij among the real 

suppliers Ii  and the supplier hub Jj (for the first way) and among customer hub 

Jj and real customers Ii  (for the second way), djk between supplier hub Jj and the 

customer hub Kk  (for the first way) and between the supplier hub Kk  and the customer 

hub Jj  (for the second way), and ekl among customer hub Kk and the real customers 

Ll  (for the first way) among the real suppliers Ll  and the supplier hub Kk (for the 

second way), as we can see in the figure 4.8.  

 
 

Fig 4.8: The network analyzed 

 

We want that the supplier hub and customer hub will be the same for both ways.  

 

By analogy like for the previous problem the capacities of the vehicles are different 

for: 

- the transportation among the real suppliers and the supplier hub (for the first way) and 

back (for the second way), 

- the transportation between the supplier hub and the customer hub (for the first way) and 

back (for the second way), 

- the transportation among the customer hub and the real customers (for the first way) and 

back (for the second way). 

 

In the model we will use the following constants: 

ia1  is the capacity of goods for the real supplier Ii  for the first way flow of goods, 

lb1  it is the request of goods for the real customer Ll  for the first way flow of goods, 

la2  it is the capacity of goods for the real supplier Ll  for the second way flow of 

goods, 

ib2  it is the request of goods for the real customer Ii for the second way flow of goods, 
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ijc  is the distance between the real supplier Ii  and the supplier hub Jj  for the first 

way, 

jic  is the distance between the customer hub Jj  and real customer k K  for the 

second way, 

jkd  is the distance between the supplier hub Jj  and the customer hub k K for the first 

way, 

kjd  is the distance between the supplier hub k K  and the customer hub Jj for the 

second way, 

kle  is the distance between the customer hub k K and the real customer Ll  for the 

first way, 

lke  is the distance between the real supplier Ll  and the supplier hub k K  for the 

second way, 

1VK  is the capacity of the vehicle travelling between real suppliers and supplier hubs, 

3VK  is the capacity of the vehicle travelling between customer hubs and real customers, 

T is a prohibitive parameter we decide its value as: T=100000. 

 

In the model we will use the following variables: 

iju1  is the number of trips for the vehicle travelling between real supplier Ii and supplier 

hub Jj for the first way. 

jiu2  is the number of trips for the vehicle travelling between customer hub Jj  and real 

customer Ii  for the second way. 

jkw  is a binary variable that represents the connection between the supplier hub Jj and 

the customer hub k K  for the first way; it can have these values: 1jkw  or 0jkw , 

if 1jkw the supplier hub Jj is connected to the customer hub k K ; for 0jkw  

the supplier hub Jj is not connected to the customer hub k K . 

klv1  is the number of trips for the vehicle travelling between the customer hub k K and 

the real customer Ll  for the first way.  

lkv2  is the number of trips for the vehicle travelling between the real supplier Ll  and the 

supplier hub k K for the second way. 

ijx1  is the flow of goods defined from the supplier Ii  to supplier hub Jj  for the first 

way. 

lky2  is the flow of goods defined between the real customer Ll  and customer hub k K  

for the second way. 

kly1  
is the flow of goods defined between the customer hub k K and the real customer 

Ll  for the first way. 

ijx2  is the flow of goods defined between customer hub Jj  and real customer Ii  for 

the second way. 

kr  is a binary variable that defines the existence of the customer hub k K  (for both 

ways); it has the following values: 1rk   or 0rk  . If 1rk   it means that place k K is a 

hub otherwise if 0rk   it means that place k K is not a hub. 

jt  is a binary variable that defines the existence of the supplier hub Jj (for both 

ways); it has the following values: 1jt  or 0jt . If 1jt  it means that place Jj  

is a hub otherwise if 0jt  it means that place Jj  is not a hub. 
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For the situation: 
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we have the following model: 
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111 Vijij Kux   for JjIi  ,  (4.2.8) 

 
311 Vklkl Kvy   for ,Kk Ll   (4.2.9) 

 
122 Vjiji Kux   for Ii , Jj    (4.2.10) 

 
322 Vlklk Kvy   for ,Kk Ll   (4.2.11) 

 





Jj

jt 1  
 

(4.2.12) 

 





Kk

kr 1  
 

(4.2.13) 

 
 


Kk Jj

jkw 1
 

 
(4.2.14) 

 Ttx jij 1  for JjIi  ,                                                                                (4.2.15) 

 Ttx jji 2  for JjIi  ,                                                                                (4.2.16)

) 
 Try kkl 1  for LlKk  ,                                                                                     (4.2.17) 

 Try klk 2  for LlKk  ,                                                                                     (4.2.18)  

 



Kk

jkwjt
 for Jj   (4.2.19) 

 

 




Jj

jkwrk   for Kk  (4.2.20) 

  1,0jt  for Jj    (4.2.21) 

  1,0kr  for Kk  (4.2.22) 

  1,0jkw  for ,Kk Jj  (4.2.23) 

  01 Zu ij  for JjIi  ,  (4.2.24) 

  01 Zv kl  for LlKk  ,  (4.2.25) 
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  02 Zu ji  for JjIi  ,  (4.2.26) 

  02 Zv lk  for LlKk  ,  (4.2.27) 

 01 ijx  for JjIi  ,  (4.2.28) 

 01 kly  for LlKk  ,  (4.2.29) 

 01 jix  for JjIi  ,  (4.2.30) 

 02 lky  for LlKk  ,  (4.2.31) 

 

Comments: 

(4.2.3) is the optimization criterion that represents the total covered distance for both ways 

flow of goods. We want to minimize the optimization criterion value. 

 

The group of constraints:  

(4.2.4) we exhaust the capacity of all real suppliers for the first way, 

(4.2.5) the requests of the real all customers are satisfied for the first way, 

(4.2.6) we exhaust the capacity of the all real suppliers for the second way, 

(4.2.7) the request of the all real customers are satisfied for the second way, 

(4.2.8) calculates the number of trips between the real supplier Ii and supplier hub 

Jj for the first way, 

(4.2.9) calculates the number of trips between the customer hub Kk to the real customer 

Ll  for the first way, 

(4.2.10) calculates the number of trips between the customer hub Jj to the real customer 

Ii for the second way, 

(4.2.11) calculates the number of trips between the real supplier Ll  to the supplier hub 

Kk  for the second way, 

(4.2.12) describes that we build just one hub in the set J  for both ways flow of goods,  

(4.2.13) describes that we build just one hub in the set K for both ways flow of goods, 

(4.2.14) describes that just one connection is possible between the hub in the set J and the hub 

in the set K , 

(4.2.15) describes that if we go at least once to Jj  then in Jj  the hub will be built for 

the first way, 

(4.2.16) describes that if we departure from Jj  then in Jj  the hub will be built for the 

second way, 

(4.2.17) describes that if we go at least once to k K  then in k K  the hub will be built for 

the first way, 

(4.2.18) describes that if we departure from k K  then in k K  the hub will be built for the 

second way, 

(4.2.19) describes that after we built up a supplier hub in Jj  there will be trips departing 

from the hub, 

(4.2.20) describes that if there are incoming trips to the customer hub in k K  the hub K  will 

be built. 

From (4.2.21) to (4.2.31) we have the obligatory constraints. 
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4.3 Mathematical model for one-way flow of goods for vehicle fleet selection 
(regarding vehicles capacity)  

 

We assume the same problem like the chapter 4.1. In the chapter 4.1 we knew the type 

of vehicles that realized the transportation among real suppliers and supplier hub, between the 

supplier hub and customer hub and among the customer hub and real customers. In the model 

number 3 we will not know the concrete type of vehicles. In the model it will be decided 

where to build up the supplier hub and customer hub and the fleet selection too. Let’s go to 

present the mathematical model in which for example we can rent different type of vehicle. 

 

The symbols I, J, K, L have the same meaning like the chapter 4.1.We add the 

following symbols: 

 

P1 set of vehicles that travel among real suppliers and possible supplier hub locations,  

P2 set of vehicles that travel among possible supplier hub locations and possible 

customer hub locations,  

P3 set of vehicles that travel among possible customer hub locations and real customers,  

 

In the model we will use the following constants: 

ia  is the capacity of goods for the real supplier Ii , 

lb  it is the request of goods for the real customer Ll ,  

ijc  is the distance between the real supplier Ii  and the supplier hub Jj , 

jkd  is the distance between the supplier hub Jj and the customer hub k K , 

kle  is the distance between the customer hub k K and the real customer Ll ,  

pK1  is the capacity of the vehicle 1Pp  travelling between real suppliers and supplier 

hub,  

pK 2  is the capacity of the vehicle 2Pp  travelling between supplier hub and customer 

hub, 

pK 3  is the capacity of the vehicle 3Pp travelling between customer hub and real 

customers,  

T is a prohibitive parameter we decide its value as: T=100000. 

 

In the model we will use the following variables: 

ijpu  is the number of trips for the vehicle with capacity 1Pp  travelling between real 

supplier Ii and supplier hub Jj . 

jkpw  is the number of trips for the vehicle with capacity 2Pp travelling between the 

supplier hub Jj and the customer hub k for the first way. 

klpv  is the number of trips for the vehicle with capacity 3Pp travelling between the 

customer hub k K and the real customer Ll .  

ijx  is the flow of goods defined from the supplier Ii  to supplier hub Jj .  

kly  is the flow of goods defined between the customer hub k K and the real customer 

Ll .  

kr  is a binary variable that defines the existence of the customer hub k K  (for both 

ways); it has the following values: 1rk   or 0rk  . If 1rk   it means that place k K is a 

hub otherwise if 0rk   it means that place k K is not a hub. 
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jt  is a binary variable that defines the existence of the supplier hub Jj (for both 

ways); it has the following values: 1jt  or 0jt . If 1jt  it means that place Jj  

is a hub otherwise if 0jt  it means that place Jj  is not a hub. 

 

Let’s now define the balanced system thanks to the following expression: 
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Kk
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  Jj Kk Pp

jkpw    

(4.3.9) 
 Ttx jij   for JjIi  ,  (4.3.10)  

 Try kkl   for LlKk  ,  (4.3.11) 

 
 


Kk Pp

jkpw
2

jt  
for Jj   

(4.3.12) 

 
 


Jj Pp

jkpwr
2

k   
for Kk  

(4.3.13) 

  1,0jt  for Jj  (4.3.14) 

  1,0kr  for Kk  (4.3.15) 

  1,0jkpw  for 2,, PpJjKk   (4.3.16) 

  0Zuijp  for JjIi  ,  (4.3.17) 

  0Zvklp  for LlKk  ,  (4.3.18) 

 0ijx  for JjIi  ,  (4.3.19) 

 0kly  
for LlKk  ,  (4.3.20) 

 

Let’s go to analyze the meaning of the equations shown: 

(4.3.2) is the optimization criterion that represents the total covered distance. We want to 

minimize the optimization criterion value.  
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The group of constraints:  

(4.3.3) we exhaust the capacity of all real suppliers, 

(4.3.4) the request of the all real customers are satisfied, 

(4.3.5) calculates the number of trips that the vehicle, we chose according to its own capacity, 

will do between the real supplier Ii and supplier hub Jj , 

(4.3.6) calculates the number of trips that the vehicle, we chose according to its own capacity, 

will do between the customer hub Kk to the real customer Ll , 

(4.3.7) describes that we build just one hub in the set J, 

(4.3.8) describes that we build just one hub in the set K, 

(4.3.9) describes that just one connection is possible between the hub in the set J and the hub 

in the set K , 

(4.3.10) describes that if we go at least once to Jj then in Jj  the hub will be built,  

(4.3.11) describes that if we go at least once to k K then in k K  the hub will be built, 

(4.3.12) describes that after we built up a supplier hub in Jj there will be trips departing 

from the hub,  

(4.3.13) describes that if there are incoming trips to the customer hub in k K  the hub K  will 

be built. 

From (4.3.14) to (4.3.20) we have the obligatory constraints.  

 

 

4.4 Mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods for vehicle fleet 
selection 

 

We assume the same problem like the chapter 4.2. In the chapter 4.2 we knew the 

type of vehicles that realized the transportation among real suppliers and supplier hub, 

between the supplier hub and customer hub and among the customer hub and real customers. 

In the model number 4 we will not know the concrete type of vehicles. In the model it will 

be decided where to build up the supplier hub and customer hub and the fleet selection too. 

Let’s go to present the mathematical model in which for example we can rent different type 

of vehicle such as in the chapter 4.2. 

 

The symbols I, J, K, L have the same meaning like the chapter 4.2. We add the 

following symbols: 

 

P1 set of vehicles that travel among real suppliers and possible supplier hub locations and 

back for the second way, 

P2 set of vehicles that travel among possible real supplier hub locations and possible 

customer hub locations and back for the second way, 

P3 set of vehicles that travel among  possible customer hub locations and real customers 

and back for the second way. 

 

In the model we will use the following constants: 

ia1  is the capacity of goods for the real supplier Ii  for the first way flow of goods, 

lb1  is the request of goods for the real customer Ll  for the first way flow of goods, 

la2  is the capacity of goods for the real supplier Ll  for the second way flow of goods, 

ib2  is the request of goods for the real customer Ii  for the second way flow of goods, 

ijc  is the distance between the real supplier Ii  and the supplier hub Jj  for the first 

way, 
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jic  is the distance between the customer hub Jj  and the real customer Ii  for the 

second way, 

jkd  is the distance between the supplier hub Jj  and the customer hub k K for the first 

way, 

kjd  is the distance between the supplier hub k K  and the customer hub Jj for the 

second way, 

kle  is the distance between the customer hub k K  and the real customer Ll  for the 

first way, 

lke  is the distance between the real supplier Ll  and the supplier hub k K  for the 

second way, 

pK1  is the capacity of the vehicle 
1Pp  travelling between real suppliers and supplier hub 

for the first way and between the customer hub and real customer for both ways, 

pK 2  is the capacity of the vehicle 
2Pp  travelling between supplier hub and customer 

hub for both ways, 

pK3  is the capacity of the vehicle 3Pp  travelling between customer hub and real 

customers for the first way and between real supplier and the supplier hub for both 

ways, 

T is a prohibitive parameter we decide its value as: T=100000. 

 

In the model we will use the following variables: 

ijpu1  is the number of trips for the vehicle with capacity
1Pp travelling between real 

supplier Ii  and supplier hub Jj  for the first way.  

jipu2  is the number of trips for the vehicle with capacity
1Pp travelling between customer 

hub Jj  and real customer Ii  for the second way.  

jkpw
 

is the number of trips for the vehicle with capacity
2Pp travelling between the 

supplier hub Jj and the customer hub k for the first way.  

kjpw
 

is the number of trips for the vehicle with capacity
2Pp travelling between the 

supplier hub k K and the customer hub Jj  for the second way.  

klpv1  is the number of trips for the vehicle with capacity 3Pp travelling between the 

customer hub k K and the real customer Ll  for the first way.  

lkpv2  is the number of trips for the vehicle with capacity 3Pp travelling between the real 

supplier Ll  and the supplier hub k K for the second way. 

ijx1  is the flow of goods defined from the supplier Ii  to supplier hub Jj  for the first 

way. 

lky2  is the flow of goods defined between the real customer Ll  and customer hub k K  

for the second way. 

kly1  
is the flow of goods defined between the customer hub k K and the real customer 

Ll  for the first way. 

ijx2  is the flow of goods defined between customer hub Jj  and real customer Ii  for 

the second way. 

kr  is a binary variable that defines the existence of the customer hub k K  (for both 

ways); it has the following values: 1rk   or 0rk  . If 1rk   it means that place k K is a 

hub otherwise if 0rk   it means that place k K is not a hub. 

jt  is a binary variable that defines the existence of the supplier hub Jj (for both ways); 

it has the following values: 1jt  or 0jt . If 1jt  it means that place Jj  is a hub 
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otherwise if 0jt  it means that place Jj  is not a hub. 

 

We have a balanced transportation problem; it means that the sum of all the requests 

of the customers is equal to the sum of all the capacity of goods of the suppliers. 
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Let’s go to present the mathematical model: 
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  Jj Kk Pp
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 Ttx jij 1  for Ii , Jj  (4.4.15) 

 Ttx jji 2  for JjIi  ,  (4.4.16) 

 Try kkl 1  for LlKk  ,  (4.4.17) 

 Try klk 2  for LlKk  ,  (4.4.18)  

 
 


Kk Pp
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2

jt  
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  1,0jt  for Jj   (4.4.21) 
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  1,0kr  for Kk  (4.4.22) 

  1,0jkpw  for 
2,, PpJjKk   (4.4.23) 

  1,0kjpw  for 
2,, PpJjKk   (4.4.24) 

  01 Zu ijp  for 
1,, PpJjIi   (4.4.25) 

  01 Zv klp  for 3,, PpLlKk   (4.4.26) 

  02 Zu jip  for 
1,, PpJjIi   (4.4.27) 

  02 Zv lkp  for 3,, PpLlKk   (4.4.28) 

 01 ijx  for JjIi  ,  (4.4.29) 

 01 kly  for LlKk  ,  (4.4.30) 
 02 ijx  for JjIi  ,  (4.4.31) 

 02 lky  for LlKk  ,  (4.4.32) 

 

Comments: 

(4.4.3) is the optimization criterion that represents the total covered distance for both ways 

flow of goods. We want to minimize the optimization criterion value.  

 

The group of constraints:  

(4.4.4) we exhaust the capacity of all real suppliers for the first way,  

(4.4.5) the requests of the all real customers are satisfied for the first way, 

(4.4.6) we exhaust the capacity of the all real suppliers for the second way, 

(4.4.7) the request of the all real customers is satisfied for the second way, 

(4.4.8) calculates the number of trips that the vehicle, we chose according to its own capacity, 

will do between the real supplier Ii and supplier hub Jj for the first way, 

(4.4.9) calculates the number of trips that the vehicle, we chose according to its own capacity, 

will do between the customer hub Kk and the real customer Ll  for the first way, 

(4.4.10) calculates the number of trips that the vehicle, we chose according to its own 

capacity, will do between the customer hub Jj and the real customer Ii for the 

second way, 

(4.4.11) calculates the number of trips that the vehicle, we chose according to its own 

capacity, will do between the real supplier Ll  and the supplier hub Kk  for the 

second way, 

(4.4.12) describes that we build just one hub in the set J for both ways flow of goods, 

(4.4.13) describes that we build just one hub in the set K  for both ways flow of goods, 

(4.4.14) describes that just one connection is possible between the hub in the set J and the hub 

in the set K, 

(4.4.15) describes that if we go at least once to Jj then in Jj  the hub will be built for 

the first way, 

(4.4.16) describes that if we departure from Jj then in Jj  the hub will be built for the 

second way, 

(4.4.17) describes that if we go at least once to k K then in k K  the hub will be built for the 

first way, 

(4.4.18) describes that if we departure from k K then in k K  the hub will be built for the 

second way, 

(4.4.19) describes that after we built up a supplier hub there will be trips departing from the 

hub. The trips will be done by the vehicle 2Pp , 
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(4.4.20) describes that if there are incoming trips to the customer hub in k K the hub K will 

be built up. The trip will be done by the vehicle 
2Pp . 

From (4.4.21) to (4.4.32) we have the obligatory constraints. 

 

 

4.5 Mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods for fleet selection for 
optimizing the total cost  

 

Mathematical model for optimizing the total cost will be created for the two ways flow 

of goods with vehicle fleet selection. 

 

We assume the same problem like the chapter 4.4 but the difference is that we do not 

minimize the total covered distance but the total cost. The symbols I, J, K, L, P1, P2, P3 have 

the same meaning like in the chapter 4.4 because we solve the same type of problem.  

 

In this model it is possible to decide that not all the goods we transported to the real 

customer will come back. 

 

In this model we know three types of cost:  

 

- the cost of building up the supplier hub and the customer hub. This cost does not depend 

on the covered distance but it depends on the place the hub will be built, 

- the cost of transportation among the real suppliers and the supplier hub, between the 

supplier hub and the customer hub and among the customer hub and the real customers. 

This cost depends on the covered distance of transportation and which the type of vehicle 

we choose for the transportation, 

- the cost for the vehicles changing inside the supplier hub Jj  and customer hub k K . 

This cost do not depend on the covered distance it depends on the place the hub will be 

built. 

 

In the model we will use the same constants like the chapter 4.4 and also other 

constants: 

kfc  is the cost of building customer hub k K  for the first way and supplier hub for the 

second way, 

jfs  is the cost of building supplier hub Jj for the first way and customer hub for the 

second way, 

kgc  is the cost of vehicles changing for all the flow of goods inside the hub k K  for both 

ways,  

jgs  is the cost of vehicles changing for all the flow of goods inside the hub Jj  for both 

ways, 

ph1  is the cost of transportation for the vehicle 1Pp  per 1 km (both ways), 

ph2  is the cost of transportation for the vehicle 2Pp  per 1 km (both ways), 

ph3  is the cost of transportation for the vehicle 3Pp  per 1 km (both ways). 

 

In the model we will use the same variables of the chapter 4.4. 
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Let’s go to present the mathematical model: 
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(4.5.1)  

 subject to constraints from (4.4.4) to (4.4.31).  

Comments: 

(4.5.1) is the optimization criterion that represents the total cost for both ways flow of goods. 

We want to minimize the optimization criterion value, 

 

The group of constraints is the same like the chapter 4.4. 
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5 SOFTWARE XPRESS-IVE 

 

In this chapter we speak about the software used for implementing the mathematical 

models and getting the results we wanted.  

 

We decided to use the software Xpress-IVE because of four reasons: 

 

- the software belongs to the universal software group it means we can 

solve any type of problem, 

- the software can quickly validate the functionality of the model,  

- the software can effectively solve bigger problems,  

- the software is very adaptable for different problems.  

 

In the figure 5.1 we can see the basic working window from Xpress-IVE. 

 

 
Fig 5.1: Working window of software Xpress-IVE 

 

We will make our calculations in the student edition of the optimization software. 

 

Now we describe briefly the software Xpress-IVE. 

 

Xpress-IVE and other similar programs use a language that is both a modelling and a 

programming language and thanks to this synergy, it is possible to program a complicated 

algorithm for the solution of the problems. 

 

Xpress-IVE is complete visual development software for Xpress-Mosel that works 

under the operating system Windows. Xpress-IVE has a Mosel mathematical model editor, 

compiler and execution tasks and also the display technology. In this program it is possible to 

choose for example the variables used in the model program thanks to an entity tree. This 

entity tree helps us to see where a variable in text of program is when we want to correct it or 

just check it. With Xpress-IVE it is possible to search for the optimal solution, thanks to the 

button Run model as shown in the figure 5.2. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operating_system
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Fig 5.2: Button Run model of the optimization software Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

 

Other windows can help to write the results (Output/Input), information about the 

realized calculation (Stats) and graphical display of the process of solution of the model (MIP 

search). These windows will be presented after the end of every calculation. Xpress-IVE 

offers other functions for analyzing the results. 

 

MIP search means mixed integer problem search and the window is divided into two 

parts: MIP Gap and MIP objective. 

 

MIP gap is the first graph. In this graph we can see the green squares representing the 

integer solutions. In this graph we can see the red line representing the value of Gap. The Gap 

will be defined like:  

 

  
100

solutionBest 

boundBest -solutionBest 








Gap  (5.1) 

 

Comments:  

 

Best solution is the integer solution found by Xpress-IVE, 

Best bound is the lower estimation found by Xpress-IVE.  

 

The Gap is equal to zero when the Best solution is equal to the Best bound. When the 

GAP is equal to zero we know the last possible integer solution found is considered the best 

solution and the calculation stops.  

 

MIP objective is the second graph. In the MIP objective graph the red line represents 

the line connecting the integer solutions while the yellow line represents the line of inferior 

estimation of the integer solutions.  

 

For example we have the following situation, see the figure 5.3.  
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Fig 5.3: Window - MIP search 

  

In figure 5.3 there are two possible integer solutions because there are two green 

squares in the following figure in the MIP gap graph and in the MIP objective graph. In the 

MIP objective graph the axis x represents the calculation time and the axis y represents the 

value of the optimization criterion. The process goes on until the two lines in the graph 

intersect each other. At that point the process stops and the last solution found is chosen like 

optimal. So in the point of intersection the Best solution and the Best bound will have the 

same value for the same optimization criterion value at the same time and the Gap is equal to 

zero. 

 

Xpress-Mosel has a high level modelling and programming language that help us to 

write our problem, solve it using Xpress-Optimizer and analyze the solution. Mosel has 

features to solve the biggest and most difficult optimization problems. 

 

Now we speak about the structure of the working window of this software, see figure 

5.4. In the central part of the following figure it is possible to write down the text of the 

program. In the right window there are the results, in the bottom the working window shows 

if there are any errors and in the left part there is the list of entities like parameters, primitives 

and so on. 
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Fig 5.4: Working window of the optimization software 

 
At first we must write the key words of model and we write the name of the program. 

In the next line we must write text uses mmxprs. These two lines create the introduction of the 

program. After then we write the declaration part. It starts with the key word declarations and 

it ends with end-declarations. In the declaration part we write all the variables and all the 

constants. After the declaration part we define the values of the constants the structural and 

obligatory constraints and the objective function and the type of extreme that we search for 

(maximize, minimize). The text of the program ends with the key word end-model. 

 

Further information about the transformation of the mathematical models into the text 

of program are written in [13]. 
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6 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
 

In this chapter we are going to perform experiments with the models presented in the 

chapter 4. The models we are going to validate are: 

 

- mathematical model for one way flow of goods without fleet selection, 

- mathematical model for two ways flow of goods without fleet selection, 

- mathematical model for one way flow of goods for vehicle fleet selection (regarding 

vehicles capacity),  

- mathematical model for two ways flow of goods for vehicle fleet selection, 

- mathematical model for two ways for optimizing the total cost. 

 

The experiments were performed on a personal computer equipped with the 

parameters – processor Pentium ® Dual-Core CPU N270 @ 1.60 GHz and 0.98 GB of RAM.  

 

In chapter 6 we will validate all models in which we always have 3 real suppliers and 

2 real customers.  

 

All the models without fleet selection will have the same entry data. The models with 

fleet selection will contain with other entry data. The last model will contain the same entry 

data like the models with fleet selection and then other entry data.  

 

In all problems we assume that the suppliers have the capacities of 15 units, 20 units 

and 40 units. The requests of the customers are 30 units and 45 units.  

 

The capacities of vehicles are 30 units (travelling between the real suppliers and the 

supplier hub), 100 units (travelling between the supplier hub and the customer hub), 30 units 

(travelling between customers and customer hub).  

 

Our network has the following situation: we have the distances cij among the real 

suppliers and the possible supplier hub locations, djk among the possible supplier hub 

locations and the possible customer hub locations and ekl among customer hub and the real 

customers. These symbols are valid for the first way flow of goods. 

 

If we solve a problem with two-ways we assume that: 

  

- the place that is a real supplier for the first way, it will be the real customer for the 

second way, 

- the place that is a supplier hub for the first way, it will be the customer hub for the 

second way, 

- the place that is a customer hub for the first way, it will be the supplier hub for the 

second way, 

- the place that is a real customer for the first way, it will be the real supplier for the 

second way. 

 

Matrix of distances among real supplier Ii  and supplier hub Jj  has the 

following form (for models with one way), see the table 1. For model with two ways this 

matrix is valid for the first way. For the second way there is a matrix of distances among 

customer hubs and real customers. By analogy this is valid for the distances in the table 2 and 

3. 
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Table 1: Distance among real suppliers and supplier hub [km] 

 
J(1) 

 

J(2) 

 

J(3) 

 

I(1) 0 25 50 

I(2) 25 0 40 

I(3) 50 40 0 

 

Matrix of distances among supplier hub Jj  and the customer hub Kk  has the following 

form. 

 

Table 2: Distance among supplier hub and customer hub [km] 

 
J(1) 

 

J(2) 

 

J(3) 

 

K(1) 200 250 150 

K(2) 300 300 100 

 

Matrix of distances among customers Ll  and customer hub Kk  has the following form. 

 

Table 3: Distance among customers and the customer hub [km] 

 
J(1) 

 

J(2) 

 

K(1) 0 100 

K(2)  100 0 

 

The target of the mathematical model will be minimized the covered distance for: 

 

the transportation between the real suppliers and the supplier hub (for the first way model) and 

back (for the second way model), 

the transportation between the supplier hub and the customer hub (for the first way model) and 

back (for the second way model), 

the transportation between the customer hub and the real customers (for the first way model) 

and back (for the second way model). 

 

In the last model (chapter 6.5) we have a different target - we will minimize the total 

cost. 

 

In the problems (in the chapter from 6.3 to 6.5) with the fleet selection we assume that: 

we can choose between two possible vehicles for every relation (relation among real supplier 

and supplier hub, relation among supplier hub and customer hub and relation among customer 

hub and real customer).  

 

The capacities of vehicles are represented in the table 4: 
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Table 4: Capacity of the vehicle 

Vehicle 

types 

Relation 

among the real 

suppliers 

Ii  and the 

supplier hub 

Jj  

Relation 

among the 

supplier hub 

Jj  and the 

customer hub 

Kk  

Relation 

among 

customer hub  

Kk and 

real customer 

hub Ll  

1 3 units 100 units 2,5 units 
2 4 units 120 units 3 units 

 

This table is valid for the first way. If we have model with two ways we will change 

the suppliers with the customers for the second way. 

 

In the last model (chapter 6.5) we know three types of cost:  

 

- the cost of building up the supplier hub Jj  and the customer hub k K  (according to 

the first way flow of goods). This cost does not depend on the covered distance but it 

depends on the place the hub will be built, 

- the cost of transportation between the real suppliers and the supplier hub, between the 

supplier hub and the customer hub and between the customer hub and the real 

customers. This cost depends on the covered distance of transportation and which the 

type of vehicle we choose for the transportation, 

- the cost for the vehicles changing inside the supplier hub Jj  and customer hub k K . 

This cost does not depend on the covered distance they depend on the place the hub will 

be built. 

 

For the model with two-ways we will change the suppliers with the customers for the 

second way. 

 

For the model in chapter 6.5 the cost of building up the supplier hub Jj  and the 

customer hub k K will be shown in the following table. 

 

Table 5: Cost of building hubs [CZK] 

The possible 3 

locations for supplier 

hub Jj  
jfs  

The possible 2 

locations for 

customer hub k K  
kfc  

J(1) 200 K(1) 200 

J(2) 300 K(2) 400 

J(3) 500   

 

This table is valid for the first way. If we have model with two-ways we will change 

the suppliers with the customers for the second way. 

 

For the model in chapter 6.5 we know the following transportation cost: 

- the cost of transportation for the vehicle 1Pp  per 1 km (both ways), 

- the cost of transportation for the vehicle 2Pp  per 1 km (both ways), 

- the cost of transportation for the vehicle 3Pp  per 1 km (both ways). 
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The cost of transportation will be shown in the table 6. 

 

Table 6: Cost of transportation for the possible chosen vehicles [CZK] 

the cost of 

transportation for the 

vehicle 
1Pp  per 1 

km (both ways) 

the cost of 

transportation for the 

vehicle 
2Pp  per 1 

km (both ways) 

the cost of 

transportation for the 

vehicle 3Pp  per 1 

km (both ways) 

7 5 8 

5 4 9 

 

We know the following vehicle cost changing: 

 

- cost of vehicles changing for all the flow of goods inside the customer hub k K  for 

both ways,  

- cost of vehicles changing for all the flow of goods inside the supplier hub Jj  for both 

ways. 

 

The vehicle cost changing will be shown in the table 7. 

 

Table 7: Cost of vehicles changing [CZK] 

The possible 3 

locations for supplier 

hub Jj  
jgs  

The possible 2 

locations for 

customer hub k K  
kgc  

J(1) 100 K(1) 200 

J(2) 200 K(2) 600 

J(3) 400   

 

This table is valid for the first way. If we have model with two-ways we will change 

the suppliers with the customers for the second way. 

 

 

6.1 Mathematical model for one-way flow of goods without fleet selection 
 

Now we are going to introduce our network and how we generally deal with the hub 

and spoke problem.  

 

The optimal solution that we have got from Xpress-IVE will be presented in the 

figures 6.1-6.5. Every edge will have the value that represents distance among the places. 

 

In the figure 6.1 we will see the window - Ouptup/Input. 
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Fig.6.1: Window - Output/Input 

 

The figure 6.2 shows the window - Stats and its line called Time will be the 

calculation time, as highlighted in yellow. The line called Status we can see that we got the 

optimal solution, as highlighted in green. 

 

 
Fig.6.2: Window - Stats of the optimization software Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

 

The software Xpress-IVE will display the window - Stats and the window - 

Output/Input in which the optimal solution is 290 km but it is nondimensional. 

  

In the figure 6.3 we will see the Window - Solutions. The first column will show the 

type of variable 0/1 for bivalent variables, the blue wave for non-integer variables, and the red 

wave for the integer variables. 
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Fig.6.3: Window – Solutions 

 

In the figure 6.4 we can see the window MIP search for this problem. 

 

 
Fig.6.4: Window - Solutions 

 

In the figure 6.5 we can see the optimal solution in the network. 

 
Fig.6.5: Graphical representation of the optimal solution in the network 
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This optimal solution will be validated. The validation will be got in the following 

way: we will calculate all the distances among the real suppliers and real customers through 

the possible supplier hubs and the possible customer hubs. If we calculate all the distances we 

will choose the trip with the minimal covered distance, see table 8. 

 

Table 8: Distance among places and hubs 

Chosen hubs Distance 

[km] 

J (1st place) – 

K (1st place) 
525 

J (2
nd place) –  

K (1st place) 
575 

J (1st place) – 

K ( 2
nd place) 

425 

J (2nd place) – 

K (2nd place) 
525 

J (3rd place) – 

K (1st place) 
340 

J (3rd place) – 

K (2nd place) 
290 

 

Comments: 

The minimal covered distance is 290 km long. This distance is in the last line in the 

table 8. In this optimal solution we will build up the supplier hub in the third real supplier and 

the customer hub in the second real customer. In this optimal solution we will cover the 

distance of 90 km among real supplier and the supplier hub, 100 km among the supplier hub 

and the customer hub and 100 km among the customer hub and real customer. 

 

As we can see the solution from Xpress-IVE confirms the optimal solution that we got 

when we have checked all the possibilities in the table 8.  

 
 
6.2 Mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods without fleet selection 
 

Now we validate the functionality of the model for two ways flow of goods without 

fleet selection. The calculations will be realized with software Xpress-IVE. We will validate 

manually the result that will be optimal according to Xpress-IVE. We will realize the same 

validation process for all the next models (chapter from 6.3 to 6.5).  

 

The values of the distances were explained in the beginning of the chapter 6. The 

capacities of the suppliers and the requests of the customers were explained in the beginning 

of the chapter 6 as well as the capacities of vehicles. In this model we are going to transport 

goods both ways but we decide that all the goods we transported to the real customer will 

come back.  

 

We have the following results. In the figure 6.6 we will see the window - Output/Input 

from the optimization software. 
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Fig.6.6: Window - Output/Input 

 

The software Xpress-IVE will display the window - Stats and the window - 

Output/Input in which we are going to show the best solution which is 580 km. 

This result will be validated manually in the figures 6.9 and in the figures 6.10. 

 

The figure 6.7 shows the window - Stats and its line called Time will be the 

calculation time, as highlighted in yellow and in the line called Status we can see the optimal 

solution, as highlighted in the green square. 

 

 
Fig.6.7: Window - Stats of the optimization software 

 

In the figure 6.8 we will see the window - Solutions of the optimization software. 

There are the graphical displays of the result in the figures 6.9 and 6.10. 
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Fig.6.8: Window - Solutions of the optimization software 

 

We are going to validate the model manually, for the two ways flow of goods. We will 

validate if the best solution is really 580 km as shown in figure 6.6 and figure 6.7. 

 

We analyze the results that they will appear in figure 6.9 where every edge will have 

the value that represents distance between places. Now we calculate the total covered distance 

in the network and in the following graph in the figure. 

 

 

 
Fig.6.9: Graphical representation of the optimal solution in the network 

 

The minimal covered distance is 290 km long for the first way. This distance is in the 

last line in the table 8. In this optimal solution we will build up the supplier hub in the third 

real supplier and the customer hub in the second real customer. In this optimal solution we 

will cover the distance of 90 km among real supplier and the supplier hub, 100 km among the 

supplier hub and the customer hub and 100 km among the customer hub and real customer. 

 

For second way flow of goods see the figure 6.10. 
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Fig.6.10: Graphical representation of the optimal solution in the network 

 

The minimal covered distance is 290 km long for the second way. This distance is in 

the last line in the table 8. In this optimal solution we will build up the supplier hub in the 

third real supplier and the customer hub in the second real customer. In this optimal solution 

we will cover the distance of 100 km among real supplier and the supplier hub, 100 km 

among the supplier hub and the customer hub and 90 km among the customer hub and real 

customer. The minimal covered distance for two direction ways is in total 580 km long. 

 

This result confirms the previous results from the software Xpress-IVE in the figures 

6.6 and 6.7. 

 

 

6.3 Mathematical model for one-way flow of goods for vehicle fleet selection 
(regarding vehicles capacity)  
 

Now we validate the functionality of the model for one-way flow of goods for fleet 

selection. 

 

The values of the distances were explained in the beginning of the chapter 6. The 

capacities of the suppliers, the requests of the customers and the capacities of vehicles were 

explained in the beginning of the chapter 6.  

 

In this chapter we are going to analyze a problem with fleet selection (regarding 

vehicle capacity). We choose the type of vehicles for transportation among the real suppliers 

and the supplier hub, and the real customers. 

 

In the figure 6.11 we will see the window - Output/Input from the optimization 

software. 
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Fig.6.11: Window - Output/Input 

 

The software Xpress-IVE will display the window - Stats in which we are going to 

show the optimal solution. The objective function for this solution has the value 1500 km.  

 

The figure 6.12 shows the window - Stats. The line called Time will denote the 

calculation time, as highlighted in yellow. The line called Status we can see the optimal 

solution, as highlighted in the green square. 

 

 
Fig.6.12: Window - Stats of the optimization software 

 

In the figure 6.13 we will see the window - Solutions of the optimization software. 
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Fig.6.13: Window - Solutions of the optimization software 

 

In the figure 6.14 we can see the window - MIP search for this problem. 

 

 
Fig.6.14: Window - MIP search of the optimization software  

 

As in the previous problems we are going to validate the model. We will validate the 

solution in which the value of the objective function is 1500 km.  

 

So this is how the transportation will be organized see figure 6.15. 
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Fig.6.15: Graphical representation of the optimal solution in the network 

 

The minimal covered distance is 1500 km long. In this optimal solution we will build 

up the supplier hub in the third real supplier and the customer hub in the second real 

customer. In this optimal solution we will cover the distance of 400 km among real supplier 

and the supplier hub, 100 km among the supplier hub and the customer hub and 1000 km 

among the customer hub and real customer. 

 

For the transportation between the real supplier and supplier hub it was chosen the 

vehicle with capacity 4 units. For the transportation between the supplier hub and customer 

hub it was chosen the vehicle with capacity 120 units. For the transportation between the 

customer hub and real customer it was chosen the vehicle with capacity 3 units. 

 

The capacities of the chosen vehicles are not always sufficient to transport all the flow 

of goods with one trip so another trip is necessary. The total cover distance will be calculated 

like in the previous chapter (see 6.2).  

 

There will be: 

 

 4 trips between the real supplier 1 and the supplier hub located in the real 

supplier 3 - the total covered distance is 504 200 km, 

 5 trips between the real supplier 2 and the supplier hub located in the real 

supplier 3 - the total covered distance is 405 200 km, 

 10 trips between the customer hub located in the real customer 2 and the real 

customer 1 - the total covered distance is 10010 1000 km.  

 

This result confirms the previous results from the software Xpress-IVE in the figures 

6.11 and 6.12. 

 

 

6.4 Mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods for vehicle fleet 
selection  
 

Now we validate the functionality of the model for two-ways flow of goods and the 

fleet selection. 

 

The values of the distances were explained in the beginning of the chapter 6. The 

capacities of the suppliers, the requests of the customers and the capacities of vehicles were 
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explained in the beginning of the chapter 6. In this model we are going to transport goods 

both ways but we decide that all the goods we transported to the real customer will come 

back. 

 

We choose the type of vehicles for transportation for the first way among the real 

suppliers and the supplier hub, supplier hub and the customer hub and the customer hub and 

the real customers and back for the second way. 

 

In the figure 6.16 we will see the window - Output/Input from the optimization 

software. 
 

 
Fig. 6.16: Window - Output/ Input 

 

The software Xpress-IVE will display the window - Stats (see figure 6.17) in which 

we are going to show the optimal solution. The objective function for this solution has the 

value 3000 km.  

 

The line called Time will denote the calculation time, as highlighted in yellow. The 

line called Status we can see the optimal solution, as highlighted in the green square. 
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Fig.6.17: Window - Stats of the optimization software 

 

In the figure 6.18 we will see the window - Solutions from the optimization software. 

 

       
Fig.6.18: Window - Solutions of the optimization software 

 

In the figure 6.19 we can see the window - MIP search for this problem. 
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Fig.6.19: Window - MIP search of the optimization software 

 

As in the previous problems we are going to validate the model. We will validate the 

solution in which the value of the objective function is 3000 km.  

 

So this is how the transportation will be organized, see figure 6.20. 

 
Fig.6.20: Graphical representation of the optimal solution in the network for the first way 

flow of goods 

 

For the first way the minimal covered distance is 1500 km long. In this optimal 

solution we will build up the supplier hub in the third real supplier and the customer hub in 

the second real customer. In this optimal solution we will cover the distance of 400 km among 

real supplier and the supplier hub, 100 km among the supplier hub and the customer hub and 

1000 km among the customer hub and real customer. 

 

For the transportation between the real supplier and supplier hub it was chosen the 

vehicle with capacity 4 units. For the transportation between the supplier hub and customer 

hub it was chosen the vehicle with capacity 120 units. For the transportation between the 

customer hub and real customer it was chosen the vehicle with capacity 3 units. 
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In this example the capacity of the chosen vehicle is not always sufficient to transport 

all the flow of goods with one trip so other trips are necessary. The total covered distance will 

be calculated like in the chapter 6.3.  

 

There will be: 

 

 4 trips between the real supplier 1 and the supplier hub located in the real 

supplier 3 - the total covered distance is 504 200 km, 

 5 trips between the real supplier 2 and the supplier hub located in the real 

supplier 3 - the total covered distance is 405 200 km, 

 10 trips between the customer hub located in the real customer 2 and the real 

customer 1 - the total covered distance is 10010 1000 km.  

 

For second way flow of goods see the figure 6.21. 

 

 
Fig.6.21: Graphical representation of the optimal solution in the network for the second way 

flow of goods 

 

For the second way the minimal covered distance is 1500 km long. In this optimal 

solution we will build up the supplier hub in the second real supplier and the customer hub in 

the third real customer. In this optimal solution we will cover the distance of 1000 km among 

real supplier and the supplier hub, 100 km among the supplier hub and the customer hub and 

400 km among the customer hub and real customer. The minimal covered distance for two 

direction ways is in total 3000 km long. 

 

For the transportation between the real supplier and supplier hub it was chosen the 

vehicle with capacity 3 units. For the transportation between the supplier hub and customer 

hub it was chosen the vehicle with capacity 120 units. For the transportation between the 

customer hub and real customer it was chosen the vehicle with capacity 4 units. 

 

Even in this example the capacity of the chosen vehicle is not always sufficient to 

transport all the flow of goods with one trip so another trip is necessary. The total covered 

distance will be calculated like in the chapter 6.2.  

 

There will be: 
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 10 trips between the real supplier 1 and the supplier hub located in the real 

supplier 2 - the total covered distance is 10010 1000 km, 

 5 trips between the customer hub located in the real customer 3 and the real 

customer 2 - the total covered distance is 405 200 km, 

 4 trips between the customer hub located in the real customer 3 and the real 

customer 1 - the total covered distance is 504 200 km. 

 

This result confirms the previous results from the software Xpress-IVE in the figures 

6.16 and 6.17. 

 

 

6.5 Mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods for fleet selection for 
optimizing the total cost 
 

Now we validate the functionality of the model for two-ways flow of goods and the 

fleet selection for optimizing the total cost. 

 

The values of the distances were explained in the beginning of the chapter 6. The 

capacities of the suppliers, the requests of the customers and the capacities of vehicles were 

explained in the beginning of the chapter 6. The costs are shown in the beginning of the 

chapter 6 too. 

 

In this model we are going to transport goods both ways and not all the goods we 

transported to the real customer (for the first way) will come back. 

 

We choose the type of vehicles for transportation for the first way among the real 

suppliers and the supplier hub, supplier hub and the customer hub and the customer hub and 

the real customers and back for the second way. 

 

In the figure 6.22 we will see the Window - Ouptup/Input.  

 

 
Fig.6.22: Window - Output/ Input  

 

The software Xpress-IVE will display the window - Stats in which we are going to 

show the optimal solution. The objective function for this solution has the value 21800 CZK 

(Czech crowns). 
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The figure 6.23 shows the window - Stats. The line called Time will denote the 

calculation time, as highlighted in yellow. The line called Status we can see the optimal 

solution, as highlighted in the green square. 

 

 
Fig.6.23: Window - Stats of the optimization software 

 

In the figure 6.24 we will see the window - Solutions. 

 

         
 

Fig.6.24: Window - Solutions of the optimization software  

 

In the figure 6.25 we can see the window - MIP search for this problem. 
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Fig.6.25: Window - MIP search of the optimization software 

 

As in the previous problems we are going to validate the model. We will validate the 

solution in which the value of the objective function is 21800 CZK. 

 

So this is how the transportation will be organized, see figure 6.26. 

 

 
Fig.6.26: Graphical representation of the optimal solution in the network for the first way 

flow of goods 

 

For the first way the minimal covered distance is 1500 km long. In this optimal 

solution we will build up the supplier hub in the third real supplier and the customer hub in 

the second real customer. In this optimal solution we will cover the distance of 400 km among 

real supplier and the supplier hub, 100 km among the supplier hub and the customer hub and 

1000 km among the customer hub and real customer. 

 

For the transportation between the real supplier and supplier hub it was chosen the 

vehicle with capacity 4 units. For the transportation between the supplier hub and customer 

hub it was chosen the vehicle with capacity 120 units. For the transportation between the 

customer hub and real customer it was chosen the vehicle with capacity 3 units. 
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In this example the capacity of the chosen vehicle is not always sufficient to transport 

all the flow of goods with one trip so another trip is necessary. The total cover distance will 

be calculated like in the chapter 6.3.  

 

There will be: 

 

 4 trips between the real supplier 1 and the supplier hub located in the real 

supplier 3 - the total covered distance is 504 200 km, 

 5 trips between the real supplier 2 and the supplier hub located in the real 

supplier 3 - the total covered distance is 405 200 km, 

 10 trips between the customer hub located in the real customer 2 and the real 

customer 1 - the total covered distance is 10010 1000 km.  

 

 

For second way flow of goods see the figure 6.27. 

 

 
Fig.6.27: Graphical representation of the optimal solution in the network for the second way 

flow of goods 

 

For the second direction the minimal covered distance is 1200 km long. In this optimal 

solution we will build up the supplier hub in the second real supplier and the customer hub in 

the third real customer. In this optimal solution we will cover the distance of 700 km among 

real supplier and the supplier hub, 100 km among the supplier hub and the customer hub and 

400 km among the customer hub and real customer. The minimal covered distance for two 

direction ways is in total 2700 km long. 

 

For the transportation between the real supplier and supplier hub it was chosen the 

vehicle with capacity 2,5 units for 2 trips and the vehicle with capacity 3 units for 5 trips. For 

the transportation between the supplier hub and customer hub it was chosen the vehicle with 

capacity 120 units. For the transportation between the customer hub and real customer it was 

chosen the vehicle with capacity 4 units. 

 

Even in this example the capacity of the chosen vehicle is not always sufficient to 

transport all the flow of goods with one trip so another trip is necessary. 

There will be: 
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 7 trips between the real supplier 1 and the supplier hub located in the real 

supplier 2 - the total covered distance is 1007 700 km, 

 5 trips between the customer hub located in the real customer 3 and the real 

customer 2 - the total covered distance is 405 200 km, 

 4 trips between the customer hub located in the real customer 3 and the real 

customer 1 - the total covered distance is 504 200 km. 

 

Let’s go to validate manually the results: 

 

   4000)54505540()54505540(121

1


  

p

Ii Jj Pp

jipjiijpij hucuc  CZK (6.5.1) 

     8004110011002 
 Jj Kk

pkjpkjjkpjk hwdwd  CZK (6.5.2) 

   15100)9510082100()910100(321

3


  

p

Kk Ll Pp

lklkpklpkl hevve  CZK (6.5.3) 

 5001500 


j

Ii

jtfs  CZK (6.5.4) 

 4001400 


k

Kk

krfc  CZK (6.5.5) 

 4001400 


j

Ii

jtgs  CZK (6.5.6) 

 6001600 


k

Kk

krgc  CZK (6.5.7) 

Comments: 

(6.5.1) cost of transportation between the first and second places of the real supplier Ii and 

the third place of supplier hub Jj for the first way flow of goods and the cost of 

transportation between the third place of supplier hub Jj and first and second places of the 

real supplier Ii  for the first way flow of goods, 

(6.5.2) cost of transportation between the third place of the real supplier Jj and the second 

place of supplier hub k K  for the first way flow of goods and the cost of transportation 

between the second place of supplier hub k K  and the third place of the real supplier Jj  

for the first way flow of goods, 

(6.5.3) cost of transportation between the second place of customer hub k K  and the first 

place of real customer Ll  for first way and the cost of transportation between the first place 

of real customer Ll and the second place of customer hub k K , 

(6.5.4) cost of building up supplier hub Jj , 

(6.5.5) cost of building up customer hub k K , 

(6.5.6) cost of vehicles changing for all the flow of goods inside the supplier hub Jj for 

both ways, 

(6.5.7) cost of vehicles changing for all the flow of goods inside the supplier hub Jj  for 

both ways. 

 

The sum of all the equations from (6.5.1) to (6.5.7) is 21800 CZK. This result 

confirms the previous results from the software Xpress-IVE in the figures 6.22 and 6.23. 
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6.6 Partial conclusion 
 

The results of the chapter 6 show that the proposed models are functional. The objective 

functions calculate correctly the total covered distance and the total cost and the capacity of 

the suppliers and requests of customers are fulfilled. 

 

In the following chapter 7 we show other experiments with the proposed models. 
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7 APPLICABILITY OF MODELS TO VALIDATE IN THE PROBLEM 
WITH BIGGER QUANTITY ENTRY DATA 

 

In this chapter we are going to analyze the applicability of models to validate in the 

problem with bigger quantity entry data. For first we are going to present the personal 

computer we use to perform the experiments and its parameters. 

 

The experiments were performed on a personal computer equipped with the 

parameters – processor Pentium ® Dual-Core CPU N270 @ 1.60 GHz and 0.98 GB of RAM.  

 

The experiments will focus on: the calculation of the number of variables and 

structural constraints and the calculation time. The calculation time is usually a function of 

the number of integer and binary variables, the number of structural constraints and the 

computer parameters. 

 

In the chapter 7 the following models will be validated: 

 

- mathematical model for one-way flow of goods without fleet selection, 

- mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods without fleet selection, 

- mathematical model for one direction way for vehicle fleet selection (regarding vehicles 

capacity), 

- mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods for vehicle fleet selection, 

- mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods for optimizing the total cost. 

 

At first we define the dimension of all mathematical models that we are able to solve 

in Xpress-IVE student edition. The academic edition can solve models in which the maximal 

number of variables is 400 and the maximal number of structural constraints is 400.  

  

For every model the maximal dimensions that can be solved will be highlighted. 

 

For all the tests we choose random dimension of the models.  

 

 

7.1. Estimate of the maximal dimension of proposed models for solving in 
Xpress-IVE and experiments for determining the calculation time 
 

For the estimation of the maximal dimension we must analyse the number of variables 

and structural constraints. 

 

 

7.1.1 Dimension of mathematical model for one-way flow of goods without 
fleet selection  

 
For first let’s go to analyze the number of the variables, see the table 9.  
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Table 9: Number of the variables [-] 

|I|*|L| |I| |J| |K| |L| iju
 jkw

 klv  ijx
 kly  kr  jt

 
Sum Bin. Int. 

6 3 3 2 2 9 9 4 4 6 2 3 37 11 13 

8 4 4 2 2 16 16 4 4 8 2 4 54 14 20 

12 4 4 3 3 16 16 9 9 12 3 4 69 19 25 

15 5 5 3 3 25 25 9 9 15 3 5 91 23 34 

24 6 6 4 4 36 36 16 16 24 4 6 138 34 52 

28 7 7 4 4 49 49 16 16 28 4 7 169 39 65 

32 8 8 4 4 64 64 16 16 32 4 8 204 44 80 

45 9 9 5 5 81 81 25 25 45 5 9 271 59 106 

54 9 9 6 6 81 81 36 36 54 6 9 303 69 117 

63 9 9 7 7 81 81 49 49 63 7 9 339 79 130 

60 10 10 6 6 100 100 36 36 60 6 10 348 76 136 

66 11 11 6 6 121 121 36 36 66 6 11 397 83 157 

72 12 12 6 6 144 144 36 36 72 6 12 450 90 180 

78 13 13 6 6 169 169 36 36 78 6 13 507 97 205 

98 14 14 7 7 196 196 49 49 98 7 14 609 119 245 

120 15 15 8 8 225 225 64 64 120 8 15 721 143 289 

128 16 16 8 8 256 256 64 64 128 8 16 792 152 320 

228 19 19 12 12 361 361 144 144 228 12 19 1269 259 505 

600 20 20 30 30 400 400 900 900 600 30 20 3250 650 1300 

1200 30 30 40 40 900 900 1600 1600 1200 40 30 6270 1270 2500 

 

Comments:  

In the first column we have the specific dimension of the model number 1. In the 

second column we have the number of real suppliers, in the third column we have the number 

of supplier hubs J, in the fourth column we have the number of customer hubs K, in the fifth 

column we have the number of real customers. From the sixth column to the twelfth there are 

numbers of the variables and in the last three columns we have the total number of variables, 

the total number of binary variables and the total number of integer variables. In the student 

edition we can solve a maximal problem with 11 real suppliers and 6 real customers 

(dimension 66). 

 

In the table 10 we consider the number of the structural constraints. 
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Table 10: Number of the structural constraints [-] 

|I| 

* 

|L| 

  
 

 
       

6 3 2 9 4 9 4 1 1 3 2 1 
8 4 2 16 4 16 4 1 1 4 2 1 

12 4 3 16 9 16 9 1 1 4 3 1 
15 5 3 25 9 25 9 1 1 5 3 1 
24 6 4 36 16 36 16 1 1 6 4 1 
28 7 4 49 16 49 16 1 1 7 4 1 
32 8 4 64 16 64 16 1 1 8 4 1 
45 9 5 81 25 81 25 1 1 9 5 1 
54 9 6 81 36 81 36 1 1 9 6 1 
63 9 7 81 49 81 49 1 1 9 7 1 
60 10 6 100 36 100 36 1 1 10 6 1 
66 11 6 121 36 121 36 1 1 11 6 1 
72 12 6 144 36 144 36 1 1 12 6 1 
78 13 6 169 36 169 36 1 1 13 6 1 
98 14 7 196 49 196 49 1 1 14 7 1 

120 15 8 225 64 225 64 1 1 15 8 1 
128 16 8 256 64 256 64 1 1 16 8 1 
228 19 12 361 144 361 144 1 1 19 12 1 
600 20 30 400 900 400 900 1 1 20 30 1 

1200 30 40 900 1600 900 1600 1 1 30 40 1 

 

Comments:  

In the first column we have the maximal dimension of the problem with the same 

number of real supplier and real customers like in table 9. In the student edition we can solve 

a maximal problem with 11 real suppliers and 6 real customers (dimension 66). 

The main results from the tables 9 and 10 are included in the table 11. 

 

Table 11: Total dimension [-] 

|I|*|L| 
Number of 

variables 

Number of 

structural 

constraints 

|I|*|L| 
Number of 

variables 

Number of 

structural 

constraints 
6 37 39 60 348 307 
8 54 55 66 397 351 

12 69 67 72 450 399 

15 91 87 78 507 451 

24 138 127 98 609 535 

28 169 155 120 721 627 

32 204 187 128 792 691 

45 271 243 228 1269 1075 

54 303 267 600 3250 2703 

63 339 295 1200 6270 5143 

We can see that the biggest problem that can still be solved by Xpress-IVE (student 

edition) is highlighted in grey colour and it is represented by 11 real suppliers and 6 real 

customers. 
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In the table 12 we are going to introduce the model by describing: 

1. the capacity of goods of the 11 real suppliers, 

2. the request of goods of the 6 real customers, 

3. the distances among the 11 real suppliers and the 11 supplier hubs, 

4. the distances among the 11 supplier hubs and the 6 customer hubs, 

5. the distances among the 6 customer hubs and the 6 real customers, 

6. the capacity of the vehicle travelling among the 11 supplier hubs and the customer 

hubs, 

7. the capacity of the vehicle travelling among the supplier hubs and the customer hubs, 

8. the capacity of the vehicle travelling among the customer hubs and the 6 real 

customers. 

Table 12: Description of the model 
the capacity of goods for the 11 real 

suppliers. 
 10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,40,20,15a  

the request of goods for the 6 real 

customers. 
 20,20,20,20,45,30b  

the matrix of distance among the 11 

real suppliers and the 11 supplier hubs. 













































047,47,54,54,47,65,69,21,65,96,

47,0,36,39,51,52,85,54,51,51,52,

47,36,0,65,154,69,41,21,84,58,65,

54,39,65,0,47,54,39,154,54,54,54,

54,51,154,47,0,12,54,47,55,54,69,

47,52,69,54,12,0,100,12,85,100,150,

65,85,41,39,54,100,0,14,25,300,250,

69,54,21,154,47,12,14,0,12,300,200,

21,51,84,54,55,85,25,12,0,40,50,

65,51,58,54,54,100,300,300,40,0,25,

96,52,65,54,69,150,250,200,50,25,0,

C
 

the matrix of distance among the 11 

supplier hubs and the 6 customer hubs. 





























8585,41,39,21,65,21,65,21,65,150,

54,54,21,154,51,51,51,51,51,51,200,

51,51,154,47,84,58,84,58,84,58,100,

52,52,69,55,71,42,84,24,94,100,150,

85,85,41,39,55,54,55,41,39,300,250,

54,54,21,154,85,100,85,21,154,300,200,

D
 

the matrix of distance among the 6 

customer hubs and the 6 real 

customers. 





























036,39,51,52,85,

36,0,65,154,69,41,

39,65,0,47,54,39,

51,154,47,0,12,54,

52,69,54,12,0,100,

85,41,39,54,100,0,

E  

the capacity of the vehicle travelling 

among: the 11 supplier hubs and the 

chosen supplier hub, the chosen 

supplier hub and the chosen customer 

hubs, the 6 customer hubs and the 6 

real customers. 

 30,100,30VK  
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In the table 13 we can see the calculation times of the model number 1. In the figure 

7.1 we can see the result of the problem with 11 real suppliers and 6 real customers. 

 

 

Table 13: Calculation time 

|I|*|L| 
Calculation 

time [s] 

66 0,2  
 

 
Fig.7.1: Output/Input window from Xpress-

IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 11 real suppliers and 6 real customers 

 

We can see in the table 13 the calculation time for solving the biggest problem is 

insignificant. 

 

In the figures 7.2 and 7.3 we can see window - Stats of calculation and window - MIP 

search for model number 1 that includes 11 real suppliers and 6 real customers. 

 

 
Fig.7.2: Window - Stats from Xpress-IVE 

(student edition) – results of the problem with 

11 real suppliers and 6 real customer 

 
Fig.7.3: Window - MIP search from Xpress-

IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 11 real suppliers and 6 real customers 
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7.1.2 Dimension of mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods without 
fleet selection 
 

For first let’s go to analyze the number of the variables, see the table 14.  

|I|,|J,||K|,|L| are the same like in the previous chapter (see chapter 7.1.1). 

 

Table 14: Number of the variables [-] 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Sum Bin. Int. 

6 9 9 6 4 4 9 4 4 9 2 3 63 11 26 

8 16 16 8 4 4 16 4 4 16 2 4 94 14 40 

12 16 16 12 9 9 16 9 9 16 3 4 119 19 50 

15 25 25 15 9 9 25 9 9 25 3 5 159 23 68 

24 36 36 24 16 16 36 16 16 36 4 6 242 34 104 

28 49 49 28 16 16 49 16 16 49 4 7 299 39 130 

32 64 64 32 16 16 64 16 16 64 4 8 364 44 160 

45 81 81 45 25 25 81 25 25 81 5 9 483 59 212 

54 81 81 54 36 36 81 36 36 81 6 9 537 69 234 

63 81 81 63 49 49 81 49 49 81 7 9 599 79 260 

60 100 100 60 36 36 100 36 36 100 6 10 620 76 272 

66 121 121 66 36 36 121 36 36 121 6 11 711 83 314 

72 144 144 72 36 36 144 36 36 144 6 12 810 90 360 

78 169 169 78 36 36 169 36 36 169 6 13 917 97 410 

98 196 196 98 49 49 196 49 49 196 7 14 1099 119 490 

120 225 225 120 64 64 225 64 64 225 8 15 1299 143 578 

128 256 256 128 64 64 256 64 64 256 8 16 1432 152 640 

228 361 361 228 144 144 361 144 144 361 12 19 2279 259 1010 

600 400 400 600 900 900 400 900 900 400 30 20 5850 650 2600 

1200 900 900 1200 1600 1600 900 1600 1600 900 40 30 11270 1270 5000 

 

Comments:  

The interpretation of these columns is similar to the table 9. In the student edition we 

can solve a maximal problem with 8 real suppliers and 4 real customers (dimension 32). 

 

In the table 15 we consider the number of the structural constraints. 

jiu2 jkw klv1 lkv2 ijx1 kr jtlky2kly1 ijx2
jiu1

|L|*|I|
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Table 15: Number of the structural constraints [-] 

I| 

* 

|L| 
    

    

         

6 3 2 3 2 9 4 9 4 1 1 1 9 9 4 4 3 2 

8 4 2 4 2 16 4 16 4 1 1 1 16 16 4 4 4 2 

12 4 3 4 3 16 9 16 9 1 1 1 16 16 9 9 4 3 

15 5 3 5 3 25 9 25 9 1 1 1 25 25 9 9 5 3 

24 6 4 6 4 36 16 36 16 1 1 1 36 36 16 16 6 4 

28 7 4 7 4 49 16 49 16 1 1 1 49 49 16 16 7 4 

32 8 4 8 4 64 16 64 16 1 1 1 64 64 16 16 8 4 

45 9 5 9 5 81 25 81 25 1 1 1 81 81 25 25 9 5 

54 9 6 9 6 81 36 81 36 1 1 1 81 81 36 36 9 6 

63 9 7 9 7 81 49 81 49 1 1 1 81 81 49 49 9 7 

60 10 6 10 6 100 36 100 36 1 1 1 100 100 36 36 10 6 

66 11 6 11 6 121 36 121 36 1 1 1 121 121 36 36 11 6 

72 12 6 12 6 144 36 144 36 1 1 1 144 144 36 36 12 6 

78 13 6 13 6 169 36 169 36 1 1 1 169 169 36 36 13 6 

98 14 7 14 7 196 49 196 49 1 1 1 196 196 49 49 14 7 

120 15 8 15 8 225 64 225 64 1 1 1 225 225 64 64 15 8 

128 16 8 16 8 256 64 256 64 1 1 1 256 256 64 64 16 8 

228 19 12 19 12 361 144 361 144 1 1 1 361 361 144 144 19 12 

600 20 30 20 30 400 900 400 900 1 1 1 400 400 900 900 20 30 

1200 30 40 30 40 900 1600 900 1600 1 1 1 900 900 1600 1600 30 40 

 

Comments:  

The interpretation of the first column is equal to the table 10. In the student edition we 

can solve a maximal problem with 8 real suppliers and 4 real customers (dimension 32). 

 

The main results from the tables 14 and 15 are included in the table 16. 

 

Table 16: Total dimension [-] 

|I|*|L| 
Number of 

variables 

Number of 

structural 

constraints 

|I|*|L| 
Number of 

variables 

Number of 

structural 

constraints 

6 63 70 60 620 595 

8 94 101 66 711 682 

12 119 124 72 810 777 

15 159 163 78 917 880 

24 242 241 98 1099 1046 

28 299 296 120 1299 1228 

32 364 359 128 1432 1355 

45 483 469 228 2279 2116 

54 537 516 600 5850 5353 

63 599 571 1200 11270 595 
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We can see that the biggest problem that can still be solved by Xpress-IVE (student 

edition) is highlighted in grey colour and it is represented by 8 real suppliers and 4 real 

customers. The following table includes the description of the entry data of this model. The 

interpretation of the model is similar to the model in the table 12 the only difference is that we 

consider a model for two way flow of goods. 

 

Table 17: Description of the model 
the capacity of goods for the 8 real 

suppliers for the first way and the 

second way flow of goods. 

 
 5,5,10,10,10,40,20,15

,5,5,10,10,10,40,20,15

2

1





a

a
 

the request of goods for 4 real 

customers for the first way flow and 

the second way flow of goods. 

 
 20,20,45,30

,20,20,45,30

2

1





b

b
 

the matrix of distance among the 8 real 

suppliers and the 8 supplier hubs for 

the first way and back for the second 

way. 



































047,54,39,154,54,54,54,

47,0,12,54,47,55,54,69,

54,12,0,100,12,85,100,150,

39,54,100,0,14,25,300,250,

154,47,12,14,0,12,300,200,

54,55,85,25,12,0,40,50,

54,54,100,300,300,40,0,25,

54,69,150,250,200,50,25,0,

C
 

the matrix of distance among the 8 

supplier hubs and the 4 customer hubs 

for the first way and back for the 

second way. 




















4784,58,84,58,84,58,100,

55,71,42,84,24,94,100,150,

39,55,54,55,41,39,300,250,

154,85,100,85,21,154,300,200,

D
 

the matrix of distance among the 4 

customer hubs and the 4 real 

customers for the first way and back 

for the second way. 




















047,54,39,

47,0,12,54,

54,12,0,100,

39,54,100,0,

E
 

the capacity of the vehicle travelling 

among: the 8 real suppliers and the 

chosen customer hub for the first way 

and back for the second way, the 

chosen supplier hub and the chosen 

customer hub for the first way and 

back for the second way, the chosen 

supplier hub and the chosen customer 

hub for the first way and back for the 

second way. 

 30,100,30VK  

 

In the table 18 we can see the calculation times of the model number 2. In the figure 

7.4 we can see the result of the problem with 8 real suppliers and 4 real customers. 
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Table 18: Calculation time 

|I|*|L| 
Calculation 

time [s] 

32 0,2 
 

 
Fig.7.4: Output/Input window from Xpress-

IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 8 real suppliers and 4 real customers 

 

We can see in the table 18 the calculation time for solving the biggest problem is 

insignificant. 

 

In the figures 7.5 and 7.6 we can see window - Stats of calculation and window - MIP 

search for model number 2 that includes 8 real suppliers and 4 real customers. 

 

 
Fig.7.5: Window - Stats from Xpress-IVE 

(student edition) – results of the problem with 

8 real suppliers and 4 real customers 

 

 
Fig.7.6: Window - MIP search from Xpress-

IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 8 real suppliers and 4 real customers 
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7.1.3 Dimension of mathematical model for one-way flow of goods with 
vehicle fleet selection (regarding vehicle capacity) 

 
For first let’s go to analyze the number of the variables, see the table 19.  

 

Table 19: Number of the variables [-] 

|I|*|L| |I| |J| |K| |L| |P1| |P2| |P3| 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Sum Bin. Int. 

6 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 18 9 6 8 4 2 3 50 11 26 

8 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 32 16 8 8 4 2 4 74 14 40 

12 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 32 16 12 18 9 3 4 94 19 50 

15 5 5 3 3 2 2 2 50 25 15 18 9 3 5 125 23 68 

24 6 6 4 4 2 2 2 72 36 24 32 16 4 6 190 34 104 

28 7 7 4 4 2 2 2 98 49 28 32 16 4 7 234 39 130 

32 8 8 4 4 2 2 2 128 64 32 32 16 4 8 284 44 160 

45 9 9 5 5 2 2 2 162 81 45 50 25 5 9 377 59 212 

54 9 9 6 6 2 2 2 162 81 54 72 36 6 9 420 69 234 

63 9 9 7 7 2 2 2 162 81 63 98 49 7 9 469 79 260 

60 10 10 6 6 2 2 2 200 100 60 72 36 6 10 484 76 272 

66 11 11 6 6 2 2 2 242 121 66 72 36 6 11 554 83 314 

72 12 12 6 6 2 2 2 288 144 72 72 36 6 12 630 90 360 

78 13 13 6 6 2 2 2 338 169 78 72 36 6 13 712 97 410 

98 14 14 7 7 2 2 2 392 196 98 98 49 7 14 854 119 490 

120 15 15 8 8 2 2 2 450 225 120 128 64 8 15 1010 143 578 

128 16 16 8 8 2 2 2 512 256 128 128 64 8 16 1112 152 640 

228 19 19 12 12 2 2 2 722 361 228 288 144 12 19 1774 259 1010 

600 20 20 30 30 2 2 2 800 400 600 1800 900 30 20 4550 650 2600 

1200 30 30 40 40 2 2 2 1800 900 1200 3200 1600 40 30 8770 1270 5000 

 

Comments:  

The interpretation of this table from the first to the fifth column is similar to the table 

9. In the sixth column we have the number of set of vehicles that we choose for travelling 

among real suppliers and supplier hub. In the seventh column the number of set of vehicles 

that we choose for travelling between the supplier hub and the customer hub. In the eighth 

column the number of set of vehicles that we choose for travelling customer hub and real 

customers. In the last three columns the interpretation of this table is similar to the table 9. In 

the student edition we can solve a maximal problem with 9 real suppliers and 5 real customers 

(dimension 45). 

 

In the table 20 we consider the number of the structural constraints. 

jkw klpv kly
kr jtijpu

ijx
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Table 20: Number of the structural constraints [-] 

|I| 

* 

|L|| 

  

  

  
 

    

6 3 2 9 4 1 1 1 9 4 3 2 

8 4 2 16 4 1 1 1 16 4 4 2 

12 4 3 16 9 1 1 1 16 9 4 3 

15 5 3 25 9 1 1 1 25 9 5 3 

24 6 4 36 16 1 1 1 36 16 6 4 

28 7 4 49 16 1 1 1 49 16 7 4 

32 8 4 64 16 1 1 1 64 16 8 4 

45 9 5 81 25 1 1 1 81 25 9 5 

54 9 6 81 36 1 1 1 81 36 9 6 

63 9 7 81 49 1 1 1 81 49 9 7 

60 10 6 100 36 1 1 1 100 36 10 6 

66 11 6 121 36 1 1 1 121 36 11 6 

72 12 6 144 36 1 1 1 144 36 12 6 

78 13 6 169 36 1 1 1 169 36 13 6 

98 14 7 196 49 1 1 1 196 49 14 7 

120 15 8 225 64 1 1 1 225 64 15 8 

128 16 8 256 64 1 1 1 256 64 16 8 

228 19 12 361 144 1 1 1 361 144 19 12 

600 20 30 400 900 1 1 1 400 900 20 30 

1200 30 40 900 1600 1 1 1 900 1600 30 40 

 

Comments:  

In the student edition we can solve a maximal problem with 9 real suppliers and 6 real 

customers (dimension 54).  

The main results from the tables 19 and 20 are included in the table 21. 

 

Table 21: Total dimensions [-] 

|I|*|L| 
Number of 

variables 

Number of 

structural 

constraints 

|I|*|L| 
Number of 

variables 

Number of 

structural 

constraints 

6 50 48 60 484 443 

8 74 75 66 554 508 

12 94 92 72 630 579 

15 125 121 78 712 656 

24 190 179 98 854 780 

28 234 220 120 1010 916 

32 284 267 128 1112 1011 

45 377 349 228 1774 1580 

54 420 384 600 4550 4003 

63 469 425 1200 8770 7643 
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We can see that the biggest problem that can still be solved by Xpress-IVE (student 

edition) is highlighted in grey colour and it is represented by 9 real suppliers and 5 real 

customers.  

 

The table 22 includes the description of the entry data of this model. The interpretation 

of the model is similar to the model in the table 12 the only difference is that we consider a 

model with vehicle fleet selection.  
 

Table 22: Description of the model 
the capacity of goods for 

the 9 real suppliers. 
 10,10,10,10,10,10,40,20,15a  

the request of goods 
for the 5 real suppliers. 

 20,20,20,45,30b  

the matrix of distance 

among the 9 real suppliers 

and the 9 supplier hubs. 





































065,154,69,41,21,84,58,65,

65,0,47,54,39,154,54,54,54,

154,47,0,12,54,47,55,54,69,

69,54,12,0,100,12,85,100,150,

41,39,54,100,0,14,25,300,250,

21,154,47,12,14,0,12,300,200,

84,54,55,85,25,12,0,40,50,

58,54,54,100,300,300,40,0,25,

65,54,69,150,250,200,50,25,0,

C  

the matrix of distance 

among the 9 supplier hubs 

and the 5 customer hubs. 

























6954,48,84,58,41,39,84,78,

154,47,84,58,84,58,84,58,100,

69,54,54,54,54,54,54,100,150,

41,39,55,54,55,41,39,300,250,

21,154,85,100,85,21,154,300,200,

D
 

the matrix of distance 

among the 5 customer 

hubs and the 5 real 

customers. 
























065,154,69,41,

65,0,47,54,39,

154,47,0,12,54,

69,54,12,0,100,

41,39,54,100,0,

E  

the capacity of the vehicle 

1Pp  travelling among 

the 9 real supplier and the 

chosen customer hub. 

 4,31 pK  

the capacity of the vehicle 

2Pp  travelling among 

the chosen supplier hub 

and the chosen customer 

hub. 

 120,1002 pK  

the capacity of the vehicle 

3Pp  travelling among 

the customer hub and the 

5 real customers. 

 3,5.23 pK  
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In the table 23 we can see the calculation time of the model number 3. In the figure 7.7 

we can see the result of the problem with 9 real suppliers and 5 real customers. 

 

 

Table 23: Calculation time 

|I|*|L| 

Calculation 

time [s] 

45 2,0 
 

 
Fig.7.7: Output/Input window from Xpress-

IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 9 real suppliers and 5 real customers 

 

We can see in the table 23 the calculation time for solving the biggest problem is the 

longest of all the model we have analyzed. 

 

In the figures 7.8 and 7.9 we can see window - Stats of calculation and window - MIP 

search for model number 3 that includes 9 real suppliers and 5 real customers. 

 

 
Fig.7.8: Window - Stats from Xpress-IVE 

(student edition) – results of the problem with 

9 real suppliers and 5 real customers 

 

 
Fig.7.9: Window - MIP search from Xpress-

IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 9 real suppliers and 5 real customers 
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7.1.4 Dimension of mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods with 
vehicle fleet selection (regarding vehicle capacity)  

 

For first let’s go to analyze the number of the variables, see the table 24.  

|I|,|J,||K|,|L|,|P1,||P2| and |P3| are the same like in the previous chapter (see chapter 

7.1.3). 

Table 24: Number of the variables [-] 

|I|*|L| 
 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

    
 

Sum Bin. Int. 

6 18 18 6 8 8 2 4 4 9 2 3 89 11 52 
8 32 32 8 8 8 16 4 4 16 2 4 134 14 80 
12 32 32 12 18 18 16 9 9 16 3 4 169 19 100 
15 50 50 15 18 18 25 9 9 25 3 5 227 23 136 
24 72 72 24 32 32 36 16 16 36 4 6 346 34 208 
28 98 98 28 32 32 49 16 16 49 4 7 429 39 260 
32 128 128 32 32 32 64 16 16 64 4 8 524 44 320 
45 162 162 45 50 50 81 25 25 81 5 9 695 59 424 
54 162 162 54 72 72 81 36 36 81 6 9 771 69 468 
63 162 162 63 98 98 81 49 49 81 7 9 859 79 520 
60 200 200 60 72 72 100 36 36 100 6 10 892 76 544 
66 242 242 66 72 72 121 36 36 121 6 11 1025 83 628 
72 288 288 72 72 72 144 36 36 144 6 12 1170 90 720 
78 338 338 78 72 72 169 36 36 169 6 13 1327 97 820 
98 392 392 98 98 98 196 49 49 196 7 14 1589 119 980 

120 450 450 120 128 128 225 64 64 225 8 15 1877 143 1156 
128 512 512 128 128 128 256 64 64 256 8 16 2072 152 1280 
228 722 722 228 288 288 361 144 144 361 12 19 3289 259 2020 
600 800 800 600 1800 1800 400 900 900 400 30 20 8450 650 5200 

1200 1800 1800 1200 3200 3200 900 1600 1600 900 40 30 16270 1270 10000 

 

Comments:  

The interpretation of this table is similar to the table 19, the only difference is that we 

consider a model for two ways flow of goods. In the student edition we can solve a maximal 

problem with 6 real suppliers and 4 real customers (dimension 24). 

 

In the tables 25-26 we consider the number of the structural constraints. 

ijpu1 jipu2 jkw klpv1 lkpv2 ijx1 kr jt
lky2 kly1 jix2
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Table 25: Number of the structural constraints [-] 

|I| 

* 

|L| 
    

    
6 3 2 3 2 9 4 9 4 
8 4 2 4 2 16 4 16 4 
12 4 3 4 3 16 9 16 9 
15 5 3 5 3 25 9 25 9 
24 6 4 6 4 36 16 36 16 
28 7 4 7 4 49 16 49 16 
32 8 4 8 4 64 16 64 16 
45 9 5 9 5 81 25 81 25 
54 9 6 9 6 81 36 81 36 
63 9 7 9 7 81 49 81 49 
60 10 6 10 6 100 36 100 36 
66 11 6 11 6 121 36 121 36 
72 12 6 12 6 144 36 144 36 
78 13 6 13 6 169 36 169 36 
98 14 7 14 7 196 49 196 49 

120 15 8 15 8 225 64 225 64 
128 16 8 16 8 256 64 256 64 
228 19 12 19 12 361 144 361 144 
600 20 30 20 30 400 900 400 900 

1200 30 40 30 40 900 1600 900 1600 

 

Table 26: Number of the structural constraints [-] 

  
       

1 1 1 18 18 8 8 3 2 
1 1 1 32 32 8 8 4 2 
1 1 1 32 32 18 18 4 3 
1 1 1 50 50 18 18 5 3 
1 1 1 72 72 32 32 6 4 
1 1 1 98 98 32 32 7 4 
1 1 1 128 128 32 32 8 4 
1 1 1 162 162 50 50 9 5 
1 1 1 162 162 72 72 9 6 
1 1 1 162 162 98 98 9 7 
1 1 1 200 200 72 72 10 6 
1 1 1 242 242 72 72 11 6 
1 1 1 288 288 72 72 12 6 
1 1 1 338 338 72 72 13 6 
1 1 1 392 392 98 98 14 7 
1 1 1 450 450 128 128 15 8 
1 1 1 512 512 128 128 16 8 
1 1 1 722 722 288 288 19 12 
1 1 1 800 800 1800 1800 20 30 
1 1 1 1800 1800 3200 3200 30 40 
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Comments:  

In the student edition we can solve a maximal problem with 6 real suppliers and 4 real 

customers (dimension 24). 

 

The main results from the tables 24, 25 and 26 are included in the table 27. 

 

Table 27: Total dimensions [-] 

|I|*|L| 

Number 

of 

variables 

Number of 

structural 

constraints 

|I|*|L| 

Number 

of 

variables 

Number of 

structural 

constraints 

6 89 96 60 892 867 

8 134 141 66 1025 996 

12 169 174 72 1170 1137 

15 227 231 78 1327 1290 

24 346 345 98 1589 1536 

28 429 426 120 1877 1806 

32 524 519 128 2072 1995 

45 695 681 228 3289 3126 

54 771 750 600 8450 7953 

63 859 831 1200 16270 15213 

 

We can see that the biggest problem that can still be solved by Xpress-IVE (student 

edition) is highlighted in grey colour and it is represented by 6 real suppliers and 4 real 

customers.  

 

The table 28 includes the description of the entry data of this model. The interpretation 

of the model is similar to the model in the table 22 the only difference is that we consider the 

model for two ways flow of goods.  
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Table 28: Description of the model 
the capacity of goods for the 6 real 

suppliers for the first way and the 

second way flow of goods. 

 
 0,5,515,20,40,1

,0,5,515,20,40,1

2

1





a

a
 

the request of goods for 4 real 

customers for the first way flow and 

the second way flow of goods. 

 
 030,45,10,1

,030,45,10,1

2

1





b

b
 

the matrix of distance among the 6 

real suppliers and the 6 supplier hubs 

for the first way and back for the 

second way. 





























0100,12,85,100,150,

100,0,14,25,300,250,

12,14,0,12,300,200,

85,25,12,0,40,50,

100,300,300,40,0,25,

150,250,200,50,25,0,

C  

the matrix of distance among the 6 

supplier hubs and the 4 customer hubs 

for the first way and back for the 

second way. 




















5884,58,84,58,100,

54,54,54,54,100,150,

54,55,41,39,300,250,

100,85,21,154,300,200,

D  

the matrix of distance among the 4 

customer hubs and the 4 real 

customers for the first way and back 

for the second way. 




















047,54,39,

47,0,12,54,

54,12,0,100,

39,54,100,0,

E  

the capacity of the vehicle 
1Pp  

travelling among the 6 real suppliers 

and the chosen supplier hub for the 

first way and back for the second 

way. 

 4,31 pK  

the capacity of the vehicle 2Pp  

travelling among the chosen supplier 

hub and the chosen customer hub for 

the first way and back for the second 

way. 

 120,1002 pK  

the capacity of the 

vehicle 3Pp travelling among the 

chosen customer hub and the 4 real 

customers for the first way and back 

for the second way. 

 3,5.23 pK  

 

In the table 29 we can see the calculation time of the model number 4. In the figure 

7.10 we can see the result of the problem with 6 real suppliers and 4 real customers. 
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Table 29: Calculation time 

|I|*|L| 

Calculation 

time [s] 

24 0,3 
 

 
Fig.7.10: Output/Input window from Xpress-

IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 6 real suppliers and 4 real customers 

 

We can see in the table 29 the calculation time for solving the biggest problem is 

insignificant. 

 

In the figures 7.11 and 7.12 we can see window - Stats of calculation and window -

 MIP search for model number 4 that includes 6 real suppliers and 4 real customers. 

 

 
Fig.7.11: Window - Stats from Xpress-IVE 

(student edition) – results of the problem with 

6 real suppliers and 4 real customers 

 

 
Fig.7.12: Window - MIP search from Xpress-

IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 6 real suppliers and 4 real customers 
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7.1.5 Dimension of mathematical model for two-ways for fleet selection for 
optimizing the total cost (regarding vehicle capacity)  

 
For first let’s go to analyze the number of the variables, see the table 30. 

|I|,|J,||K|,|L|,|P1,||P2| and |P3| are the same like chapter 7.1.3. 

 

Table 30: Number of the variables [-] 

|I| 

* 

|L| 

            

Sum Bin. Int. 

6 18 18 12 12 8 8 9 4 4 9 2 3 107 29 52 

8 32 32 16 16 8 8 16 4 4 16 2 4 158 38 80 

12 32 32 24 24 18 18 16 9 9 16 3 4 205 55 100 

15 18 18 30 30 8 8 9 4 4 9 3 5 272 68 136 

24 72 72 48 48 32 32 36 16 16 36 4 6 418 106 208 

28 98 98 56 56 32 32 49 16 16 49 4 7 513 123 260 

32 128 128 64 64 32 32 64 16 16 64 4 8 620 140 320 

45 162 162 90 90 50 50 81 25 25 81 5 9 830 194 424 

54 162 162 108 108 72 72 81 36 36 81 6 9 933 231 468 

63 162 162 126 126 98 98 81 49 49 81 7 9 1048 268 520 

60 200 200 120 120 72 72 100 36 36 100 6 10 1072 256 544 

66 242 242 132 132 72 72 121 36 36 121 6 11 1223 281 628 

72 288 288 144 144 72 72 144 36 36 144 6 12 1386 306 720 

78 338 338 156 156 72 72 169 36 36 169 6 13 1561 331 820 

98 392 392 196 196 98 98 196 49 49 196 7 14 1883 413 980 

120 450 450 240 240 128 128 225 64 64 225 8 15 2237 503 1156 

128 512 512 256 256 128 128 256 64 64 256 8 16 2456 536 1280 

228 722 722 456 456 288 288 361 144 144 361 12 19 3973 943 2020 

600 800 800 1200 1200 1800 1800 400 900 900 400 30 20 10250 2450 5200 

1200 1800 1800 2400 2400 3200 3200 900 1600 1600 900 40 30 19870 4870 10000 

 

Comments:  

The interpretation of this table is similar to the table 24. In the student edition we can 

solve a maximal problem with 5 real suppliers and 3 real customers (dimension 15). 

 

In the tables 31-32 we consider the number of the structural constraints. 

ijpu1 jipu2 jtkrjkpw kjpw ijx2kly1lky2ijx1lkpv2klpv1
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Table 31: Number of the structural constraints [-] 

|I| 

* 

|L| 
         

6 3 2 3 2 9 4 4 6 1 

8 4 2 4 2 16 4 4 8 1 

12 4 3 4 3 16 9 9 12 1 

15 5 3 5 3 25 9 9 15 1 

24 6 4 6 4 36 16 16 24 1 

28 7 4 7 4 49 16 16 28 1 

32 8 4 8 4 64 16 16 32 1 

45 9 5 9 5 81 25 25 45 1 

54 9 6 9 6 81 36 36 54 1 

63 9 7 9 7 81 49 49 63 1 

60 10 6 10 6 100 36 36 60 1 

66 11 6 11 6 121 36 36 66 1 

72 12 6 12 6 144 36 36 72 1 

78 13 6 13 6 169 36 36 78 1 

98 14 7 14 7 196 49 49 98 1 

120 15 8 15 8 225 64 64 120 1 

128 16 8 16 8 256 64 64 128 1 

228 19 12 19 12 361 144 144 228 1 

600 20 30 20 30 400 900 900 600 1 

1200 30 40 30 40 900 1600 1600 1200 1 

 

Table 32: Number of the structural constraints [-] 

|I| 

* 

|L|         

Sum 

6 1 1 9 9 4 4 3 3 71 

8 1 1 16 16 4 4 4 2 101 

12 1 1 16 16 9 9 4 3 124 

15 1 1 25 25 9 9 5 3 163 

24 1 1 36 36 16 16 6 4 241 

28 1 1 49 49 16 16 7 4 296 

32 1 1 64 64 16 16 8 4 359 

45 1 1 81 81 25 25 9 5 469 

54 1 1 81 81 36 36 9 6 516 

63 1 1 81 81 49 49 9 7 571 

60 1 1 100 100 36 36 10 6 595 

66 1 1 121 121 36 36 11 6 682 

72 1 1 144 144 36 36 12 6 777 

78 1 1 169 169 36 36 13 6 880 

98 1 1 196 196 49 49 14 7 1046 

120 1 1 225 225 64 64 15 8 1228 

128 1 1 256 256 64 64 16 8 1355 

228 1 1 361 361 144 144 19 12 2116 

600 1 1 400 400 900 900 20 30 5353 

1200 1 1 900 900 1600 1600 30 40 10213 
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Comments:  

In the student edition we can solve a maximal problem with 8 real suppliers and 4 real 

customers (dimension 28). 

 

The main results from the tables 30, 31 and 32 are included in the table 33. 

 

Table 33: Total dimensions [-] 

|I|*|L| 
Number of 

variables 

Number of 

structural 

constraints 

|I|*|L| 
Number of 

variables 

Number of 

structural 

constraints 

6 107 71 60 1072 595 

8 158 101 66 1223 682 

12 205 124 72 1386 777 

15 272 163 78 1561 880 

24 418 241 98 1883 1046 

28 513 296 120 2237 1228 

32 620 359 128 2456 1355 

45 830 469 228 3973 2116 

54 933 516 600 10250 5353 

63 1048 571 1200 19870 10213 

 

In the student edition we can solve a maximal problem with 5 real suppliers and 3 real 

customers (dimension 15).  

 

The following table includes the description of the entry data of this model. The 

interpretation of the model is similar to the model in the table 28 the only difference is that we 

consider the model with vehicle fleet selection.  
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Table 34: Description of the model 
the capacity of goods for the 5 real 

suppliers for the first way and the 

second way flow of goods. 

 
 0,1015,20,40,1

,0,1015,20,40,1

2

1





a

a
 

the request of goods for 3 real customers 

for the first way flow and the second 

way flow of goods. 

 
 30,45,20

,30,45,20

2

1





b

b
 

the matrix of distance among the 5 real 

suppliers and the 5 supplier hubs for the 

first way and the second way. 

























014,25,300,250,

14,0,12,300,200,

25,12,0,40,50,

300,300,40,0,25,

250,200,50,25,0,

C  

the matrix of distance among the 5 

supplier hubs and the 3 customer hubs 

for the first way and the second way. 


















5454,54,100,150,

55,41,39,300,250,

85,21,154,300,200,

D  

the matrix of distance among the 3 

customer hubs and the 3 real customers 

for the first way and the second way. 


















012,54,

12,0,100,

54,100,0,

E  

the capacity of the vehicle 
1Pp  

travelling among the 5 real suppliers and 

the chosen supplier hub for the first way 

and back for the second way.  

 3,41 pK  

the capacity of the vehicle 
2Pp  

travelling among the chosen supplier  

hub and the chosen customer hub and 

back for the second way. 

 120,1002 pK  

the capacity of the vehicle 3Pp  

travelling among the chosen customer 

hub and the 3 real customers for the first 

way and back for the second way. 

 2.5,33 pK  

the cost of building the 3 customer hubs.  0200,400,40kfc  

the cost of building the 5 supplier hubs.  600,250,500,300,200jfs  

the cost of vehicles changing for all the 

flow of goods inside the 3 customer 

hubs for both ways. 
 400,600,200kgc  

the cost of vehicles changing for all the 

flow of goods inside the 5 supplier hubs 

for both ways. 

 500,200,400,200,100jgs  

the cost of transportation for the vehicle 

1Pp  per 1 km (both ways). 
 7,51 ph  

the cost of transportation for the vehicle 

2Pp  per 1 km (both ways), 
 8,92 ph  

the cost of transportation for the vehicle 

3Pp  per 1 km (both ways). 
 5,43 ph  
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In the table 35 we can see the calculation time of the model number 5. In the figure 

7.13 we can see the result of the problem with 5 real suppliers and 3 real customers.  

 

 

Table 35: Calculation time 

|I|*|L| 

Calculation 

time [s] 

15 0,2 

 

 

 
Fig.7.13: Output/Input window from Xpress-

IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 5 real suppliers and 3 real customers 

 

We can see in the table 35 the calculation time for solving the biggest problem is 

insignificant. 

 

In the figures 7.14 and 7.15 we can see window - Stats of calculation and window -

 MIP search for model number 5 that includes 5 real suppliers and 3 real customers.  

 

 

 
Fig.7.14: Window - Stats from Xpress-IVE 

(student edition) – results of the problem with 

5 real suppliers and 3 real customers 

 

 
Fig.7.15: Window - MIP search from Xpress-

IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 5 real suppliers and 3 real customers 
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7.1.6 Summary 
 

In the table we are going to show the estimation of the maximum dimension of the 

models shown in the chapter 7.1. In the table 36 the models will be listed from 1 to 5 

according to the order we have shown. 

 

In the following table we can see the dimension for the matrices representing: 

 

ijc  Distance between the real supplier Ii  and the supplier hub Jj , 

jkd  Distance between the supplier hub Jj and the customer hub k K , 

kle  Distance between the customer hub k K and the real customer Ll . 

 

 

Table 36: Matrix dimension [-] 

Model 
Maximal dimension 

of the model 

Maximal dimension 

|I|*|L| ijc  jkd  kle  

1 66 611  1111  116  66  

2 32 48  88  84  44  

3 45 59  99  95  55  

4 24 46  66  64  44  

5 15 35  55  53  33  

 

 

7.2 Entry data for examples for bigger quantity entry data  
 

In the chapter 7.1 we randomly generated dimensions of the problem and we 

determine if we are able to solve it. Now we want to make improvements to make it more 

precise. This improvements can answer to the question if it is possible to enlarge the 

dimensions of the problem from chapter 7.1.  

 

In the chapter 7.2 we will validate these improvements for all the models presented in 

the chapter 7.1. 

 

For all the models in the chapter 7.1 the following algorithm was chosen: 

 

1. We start with the estimation from the chapter 7.1. 

2. We have increased the dimension of the model of 1 unit at time. 

3. We have searched how the number representing the dimension of the model 

can be divided (its submultiples). 

4. For every dimension of the model we have determined the total number of 

variables, the total number of structural constraints and the total sum of them. 

5. We have determined if the problem can be solved by Xpress-IVE (student 

edition). 

6. If there is not the probability of a further improvement the algorithm will stop. 

 

In the third step we will not consider some cases. We are not going to consider these 

cases with 1 real customer or 1 real supplier in the following solution. These cases are 

irrelevant in our model. If we have 1 customer, then the customer hub will be this customer. 
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In these cases we know the models of such distribution systems. It means that in the problem 

will be shown a minimum of two real suppliers and two real customers. 

 

 

7.2.1 Mathematical model for one-way flow of goods without fleet selection  
 

We start with the dimension of the problem 66. According to the second step of the 

algorithm we enlarge the dimension of the problem of 1 unit it means 67. According to the 

third step of the algorithm we decompose the number representing the dimension of the 

model. In this case we have two possibilities. We can divide the dimension 67 only like that  

or 671 . We have eliminated these cases in the introduction of the chapter 7.2. The first 

possibility is 67 real suppliers and 1 real customer. The second possibility is 1 real supplier 

and 67 real customers. In case that we have the first possibility we calculated that the total 

number of variables is 9115 and the total number of structural constraints is 9119. A further 

possibility is 68. We are not able to solve this dimension of the problem in the student edition. 

For the same reason we also avoid the configuration 171  or 711 . 

 

We solve analogously the next dimension of the problem. The results of this algorithm 

are summarized in the table 37. 

 

Table 37: Dimension of the model [-] 

Dimension 
of the 

model 

Dimension 
|I|*|L| 

Dimension 

of the 

matrix ijc  

Dimension 

of the 

matrix jkd  

Dimension 

of the 

matrix kle  

Number 

of 
variables 

Number 

of 

structural 
constraints 

Total 

68 417  1717  174  44  699 634 1333 

68 174  44  417  1717  699 634 1333 

68 234  22  342  3434  2424 2359 4783 

68 342  3434  234  22  2424 2359 4783 

69 323  2323  233  33  1137 1094 2231 

69 233  33  323  2323  1137 1094 2231 

70 710  1010  107  77  385 318 703 

70 107  77  710  1010  385 318 703 

70 352  22  235  3535  2565 2498 5063 

70 235  3535  352  22  2565 2498 5063 

70 514  1414  145  55  531 464 995 

70 145  55  514  1414  531 464 995 

 

The model with the maximum number of entry data that Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

can solve is |I|*|L|=70 and it is highlighted in grey. There are two possibilities the first one is 

10 real suppliers and 7 real customers (dimension 70). The second one is 7 real suppliers and 

10 real customers (dimension 70).  

 

Now we start analyzing the first possibility: 10 real suppliers and 7 real customers. 

The table 38 includes the description of the entry data of this model. The interpretation 

of the model is similar to the model in the table 12 of the chapter 7.1.1. 
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Table 38: Description of the model 

the capacity of goods for the 10 

real suppliers. 
 10,10,10,10,10,10,10,40,20,15a  

the request of goods for the 7 

real customers. 
 0,5,5,3030,45,20,1b  

the matrix of distance among the 

10 real suppliers and the 10 

supplier hubs. 









































036,39,51,52,85,54,51,51,52,

36,0,65,154,69,41,21,84,58,65,

39,65,0,47,54,39,154,54,54,54,

51,154,47,0,12,54,47,55,54,69,

52,69,54,12,0,100,12,85,100,150,

85,41,39,54,100,0,14,25,300,250,

54,21,154,47,12,14,0,12,300,200,

51,84,54,55,85,25,12,0,40,50,

51,58,54,54,100,300,300,40,0,25,

52,65,54,69,150,250,200,50,25,0,

C  

the matrix of distance among the 

10 supplier hubs and the 7 

customer hubs. 































5421,52,69,54,54,54,58,85,44,

54,65,85,41,39,55,54,54,54,23,

52,69,54,48,84,58,41,39,84,78,

51,154,47,84,58,84,58,84,58,100,

52,69,54,54,54,54,54,54,100,150,

85,41,39,55,54,55,41,39,300,250,

54,21,154,85,100,85,21,154,300,200,

D  

the matrix of distance among the 

7 customer hubs and the 7 real 

customers. 































047,47,54,54,47,65,

47,0,36,39,51,52,85,

47,36,0,65,154,69,41,

54,39,65,0,47,54,39,

54,51,154,47,0,12,54,

47,52,69,54,12,0,100,

65,85,41,39,54,100,0,

E  

the capacity of the vehicle 

travelling among: the 10 real 

suppliers and the chosen supplier 

hub, the chosen supplier hub and 

the chosen customer hub, the 

vehicle travelling among the 

chosen customer hub and the 7 

real customers. 

 30,100,30VK  

 

In the figure 7.16 we can see the result of the problem with 10 real suppliers and 7 real 

customers. In the figure 7.17 we can see window - Stats of calculation.  
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Fig.7.16: Window - Output/Input of the 

optimization software Xpress-IVE (student 

edition) 

 

 
Fig.7.17: Window - Stats of the optimization 

software Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

 

 

 

In the figure 7.18 we can see window - MIP search for model number 1 that includes 

10 real suppliers and 7 real customers. 

 

 
Fig.7.18: Window - MIP search from Xpress-IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 10 real suppliers and 7 real customers 

 

 

Now we start analyzing the second possibility: 7 real suppliers and 10 real customers. 

The table 39 includes the description of the entry data of this model. The following 

table includes the description of the entry data of this model. The interpretation of the model 

is similar to the model in the table 12 of the chapter 7.1.1. 
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Table 39: Description of the model 
the capacity of goods for the 7 real 

suppliers. 
 10,10,10,10,40,20,15a  

the request of goods for the 10 real 

customers. 
 ,35,15,2,3,230,45,5,5,b  

the matrix of distance among the 7 real 

suppliers and the 7 supplier hubs. 































012,54,47,55,54,69,

12,0,100,12,85,100,150,

54,100,0,14,25,300,250,

47,12,14,0,12,300,200,

55,85,25,12,0,40,50,

54,100,300,300,40,0,25,

69,150,250,200,50,25,0,

C  

the matrix of distance among the 7 

supplier hubs and the 10 customer hubs. 









































8584,54,69,58,85,44,

98,54,54,44,54,54,23,

154,47,84,58,49,96,54,

69,54,54,54,58,85,44,

41,39,55,54,54,54,23,

48,84,58,41,39,84,78,

84,58,84,58,84,58,100,

54,54,54,54,54,100,150,

55,54,55,41,39,300,250,

85,100,85,21,154,300,200,

D  

the matrix of distance among the 10 

customer hubs and the 10 real customers. 









































021,10,52,59,65,10,21,45,54,

21,0,30,85,67,54,30,95,52,55,

10,30,0,54,69,69,30,58,85,85,

52,85,54,0,47,47,54,54,47,65,

59,67,69,47,0,36,39,51,52,85,

65,54,69,47,36,0,65,154,69,41,

10,30,30,54,39,65,0,47,54,39,

21,95,58,54,51,154,47,0,12,54,

45,52,85,47,52,69,54,12,0,100,

54,55,85,65,85,41,39,54,100,0,

E
 

the capacity of the vehicle travelling 

among: the 7 real suppliers and the 

chosen supplier hubs, the chosen supplier 

hubs and the chosen customer hubs, the 

chosen customer hub and the 10 real 

customers. 

 30,100,30VK  

 

In the figure 7.19 we can see the result of the problem with 7 real suppliers and 10 real 

customers. 
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Fig.7.19: Window - Output/Input of the 

optimization software Xpress-IVE (student 

edition) 

 

 
Fig.7.20: Window - Stats of the optimization 

software Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

 

 

 

In the figure 7.21 we can see window - MIP search for model number 1 that includes 7 

real suppliers and 10 real customers. 

 

 
Fig.7.21: Window - MIP search from Xpress-IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 7 real suppliers and 10 real customers 
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7.2.2 Mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods without fleet selection 
 

We start with the dimension of the problem 32. We use the same algorithm like in 

the chapter 7.2. We are not able to solve some dimensions of the model problem in the 

student edition like the configurations: 137  or 371 , 141  or 411  and 143  or 

431 . 

The results of this algorithm are summarized in the table 40. 

 

Table 40: Dimension of the model [-] 

Dimension 
of the 

model 

Dimension 
|I|*|L| 

Dimension 

of the 

matrix ijc  

Dimension 

of the 

matrix jkd  

Dimension 

of the 

matrix kle  

Number 

of 

variables 

Number 

of 

structural 
constraints 

Total 

33 113  33  311  1111  567 565 1132 

33 311  1111  113  33  567 565 1132 

34 172  22  217  1717  1225 1232 2457 

34 217  1717  172  22  1225 1232 2457 

35 57  77  75  55  343 335 678 

35 75  55  57  77  343 335 678 

36 66  66  66  66  336 327 663 

36 182  22  218  1818  1368 1375 2743 

36 218  1818  182  22  1368 1375 2743 

36 94  44  49  99  437 430 867 

36 49  99  94  44  437 430 867 

36 312  1212  123  33  663 660 1323 

36 123  33  312  1212  663 660 1323 

38 219  1919  192  22  1519 1526 3045 

38 192  22  219  1919  1519 1526 3045 

39 133  33  313  1313  767 763 1530 

39 313  1313  133  33  767 763 1530 

40 104  44  410  1010  518 509 1027 

40 410  1010  104  44  518 509 1027 

40 58  88  85  55  409 398 807 

40 85  55  58  88  409 398 807 

40 202  22  220  2020  1678 1685 3363 

40 220  2020  202  22  1678 1685 3363 

42 76  66  67  77  395 382 777 

42 67  77  76  66  395 382 777 

42 212  22  221  2121  1845 1852 3697 

42 221  2121  212  22  1845 1852 3697 

42 3×14 14×14 14×3 33  879 874 1753 

42 14×3 3×3 3×14 14×14 879 874 1753 

44 114  44  411  1111  607 596 1203 

44 411  1111  114  44  607 596 1203 

44 222  2222  222  22  2020 2027 4047 

44 222  22  222  2222  2020 2027 4047 
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The model with the maximum number of entry data that Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

can solve is |I|*|L|=42 and it is highlighted in grey. There are two possibilities the first one is 

6 real suppliers and 7 real customers (dimension 42). The second possibility is 7 real suppliers 

and 6 real customers (dimension 42).  

Now we start analyzing the first possibility: 6 real suppliers and 7 real customers. 

The table 41 includes the description of the entry data of this model. The interpretation 

of the model is similar to the model in the table 17 of the chapter 7.1.2. 

  

Table 41: Description of the model 
the capacity of goods for the 6 real 

suppliers for the first way and the second 

way flow of goods. 

 
 0,10,1015,20,40,1 a

,0,10,1015,20,40,1 a

2

1




 

the request of goods for 7 real customers 

for the first way flow and the second 

way flow of goods. 

 
 5,5,1030,45,5,5,b

,5,5,1030,45,5,5,b

2

1




 

the matrix of distance among the 6 real 

suppliers and the 6 supplier hubs for the 

first way and the second way. 





























0100,12,85,100,150,

100,0,14,25,300,250,

12,14,0,12,300,200,

85,25,12,0,40,50,

100,300,300,40,0,25,

150,250,200,50,25,0,

C
 

the matrix of distance among the 6 

supplier hubs and the 7 customer hubs 

for the first way and the second way. 































5454,54,58,85,44,

39,55,54,54,54,23,

84,58,41,39,84,78,

54,54,58,84,58,100,

55,54,54,54,100,150,

48,85,41,39,300,250,

84,58,21,154,300,200,

D
 

the matrix of distance among the 7 

customer hubs and the 7 real customers 

for the first way and the second way. 































047,47,54,54,47,65,

47,0,36,39,51,52,85,

47,36,0,65,154,69,41,

54,39,65,0,47,54,39,

54,51,154,47,0,12,54,

47,52,69,54,12,0,100,

65,85,41,39,54,100,0,

E
 

the capacity of the vehicle travelling 

among the 6 real suppliers and the 

chosen customer hubs for the first way 

and the second way, the chosen supplier 

hub and the chosen customer hub for the 

first way and the second way, the chosen 

customer hub and the 7 real customers 

for the first way and the second way. 

 30,100,30VK  
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In the figure 7.22 we can see the result of the problem with 6 real suppliers and 7 real 

customers. In the figure 7.23 we can see window - Stats of calculation.  

 
Fig.7.22: Window – Output/Input of the 

optimization software Xpress-IVE (student 

edition) 

 

 
Fig.7.23: Window - Stats of the optimization 

software Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

 

In the figure 7.24 we can see window - MIP search for model number 2 that includes 6 

real suppliers and 7 real customers. 

 

 
Fig.7.24: Window - MIP search from Xpress-IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 6 real suppliers and 7 real customers 

 

Now we start analyzing the second possibility: 7 real suppliers and 6 real customers. 

The table 42 includes the description of the entry data of this model. The interpretation 

of the model is similar to the model in the table 17 of the chapter 7.1.2. 
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Table 42: Description of the model 

the capacity of goods for the 7 real 

suppliers for the first way and the second 

way flow of goods. 

 
 0,10,10,515,20,40,1a

,0,10,10,515,20,40,1a

2

1




 

the request of goods for 6 real customers 

for the first way flow and the second way 

flow of goods. 

 
 5,2030,45,5,5,b

,5,2030,45,5,5,b

2

1




  

the matrix of distance among the 7 real 

suppliers and the 7 supplier hubs for the 

first way and the second way. 































012,54,47,55,54,69,

12,0,100,12,85,100,150,

54,100,0,14,25,300,250,

47,12,14,0,12,300,200,

55,85,25,12,0,40,50,

54,100,300,300,40,0,25,

69,150,250,200,50,25,0,

C
 

the matrix of distance among the 7 supplier 

hubs and the 6 customer hubs for the first 

way and the second way. 





























4139,55,54,54,54,23,

48,84,58,41,39,84,78,

84,54,54,58,84,58,100,

54,55,54,54,54,100,150,

55,48,85,41,39,300,250,

85,84,58,21,154,300,200,

D
 

the matrix of distance among the 6 

customer hubs and the 6 real customers for 

the first way and the second way. 





























036,39,51,52,85,

36,0,65,154,69,41,

39,65,0,47,54,39,

51,154,47,0,12,54,

52,69,54,12,0,100,

85,41,39,54,100,0,

E
 

the capacity of the vehicle travelling 

among: the 7 real suppliers and the chosen 

supplier hub for the first way and the 

second way, the chosen supplier hub and 

the chosen customer hub for the first way 

and the second way, the chosen customer 

hub and the 6 real customers for the first 

and the second way. 

 30,100,30VK  

 

In the figure 7.25 we can see the result of the problem with 7 real suppliers and 6 real 

customers. In the figure 7.26 we can see window - Stats of calculation. 
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Fig.7.25: Window - Output/Input of the 

optimization software Xpress-IVE (student 

edition) 

 

 
Fig.7.26: Window - Stats of the optimization 

software Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

 

 

In the figure 7.27 we can see window - MIP search for model number 2 that includes 7 

real suppliers and 6 real customers. 

 

 
Fig.7.27: Window - MIP search from Xpress-IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 7 real suppliers and 6 real customers 
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7.2.3 Mathematical model for one-way flow of goods for vehicle fleet selection 
(regarding vehicles capacity)  

 

We start with the dimension of the problem 45. We use the same algorithm like in 

the chapter 7.2.1. We are not able to solve some dimensions of the model problem in the 

student edition like the configurations: 147  or 471 , 151  or 511  and 153  or 

531 . 

 

The results of this algorithm are summarized in the table 43. 

 

Table 43: Dimension of the model [-] 

Dimension 
of the 

model 

Dimension 

|I|*|L| 

Dimension 

of the 

matrix  

ijc  

Dimension 

of the 

matrix  

jkd  

Dimension 

of the 

matrix  

kle
 

Number 

of 

variables 

 

Number of 

structural 

constraints 

Total 

46 232  22  223  2323  2120 1423 3543 

46 223  2323  232  22  2120 2099 4219 

48 86  66  68  88  362 331 693 

48 68  88  86  66  362 331 693 

48 224  2424  242  22  1814 1795 3609 

48 242  22  224  2424  1814 1795 3609 

48 124  44  412  1212  544 515 1059 

48 412  1212  124  44  544 515 1059 

48 316  1616  163  33  862 836 1698 

48 163  33  316  1616  862 836 1698 

49 77  77  77  77  357 325 682 

50 510  1010  105  55  440 408 848 

50 105  55  510  1010  440 408 848 

50 252  22  225  2525  1964 1944 3908 

50 225  2525  252  22  1964 1944 3908 

52 134  44  413  1313  624 592 1216 

52 413  1313  134  44  624 592 1216 

52 262  22  226  2626  2120 2099 4219 

52 226  2626  262  22  2120 2099 4219 

 

The model with the maximum number of entry data that Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

can solve is |I|*|L|=49 and it is highlighted in grey with 7 real suppliers and 7 real customers 

(dimension 49) 

 

The following table includes the description of the entry data of this model. 

The interpretation of the model is similar to the model in the table 22 of the chapter 

7.1.3. 
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Table 44: Description of the model 

the capacity of goods for the 7 real 

suppliers. 
 0,10,10,1015,20,40,1a  

the request of goods for the 7 real 

suppliers. 
 5,5,2030,45,5,5,b  

the matrix of distance among the 7 

real suppliers and the 7 supplier 

hubs. 































012,54,47,55,54,69,

12,0,100,12,85,100,150,

54,100,0,14,25,300,250,

47,12,14,0,12,300,200,

55,85,25,12,0,40,50,

54,100,300,300,40,0,25,

69,150,250,200,50,25,0,

C
 

the matrix of distance among the 7 

supplier hubs and the 7 customer 

hubs. 































6954,54,54,58,85,44,

41,39,55,54,54,54,23,

48,84,58,41,39,84,78,

84,58,84,58,84,58,100,

54,54,54,54,54,100,150,

55,54,55,41,39,300,250,

85,100,85,21,154,300,200,

D
 

the matrix of distance among the 7 

customer hubs and the 7 real 

customers. 































047,47,54,54,47,65,

47,0,36,39,51,52,85,

47,36,0,65,154,69,41,

54,39,65,0,47,54,39,

54,51,154,47,0,12,54,

47,52,69,54,12,0,100,

65,85,41,39,54,100,0,

E
 

the capacity of the vehicle 
1Pp  

travelling among the 7 real suppliers 

and the chosen supplier hub. 

 3,41 pK  

the capacity of the vehicle 2Pp  

travelling among the chosen supplier 

hub and the chosen customer hub. 

 100,1202 pK  

the capacity of the vehicle 3Pp  

travelling among the chosen 

customer hub and the 7 real 

customers. 

 2.5,33 pK  

 

In the figure 7.28 we can see the result of the problem with 7 real suppliers and 7 real 

customers. In the figure 7.29 we can see window - Stats of calculation.  
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Fig.7.28: Window - Output/Input of the 

optimization software Xpress-IVE (student 

edition) 

 

 
Fig.7.29: Window - Stats of the optimization 

software Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

 

 

 

In the figure 7.30 we can see window - MIP search for model number 3 that includes 7 

real suppliers and 7 real customers. 

 

 
Fig.7.30: Window - MIP search from Xpress-IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 7 real suppliers and 7 real customers 

 

 

7.2.4 Mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods for vehicle fleet 
selection 

 
We start with the dimension of the problem 24. We use the same algorithm like in 

the chapter 7.2.1.  

 

The results of this algorithm are summarized in the table 45. 
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Table 45: Dimension of the model [-] 

Dimension 
of the 

model 

Dimension 
|I|*|L| 

Dimension 

of the 

matrix ijc  

Dimension 

of the 

matrix jkd  

Dimension 

of the 

matrix kle  

Number 

of 

variables 

Number 

of 

structural 
constraints 

Total 

25 55  55  55  55  335 333 668 

26 213  1313  132  22  1079 1086 2165 

26 132  22  213  1313  1079 1086 2165 

27 39  99  93  33  579 579 1158 

27 93  33  39  99  579 579 1158 

 

The model with the maximum number of entry data that Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

can solve is |I|*|L|=25 and it is highlighted in grey with 5 real suppliers and 5 real customers 

(dimension 25). 

 

The table 46 includes the description of the entry data of this model. The interpretation 

of the model is similar to the model in the table 28 of the chapter 7.1.4. 
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Table 46: Description of the model 
the capacity of goods for the 5 real 

suppliers for the first way and the 

second way flow of goods. 

 
 0,515,20,40,1a

,0,515,20,40,1a

2

1




 

the request of goods for 5 real 

customers for the first way flow 

and the second way flow of goods. 

 
 530,45,5,5,b

,530,45,5,5,b

2

1




 

the matrix of distance among the 5 

real suppliers and the 5 supplier 

hubs for the first way and back for 

the second way. 
























014,25,300,250,

14,0,12,300,200,

25,12,0,40,50,

300,300,40,0,25,

250,200,50,25,0,

C
 

the matrix of distance among the 5 

supplier hubs and the 5 customer 

hubs for the first way and back for 

the second way. 

























5841,39,84,78,

84,58,84,58,100,

54,54,54,100,150,

55,41,39,300,250,

85,21,154,300,200,

D
 

the matrix of distance among the 5 

customer hubs and the 5 real 

customers for the first way and 

back for the second way. 

























065,154,69,41,

65,0,47,54,39,

154,47,0,12,54,

69,54,12,0,100,

41,39,54,100,0,

E
 

the capacity of the vehicle 
1Pp  

travelling among the 5 real 

suppliers and the chosen supplier 

hub for the first way and back for 

the second way. 

 3,41 pK  

the capacity of the vehicle 2Pp  

travelling among the chosen 

supplier hub and the chosen 

customer hub for the first way and 

back for the second way. 

 100,1202 pK  

the capacity of the 

vehicle 3Pp travelling among the 

chosen customer hub and the 5 

real customers for the first way 

and back for the second way. 

 2.5,33 pK  

  

In the figure 7.31 we can see the result of the problem with 5 real suppliers and 5 real 

customers. In the figure 7.32 we can see window - Stats of calculation.  
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Fig.7.31: Window - Output/Input of the 

optimization software Xpress-IVE (student 

edition) 

 

 
Fig.7.32: Window - Stats of the optimization 

software Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

 

 

 

In the figure 7.33 we can see window - MIP search for model number 4 that includes 5 

real suppliers and 5 real customers. 

 

 
Fig.7.33: Window - MIP search from Xpress-IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 5 real suppliers and 5 real customers 
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7.2.5 Mathematical model for two-ways of goods with fleet selection for 
optimizing the total cost  

 

We start with the dimension of the problem 15. We use the same algorithm like in 

the chapter 7.2.1. We are not able to solve some dimensions of the model problem in the 

student edition like the configurations: 117  or 171 , 119  or 191  and 123  or 

231 . 

 

The results of this algorithm are summarized in the table 47. 

 
Table 47: Dimension of the model [-] 

Dimension 
of the 

model 

Dimension 
|I|*|L| 

Dimension 

of the 

matrix ijc  

Dimension 

of the 

matrix jkd  

Dimension 

of the 

matrix kle  

Number 

of 

variables 

Number 

of 

structural 
constraints 

Total 

16 44  44  44  44  264 155 419 

16 82  22  28  88  482 305 787 

16 28  88  82  22  482 305 787 

18 92  22  29  99  593 376 969 

18 29  99  92  22  593 376 969 

18 36  66  63  33  351 210 561 

18 63  33  36  66  351 210 561 

20 45  55  54  44  335 194 529 

20 54  44  45  55  335 194 529 

20 102  22  210  1010  716 455 1171 

20 210  1010  102  22  716 455 1171 

21 73  33  37  77  442 265 707 

21 37  77  73  33  442 265 707 

22 211  1111  112  22  851 542 1393 

22 112  22  211  1111  851 542 1393 

 

The model with the maximum number of entry data that Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

can solve is |I|*|L|=20 and it is highlighted in grey. There are two possibilities the first one is 

5 real suppliers and 4 real customers (dimension 20). The second possibility is 4 real suppliers 

and 5 real customers (dimension 20). 

 

Now we start analyzing the first possibility: 5 real suppliers and 4 real customers. 

The table 48 includes the description of the entry data of this model. The interpretation 

of the model is similar to the model in the table 34 of the chapter 7.1.5. 
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Table 48: Description of the model 

the capacity of goods for the 5 real suppliers for 

the first way and the second way flow of goods. 

 ,5,20,40,20,15a
1


 5,20,40,20,15a
2
  

the request of goods for 4 real customers for the 

first way flow and the second way flow of goods. 

 ,25,25,25,25b
1
  

 25,25,25,25b
2
  

the matrix of distance among the 5 real suppliers 

and the 5 supplier hubs for the first way and the 

second way. 

























014,25,300,250,

14,0,12,300,200,

25,12,0,40,50,

300,300,40,0,25,

250,200,50,25,0,

C
 

the matrix of distance among the 5 supplier hubs 

and the 4 customer hubs for the first way and the 

second way. 

























4139,84,78,

58,84,58,100,

54,54,100,150,

41,39,300,250,

21,154,300,200,

D
 

the matrix of distance among the 4 customer hubs 

and the 4 real customers for the first way and the 

second way. 



















047,54,39,

47,0,12,54,

54,12,0,100,

39,54,100,0,

E
 

the capacity of the vehicle 
1Pp  travelling among 

the 5 real suppliers and the chosen supplier hub for 

the first way and back for the second way. 

 3,41 pK  

the capacity of the vehicle 
2Pp  travelling among 

the chosen supplier hub and the chosen customer 

hub and back for the second way. 

 100,1202 pK  

the capacity of the vehicle 3Pp  travelling among 

the chosen customer hub and the 4 real customers 

for the first way and back for the second way. 

 3,5.23 pK  

the cost of building the 4 customer hubs.  600,400,400,200
k

fc  

the cost of building the 5 supplier hubs.  600,250,500,300,200
j

fs  

the cost of vehicles changing for all the flow of 

goods inside the 4 customer hubs for both ways. 
 600,400,600,200kgc  

the cost of vehicles changing for all the flow of 

goods inside the 5 supplier hubs for both ways. 
 500,200,400,200,100

j
gs  

the cost of transportation for the vehicle 1Pp  per 

1 km (both ways). 
 7,51 ph  

the cost of transportation for the vehicle 2Pp  

per 1 km (both ways). 
 8,92 ph  

the cost of transportation for the vehicle 3Pp  per 

1 km (both ways). 
 5,43 ph  
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In the figure 7.34 we can see the result of the problem with 5 real suppliers and 4 real 

customers. In the figure 7.35   we can see window - Stats of calculation.  

 

 
Fig.7.34: Window - Output/Input of the 

optimization software Xpress-IVE (student 

edition) 

 
Fig.7.35: Window - Stats of the optimization 

software Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

 

 

 

In the figure 7.36 we can see window - MIP search for model number 5 that includes 5 

real suppliers and 4 real customers. 

 

 
Fig.7.36: Window - MIP search from Xpress-IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 5 real suppliers and 4 real customers 
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Table 49: Description of the model 

the capacity of goods for the 4 real suppliers for 

the first way and the second way flow of goods. 

 
 015,20,40,3a

,015,20,40,3a

2

1




 

the request of goods for 5 real customers for the 

first way flow and the second way flow of goods. 

 
 0,1030,45,10,1b

,0,1030,45,10,1b

2

1




 

the matrix of distance among the 4 real suppliers 

and the 4 supplier hubs for the first way and the 

second way. 




















012,300,200,

12,0,40,50,

300,40,0,25,

200,50,25,0,

C  

the matrix of distance among the 4 supplier hubs 

and the 5 customer hubs for the first way and the 

second way. 

























4139,84,78,

58,84,58,100,

54,54,100,150,

41,39,300,250,

21,154,300,200,

D  

the matrix of distance among the 5 customer 

hubs and the 5 real customers for the first way 

and the second way. 

 

























065,154,69,41,

65,0,47,54,39,

154,47,0,12,54,

69,54,12,0,100,

41,39,54,100,0,

E  

the capacity of the vehicle 1Pp  travelling 

among the 4 real suppliers and the chosen 

supplier hub for the first way and back for the 

second way. 

 3,41 pK  

the capacity of the vehicle 2Pp  travelling 

among the chosen supplier hub and the chosen 

customer hub and back for the second way. 

 100,1202 pK  

the capacity of the vehicle 3Pp  travelling 

among the chosen customer hubs and the 4 real 

customers for the first way and back for the 

second way. 

 2.5,33 pK  

the cost of building 5 customer hubs.  0,600,100200,400,40kfc  

the cost of building the 4 supplier hubs.  600,400,300,200jfs  

the cost of vehicles changing for the total flow of 

goods inside the 4 customer hubs for both ways. 
 0,200,500200,600,40kgc  

The cost of vehicles changing for all the total 

flow of goods inside the 4 supplier hubs for both 

ways. 

 0,200100,200,40jgs  

the cost of transportation for the vehicle 1Pp  

per 1 km (both ways). 
 7,51 ph  

the cost of transportation for the vehicle 2Pp  

per 1 km (both ways). 
 8,92 ph  

the cost of transportation for the vehicle 3Pp  

per 1 km (both ways). 
 5,43 ph  
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In the figure 7.37 we can see the result of the problem with 4 real suppliers and 5 real 

customers. In the figure 7.38 we can see window - Stats of calculation.  

 

 
Fig.7.37: Window - Output/Input of the 

optimization software Xpress-IVE (student 

edition) 

 

 
Fig.7.38: Window - Stats of the optimization 

software Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

 

 

In the figure 7.39 we can see window - MIP search for model number 4 that includes 5 

real suppliers and 4 real customers. 

 

 
 

Fig.7.39: Window - MIP search from Xpress-IVE (student edition) – results of the problem 

with 4 real suppliers and 5 real customers 
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8 BENEFITS OF THIS DISSERTATION THESIS 
 

In this chapter we are going to analyse the benefits of this dissertation thesis for the 

science and for the practise. 

 

 

8.1 Benefits for the science and practise 
 

In this dissertation thesis we had the following targets and we got them in the different 

chapters, they represent some of the contributions to the science that we have reached: 

 

1. to create the mathematical models for optimal architecture of hub and spoke 

technology system designed for one way and two ways flows of goods and to 

validate their functionality. We solved this target in the chapters 4 and 6, in the 

chapter 4 there was the formulation of the problem, in the chapter 6 the 

proposed models were validated,  

2. to create the mathematical models for vehicle fleet selection (regarding vehicles 

capacity) and to validate their functionality. We solved this target in the chapters 

4 and 6, in the chapter 4 there was the formulation of the problem, in the 

chapter 6 the proposed models were validated, 

3. to create the mathematical models for optimizing the total cost for two ways flow 

of goods for vehicle fleet selection (regarding vehicles capacity) and to validate 

their functionality. We solved this target in the chapters 4 and 6, in the chapter 4 

there was the formulation of the problem, in the chapter 6 the proposed models 

were validated, 
4. to search the applicability of models to validate in the problem with bigger 

quantity entry data. We solved this target in the chapter 7. 

 

In the chapter 3 we have spoken about the state of art of the mathematical model for 

the hub and spoke technology. These models are studied in the dissertation thesis and we 

complete them with other models representing situations in which the type of vehicle is 

chosen and the flow of goods is one or two ways. We had other models that are one and two 

ways flow of goods without fleet selection. The models are designed and validated and then 

these models have supplementary analyses about the dimension of the variables and the 

dimension of the constraints when we decide to enlarge the dimensions of the network with 

more suppliers and more customers.  

 

In the design of the model we are going to decide where to build up the supplier hub 

and the customer hub for one way and two ways flow of goods and minimize the total 

covered distance. 

 

In this dissertation thesis we had reached the contribution for the practise: the hauler 

can freely choose among different carriers, which means the possibility to choose the more 

convenient type of vehicle to use for the transportation of the goods. Another possibility we 

analyze is choosing the vehicle even when there are two ways flow of goods or just one way 

flow of goods. 
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8.2 Possibilities to continue in the future on basis of this dissertation thesis 
 

In this chapter we are going to analyze the possibilities to continue in the future on 

basis of this dissertation thesis. Let’s go to analyze some possible developments: 

 

- we can consider more complicated models for two ways flow of goods for vehicle 

fleet selection, 

- analyze the flow of goods and improve it, 

- hub and spoke models are very large in terms of dimensions of constants and 

variables, and it is important to examine if the models can not be simplified, 

- the solutions can be reached with other softwares that are used more largely in the 

firms. Xpress-IVE (student edition) is the software well known in the academic 

studies, but not so much in firms. 

- we can study a model in which more than one trip is possible between the supplier hub 

J and the customer hub K, 

- we can study a real model wherever it is possible. 
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9 CONCLUSION 
 

This dissertation thesis with title „Mathematical modelling for hub and spoke 

technology“ has analyzed the possibilities of the mathematical modelling methods for hub and 

spoke technology.  

 

In the introduction we define logistics. There were many definitions, the most 

frequently used one is the total organization of the flow of goods from the sources to the 

customers in order to satisfy the market request.  

 

In the chapter 1 we describe the hub and spoke technology in the distribution logistics.  

 

In the chapter 2 we formulate 4 targets for the dissertation work: 

 

 to create the mathematical models for optimal architecture of hub and spoke 

technology system designed for one way and two ways flows of goods and to validate 

their functionality. We solved this target in the chapters 4 and 6 of the dissertation 

thesis, in the chapter 4 there were the formulation of the problems and design of the 

models, in the chapter 6 the proposed models were validated,  

 to create the mathematical models for one way and two ways flows of goods with 

vehicle fleet selection (regarding vehicles capacity) and to validate their functionality. 

We solved this target in the chapters 4 and 6 of the dissertation thesis, in the chapter 

4 there were the formulation of the problems and design of the models, in the 

chapter 6 the proposed models were validated, 

 to create the mathematical models for optimizing the total cost for two ways flow of 

goods for vehicle fleet selection (regarding vehicles capacity) and to validate their 

functionality. We solved this target in the chapters 4 and 6 of the dissertation thesis, 

in the chapter 4 there was the formulation of the problém design of the model, in the 

chapter 6 the proposed model was validated, 

 to search the applicability of models to validate in the problem with bigger quantity 

entry data. We solved this target in the chapter 7 of the dissertation thesis. 

 

In the chapter 3 we have started analysing the state of art about the mathematical 

modelling for hub and spoke technology. For us it is important to divide hub and spoke 

technology models in two main groups: 

 

 single-assignment hub and spoke technology models, 

 multiple-assignment hub and spoke technology models. 

 

For the single-assignment system hub and spoke technology there is one connection 

between the every customer and hub. 

 

For the multiple-assignment hub and spoke technology more connections among the 

customers and hubs are acceptable. We can see that single-assignment hub and spoke 

technology is the special example of the multiple-assignment network. There are 6 examples 

of single-assignment hub and spoke technology and 4 examples of multiple-assignment hub 

and spoke technology. In this dissertation thesis we developed the mathematical model for 

single-assignment hub and spoke technology models. 

 

In the technology hub and spoke, we usually want to optimize two criteria: 
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 the maximal distance of transportation, we want to minimize, 

 the cost of transportation, we want to minimize as well too. 

 

In the models the authors decide about connection among the customers and the hubs 

and the possibility of building up hubs and two-ways flow of goods are not considered. 

 

In the chapter 4 we created the mathematical models for optimal architecture of hub 

and spoke technology system designed for one way and two ways flows of goods. The chapter 

includes 5 created models:  

 

 mathematical model for one-way flow of goods without fleet selection analyzed in 

chapter 4.1, in which we minimize the total covered distance, 

 mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods without fleet selection analyzed in 

chapter 4.2, in which we minimize the total covered distance, 

 mathematical model for one direction way for vehicle fleet selection (regarding 

vehicles capacity) analyzed in chapter 4.3, in which we minimize the total covered 

distance, 

 mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods for vehicle fleet selection analyzed in 

chapter 4.4, in which we minimize the total covered distance, 

 mathematical model for two direction ways for optimizing the total cost analyzed in 

chapter 4.5. 

 

The chapter 5 includes the description of the software Xpress-IVE (student edition) 

in which the optimization calculations was performed. 

 

The chapter 6 deals with experiments with the 5 created models. At first the correct 

functionality of the model must be validated. The correct functionality of the model was 

validated with the help of a simple example. All the experiments were performed on a 

personal computer equipped with the parameters – processor Pentium ® Dual-Core CPU 

N270 @ 1.60 GHz and 0.98 GB of RAM. The functionality of every model was shown. 

 

The chapter 7 deals with the applicability of models with bigger quantity entry data. In 

determining the dimension of the problem, in which the models were validated, there were 

limiting factors of the parameters of the software Xpress-IVE (student edition). All the 

experiments were performed on the same personal computer. During the validation we paid 

attention to: 

 

 number of variables, 

 number of structural constrains, 

 calculation time.  

 

In case of the model, that was described in the chapter 4.1 the biggest model had 10 

real suppliers and 7 real customers. This model had 385 variables and 318 structural 

constraints. The calculation time was 0,2 s. 

 

In case of the model, that was described in the chapter 4.2 the biggest model had 6 real 

suppliers and 7 real customers. This model had 395 variables and 382 structural constraints. 

The calculation time was 0,2 s. 
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In case of the model, that was described in the chapter 4.3 the biggest model had 7 real 

suppliers and 7 real customers. This model had 357 variables and 325 structural constraints. 

The calculation time was 1 s. 

 

 

In case of the model, that was described in the chapter 4.4 the biggest model had 5 real 

suppliers and 5 real customers. This model had 335 variables and 333 structural constraints. 

The calculation time was 0,4 s. 

 

In case of the model, that was described in the chapter 4.5 the biggest model had 5 real 

suppliers and 4 real customers. This model had 335 variables and 194 structural constraints. 

The calculation time was 0,3 s for configuration 5 real suppliers and 4 real customer and 0,4 s 

for the configuration 4 real suppliers and 5 real customer. 

 

In examples created the student edition is capable to solve these quantitative entry data 

|I|*|L| as follow: 

 

 mathematical model for one-way flow of goods without fleet selection |I|*|L|=66. The 

number of variables, the number of structural constraints the calculation time were 

controlled, 

 mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods without fleet selection, |I|*|L|=32. 

The number of variables, the number of structural constraints the calculation time 

were controlled, 

 mathematical model for one-way flow of goods for fleet selection, |I|*|L|=45. The 

number of variables, the number of structural constraints the calculation time were 

controlled, 

 mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods for fleet selection, |I|*|L|=24. The 

number of variables, the number of structural constraints the calculation time were 

controlled, 

mathematical model for two-ways flow of goods for fleet selection for optimizing the 

total cost |I|*|L|=15. The number of variables, the number of structural constraints and 

the calculation time were controlled. 

 

The tables number 7.1-7.10 include information about calculation time for chosen 

dimension of the models. 

  

In the chapter 8 we analyzed the benefits of this dissertation thesis for the science and 

for the practise. 

 

The existing models were completed by 5 new models that differ from the previous 

ones in: 

 they minimize the covered distance for one direction way and two-ways flow of 

goods, 

 they allow to the fleet selection for one direction way and two-ways flow of goods 

according to their capacity,  

 they allow to minimize the total cost in the conditions of two-ways flow of goods with 

the fleet selection,  

 providing information about the dimension of the size of the models in relationship 

with the amount of entry data.  
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9 ZÁVĚR 
 

Disertační práce s názvem „Matematické modelování technologie hub and spoke“ se 

zabývá možnostmi matematického modelování v podmínkách distribučního systému 

uplatňujícího technologii hub and spoke.  

 

V úvodu práce je definován pojem logistika. V literatuře existuje vice definic tohoto 

pojmu, nejfrekventovanější z nich charakterizuje logistiku jako jako organizaci toků zboží 

mezi zdroji a zákazníky, kteří mají definovány své požadavky.  

 

V kapitole 1 je stručně popsána distribuční technologie hub and spoke. 

 

V kapitole 2 jsou zformulovány 4 cíle disertační práce: 

 

 vytvořit matematické modely pro optimální strukturu systému, ve kterém probíhají 

jednosměrné a obousměrné toky zboží a ověřit jejich funkčnost. Splnění tohoto cíle je 

provedeno v kapitolách 4 a 6, 

 vytvořit matematické modely pro výběr vhodného vozidla a ověřit jejich funkčnost. 

Splnění tohoto cíle je provedeno v kapitolách 4 a 6, 

 vytvořit matematický model obsahující obousměrný tok zboží a model pro výběr 

vozidel pro optimalizaci celkových nákladů. Tento cíl je splněn v kapitolách 4 a 6, 

 zkoumat aplikovatelnost vytvořených modelů v úlohách vyznačujících se větším 

rozsahem vstupních dat. Tento cíl byl splněn v kapitole 7. 

 

V kapitole 3 je vykonána analýza současného stavu poznání v oblasti matematického 

modelování technologie hub and spoke. Pro potřeby této disertační práce rozlišujeme dvě 

skupiny modelů: 

 

 modely hub and spoke technologií s jednoznačným přiřazením, 

 modely hub and spoke technologií s násobným přiřazením. 

 

Pro modely hub and spoke technologií s jednoznačným přiřazením je charakteristické 

jedno spojení mezi každým zákazníkem a hubem. 

 

Pro modely hub and spoke technologí s násobným přiřazením je akceptovatelné, že  

každý zákazník může být napojen na vice hubů. Je zřejmé, že hub and spoke technologie 

s jednoznačným přiřazením jsou speciálními případy hub and spoke technologií s násobným 

přiřazením. V kapitole věnované analýze současného stavu poznání je uvedeno 6 modelů 

technologií vyznačujících se jednoznačným přiřazením zákazníků a 4 modely vyznačující se 

násobným přiřazením zákazníků. V předložené disertační práci jsou rozvíjeny matematické 

modely pro hub and spoke technologie s jednoznačným přiřazením. 

 

V technologích hub and spoke se obyčejně optimalizují dvě kritéria: 

 

 maximální přepravní vzdálenost, která se má minimalizovat, 

 celkové přepravní náklady, které se mají také minimalizovat. 

 

V modelech se rozhoduje pouze o přiřazení zákazníků a vybudování hubů ale nejsou 

uvažovány obousměrné toky zboží. 
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V kapitole 4 jsou vytvořeny matematické modely pro optimální strukturu hub and 

spoke technologií pro jednosměrné a obousměrné toky zboží. Kapitola obsahuje 5 

vytvořených modelů:  

 

 matematický model pro jednosměrný tok zboží bez výběru vozidel, viz podkapitola 

4.1, ve kterém se minimalizuje celková ujetá vzdálenost, 

 matematický model pro obousměrné toky zboží bez výběru vozidel, viz podkapitola 

4.2, ve kterém se minimalizuje celková ujetá vzdálenost, 

 matematický model pro jednosměrný tok zboží s výběrem vozidel, viz podkapitola 

4.3, ve kterém se minimalizuje celková ujetá vzdálenost, 

 matematický model pro obousměrné toky zboží s výběrem vozidel, viz podkapitola 

4.4, ve kterém se minimalizuje celková ujetá vzdálenost, 

 matematický model pro obousměrné toky zboží s výběrem vozidel, ve kterém se 

optimalizují celkové náklady, viz podkapitola 4.5. 

 

Kapitola 5 obsahuje popis software Xpress-IVE (studentská verze), ve kterém budou 

realizovány optimalizační výpočty. 

 

Kapitola 6 se zabývá experimenty s navrženými pěti modely. Nejdříve musí být 

ověrena funkčnost modelu. Korektní funkčnost je testována na jednoduchém příkladu. 

Všechny experiment byly prováděny na PC s parametry – processor Pentium ® Dual-Core 

CPU N270 @ 1.60GHz a 0.98 GB RAM. Korektní funkčnost modelu byla prokázána. 

 

Kapitola 7 se zabývá aplikovatelností modelů v podmínkách většího počtu vstupních 

dat. Při určení rozsahu úloh, na kterých byly modely testovány, byly limitujícím faktorem 

parametry studentské verze software Xpress-IVE. Všechny experimenty byly prováděny na 

PC se stejnými parametry. V průběhu validace byla věnována pozornost : 

 

 počtu proměnných, 

 počtu strukturálních podmínek, 

 době výpočtu. 

 

V případě modelu, který byl teoreticky popsán v kapitole 4.1, měl největší model 10 

reálných zdrojů a 7 reálných zákazníků. Model obsahoval 385 proměnných a 318 

strukturálních podmínek. Doba řešení tohoto modelu byla 0,2 s. 

 

V případě modelu, který byl teoreticky popsán v kapitole 4.2, měl největší model 6 

reálných zdrojů a 7 reálných zákazníků. Model obsahoval 395 proměnných a 382 

strukturálních podmínek. Doba řešení tohoto modelu byla 0,2 s. 

 

V případě modelu, který byl teoreticky popsán v kapitole 4.3, měl největší model 7 

reálných zdrojů a 7 reálných zákazníků. Model obsahoval 357 proměnných a 325 

strukturálních podmínek. Doba řešení tohoto modelu byla 1 s. 

 

V případě modelu, který byl teoreticky popsán v kapitole 4.4, měl největší model 5 

reálných zdrojů a 5 reálných zákazníků. Model obsahoval 335 proměnných a 333 

strukturálních podmínek. Doba řešení tohoto modelu byla 0,4 s. 

 

V případě modelu, který byl teoreticky popsán v kapitole 4.5, měl největší model 5 

reálných zdrojů a 4 reálných zákazníků. Model obsahoval 335 proměnných a 194 
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strukturálních podmínek. Doba řešení tohoto modelu byla 0,3 a 0,4 s pro konfiguraci 4 

reálných zdrojů a 5 reálných zákazníků. 

 

V příkladech vytvořených Studentskou verzí je možné řešit tyto kvantitativní vstupní 

údaje |I|*|L| následující způsobem: 

 

 matematický model jednosměrného toku zboží bez výběru vozového parku, |I|*|L|=66. 

Počet proměnných, počet strukturálních podmínek a výpočetní čas byl sledován, 

 matematický model obousměrného toku zboží bez výběru vozového parku, |I|*|L|=32. 

Počet proměnných, počet strukturálních podmínek a výpočetní čas byl sledován, 

 matematický model jednosměrného toku zboží  s výběrem vozového parku, |I|*|L|=45. 

Počet proměnných, počet strukturálních podmínek a výpočetní čas byl sledován, 

 matematický model obousměrného toku zboží s výběrem vozového parku, |I|*|L|=24. 

Počet proměnných, počet strukturálních podmínek a výpočetní čas byl sledován, 

 matematický model obousměrného toku zboží s výběrem vozového parku pro 

optimalizaci celkových nákladů |I|*|L|=15.Počet proměnných, počet strukturálních 

podmínek a výpočetní čas byl sledován. 

 

V kapitole 8 jsou shrnuty přínosy disertační práce pro vědu a praxi. 

 

Existující modely byly doplněny o 5 nových modelů, které se liší tím, že: 

 minimalizují ujetou vzdálenost pro obousměrné toky zboží, 

 umožňují vybírat vozidla pro jednosměrnou i obousměrnou přepravu zboží podle 

jejich kapacity, 

 umožňují minimalizovat celkové náklady v podmínkách obousměrné přepravy zboží 

s výběrem vozidel, 

 informace o velikosti jednotlivých typů modelů v závislosti na rozsahu vstupních dat. 
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APPENDIX  

 
 
1 Mathematical model for optimal architecture hub and spoke 

technology system designed for one-way flow of goods  
 
model hub_and_spoke_1 

uses "mmxprs"; 

declarations 

N=1..3  

I=1..3 

J=1..3 

K=1..2 

L=1..2 

c:array(I,J)of real 

d:array(J,K)of real 

e:array(K,L)of real 

a:array(I)of real 

b:array(L)of real 

KV:array(N)of real 

tj:array(J)of mpvar 

rk:array(K)of mpvar 

x:array(I,J)of mpvar 

y:array(K,L)of mpvar 

u:array(I,J)of mpvar 

v:array(K,L)of mpvar 

w:array(J,K)of mpvar 

end declarations 

T:=1000000 

a::[15,20,40] 

b::[30,45] 

KV::[30,100,30] 

c::[0,25,50, 

     25,0,40, 

   50,40,0] 

d::[200,300, 

    250,300, 

   150,100] 

e::[0,100, 

    100,0] 

forall(i in J)tj(i)is_binary 

forall(i in K)rk(i)is_binary 

forall(i in J,j in K)w(i,j)is_binary 

forall(i in I,j in J)u(i,j)is_integer 

forall(i in K,j in L)v(i,j)is_integer 

forall(i in I)sum(j in J)x(i,j)=a(i) 

forall(j in L)sum(i in K)y(i,j)=b(j) 

forall(i in I,j in J)x(i,j)/KV(1)<=u(i,j)  

forall(i in K,j in L)y(i,j)/KV(3)<=v(i,j)  
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sum(i in J)tj(i)=1 

sum(i in K)rk(i)=1 

sum(i in J,j in K)w(i,j)=1 

forall(i in I,j in J)u(i,j)<=tj(j)*T 

forall(i in K,j in L)v(i,j)<=rk(i)*T 

forall(j in J)tj(j)<=sum(k in K)w(j,k) 

forall(k in K)sum(j in J)w(j,k)<=rk(k) 

T1:=sum(i in I,j in J)c(i,j)*u(i,j)  

T2:=sum(i in J,j in K)d(i,j)*w(i,j) 

T3:=sum(i in K,j in L)e(i,j)*v(i,j) 

distance:=T1+T2+T3 

minimize(distance) 

writeln("distance is : ",getobjval) 

forall(i in I,j in J|getsol(x (i,j))>0)writeln("x (",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(x (i,j))) 

forall(i in K,j in L|getsol(y (i,j))>0)writeln("y(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(y (i,j))) 

forall(i in I,j in J|getsol(u (i,j))>0)writeln("u(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(u (i,j))) 

forall(i in K,j in L|getsol(v(i,j))>0)writeln("v(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(v(i,j))) 

forall(i in J,j in K|getsol(w(i,j))>0)writeln("wjk(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(w(i,j))) 

forall(i in J|getsol(tj(i))>0)writeln("tj(",i,")= ",getsol(tj(i))) 

forall(i in K|getsol(rk(i))>0)writeln("rk(",i,")= ",getsol(rk(i))) 

end model 
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2 Mathematical model for optimal architecture hub and spoke 
technology system designed for two-ways flow of goods  

 
model hub_and_spoke_1 

uses "mmxprs";  

 

declarations 

N=1..3 

kapacita1=1..2 

kapacita2=1..2 

kapacita3=1..2 

uzel11=1..3 

uzel12=1..3 

uzel21=1..2 

uzel22=1..2 

c:array(uzel11,uzel12)of real 

d:array(uzel12,uzel21)of real 

e:array(uzel21,uzel22)of real 

a1:array(uzel11)of real !co "počáteční" uzly odesílají 

a2:array(uzel11)of real !co "počáteční" uzly požadují 

b1:array(uzel22)of real !co "cílové uzly požadují 

b2:array(uzel22)of real !co "cílové uzly odesílají 

K:array(N)of real 

Zz:array(uzel12)of mpvar 

Zk:array(uzel21)of mpvar 

x1:array(uzel11,uzel12)of mpvar 

x2:array(uzel12,uzel11)of mpvar 

y1:array(uzel21,uzel22)of mpvar 

y2:array(uzel22,uzel21)of mpvar 

u11:array(uzel11,uzel12)of mpvar  

u12:array(uzel12,uzel11)of mpvar  

u31:array(uzel21,uzel22)of mpvar 

u32:array(uzel22,uzel21)of mpvar 

w:array(uzel12,uzel21)of mpvar 

 

end-declarations 

 

T:=1000000 

a1::[15,20,40] 

a2::[15,20,40] 

b1::[30,45] 

b2::[20,45] 

K::[30,100,30] 

c::[0,25,50, 

    25,0,40, 

   50,40,0] 

d::[200,300, 

    250,300, 

   150,100] 

e::[0,100, 
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    100,0] 

forall(i in uzel12)Zz(i)is_binary 

forall(i in uzel21)Zk(i)is_binary 

forall(i in uzel12,j in uzel21)w(i,j)is_binary 

forall(i in uzel11,j in uzel12)u11(i,j)is_integer 

forall(i in uzel21,j in uzel22)u31(i,j)is_integer 

forall(i in uzel11,j in uzel12)u12(i,j)is_integer 

forall(i in uzel21,j in uzel22)u32(i,j)is_integer 

forall(i in uzel11)sum(j in uzel12)x1(i,j)=a1(i) 

forall(j in uzel22)sum(i in uzel21)y1(i,j)=b1(j) 

forall(i in uzel11)sum(j in uzel12)x2(j,i)=a2(i) 

forall(j in uzel22)sum(i in uzel21)y2(j,i)=b2(j) 

forall(i in uzel11,j in uzel12)x1(i,j)<=u11(i,j)*K(1) 

forall(i in uzel21,j in uzel22)y1(i,j)<=u31(i,j)*K(3) 

forall(j in uzel12,i in uzel11)x2(j,i)<=u12(j,i)*K(1) 

forall(j in uzel22,i in uzel21)y2(j,i)<=u32(j,i)*K(3) 

sum(i in uzel12)Zz(i)=1 

sum(i in uzel21)Zk(i)=1 

sum(i in uzel12,j in uzel21)w(i,j)=1 

forall(i in uzel11,j in uzel12)u11(i,j)<=Zz(j)*T 

forall(i in uzel12,j in uzel11)u12(i,j)<=Zz(i)*T 

forall(i in uzel21,j in uzel22)u31(i,j)<=Zk(i)*T 

forall(i in uzel22,j in uzel21)u32(i,j)<=Zk(j)*T 

forall(j in uzel12)Zz(j)<=sum(k in uzel21)w(j,k) 

forall(k in uzel21)sum(j in uzel12)w(j,k)<=Zk(k) 

T1:=sum(i in uzel11,j in uzel12)c(i,j)*u11(i,j)  

T2:=sum(i in uzel12,j in uzel21)d(i,j)*w(i,j) 

T3:=sum(i in uzel21,j in uzel22)e(i,j)*u31(i,j) 

T4:=sum(i in uzel12,j in uzel11)c(i,j)*u12(i,j)  

T5:=sum(i in uzel21,j in uzel12)d(j,i)*w(j,i) 

T6:=sum(i in uzel22,j in uzel21)e(i,j)*u32(i,j) 

distance:=T1+T2+T3+T4+T5+T6 

minimize(distance) 

writeln("distance is : ",getobjval) 

forall(i in uzel11,j in uzel12|getsol(x1(i,j))>0)writeln("x1(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(x1(i,j))) 

forall(i in uzel12,j in uzel11|getsol(x2(i,j))>0)writeln("x2(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(x2(i,j))) 

forall(i in uzel21,j in uzel22|getsol(y1(i,j))>0)writeln("y1(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(y1(i,j))) 

forall(i in uzel22,j in uzel21|getsol(y2(i,j))>0)writeln("y2(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(y2(i,j))) 

forall(i in uzel11,j in uzel12|getsol(u11(i,j))>0)writeln("u11(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(u11(i,j))) 

forall(i in uzel12,j in uzel11|getsol(u12(i,j))>0)writeln("u12(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(u12(i,j))) 

forall(i in uzel21,j in uzel22|getsol(u31(i,j))>0)writeln("u31(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(u31(i,j))) 

forall(i in uzel22,j in uzel21|getsol(u32(i,j))>0)writeln("u32(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(u32(i,j))) 

forall(i in uzel12,j in uzel21|getsol(w(i,j))>0)writeln("w(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(w(i,j))) 

forall(i in uzel12|getsol(Zz(i))>0)writeln("Zz(",i,")= ",getsol(Zz(i))) 

forall(i in uzel21|getsol(Zk(i))>0)writeln("Zk(",i,")= ",getsol(Zk(i))) 

!forall(i in uzel11,j in uzel12|getsol(c(i,j)*sum(p in 

kapacita1)c(i,j)*u1(i,j,p))>0)writeln(getsol(c(i,j)*u1(i,j))) 

!writeln 

!forall(i in uzel11,j in uzel12,p in 

kapacita1)writeln("c(",i,",",j,")*u1(",i,",",j,",",p,")=",getsol(c(i,j)*u1(i,j,p))) 
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!forall(i in uzel12,j in uzel21)writeln("d(",i,",",j,")*w(",i,",",j,")=",getsol(d(i,j)*w(i,j))) 

!forall(i in uzel21,j in uzel22,p in 

kapacita3)writeln("e(",i,",",j,")*u3(",i,",",j,",",p,")=",getsol(e(i,j)*u3(i,j,p))) 

end-model 
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3 Mathematical model for optimal architecture hub and spoke 
technology system designed for one-way flow of goods for 
vehicle fleet selection (regarding vehicle capacity)  

 

model hub_and_spoke_1 

uses "mmxprs";   

declarations 

kapacita1=1..2 

kapacita2=1..2 

kapacita3=1..2 

I=1..3 

J=1..3 

K=1..2 

L=1..2 

c:array(I,J)of real 

d:array(J,K)of real 

e:array(K,L)of real 

a:array(I)of real 

b:array(L)of real 

K1p:array(1..1,kapacita1)of real 

K2p:array(2..2,kapacita2)of real 

K3p:array(3..3,kapacita3)of real 

tj:array(J)of mpvar 

rk:array(K)of mpvar 

xij:array(I,J)of mpvar 

ykl:array(K,L)of mpvar 

uijp:array(I,J,kapacita1)of mpvar 

vklp:array(K,L,kapacita3)of mpvar 

w:array(J,K, kapacita2)of mpvar 

end-declarations 

T:=1000000 

a::[15,20,40] 

b::[30,45] 

K1p::[3,4] 

K2p::[100,120] 

K3p::[2.5,3] 

c::[0,25,50, 

    25,0,40, 

   50,40,0] 

d::[200,300, 

    250,300, 

   150,100] 

e::[0,100, 

    100,0] 

forall(i in J)tj(i)is_binary 

forall(i in K)rk(i)is_binary 

 

forall(i in J,j in K,p in kapacita2)w(i,j,p)is_binary 

forall(i in I,j in J,p in kapacita1)uijp(i,j,p)is_integer 

forall(i in K,j in L,p in kapacita3)vklp(i,j,p)is_integer 
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forall(i in I)sum(j in J)xij(i,j)=a(i) 

forall(j in L)sum(i in K)ykl(i,j)=b(j) 

forall(i in I,j in J)xij(i,j)<=sum(p in kapacita1)uijp(i,j,p)*K1p(1,p) 

forall(i in K,j in L)ykl(i,j)<=sum(p in kapacita3)vklp(i,j,p)*K3p(3,p) 

sum(i in J)tj(i)=1 

sum(i in K)rk(i)=1 

sum(i in J,j in K, p in kapacita2)w(i,j,p)=1 

forall(i in I,j in J, p in kapacita1)uijp(i,j,p)<=tj(j)*T 

forall(i in K,j in L,p in kapacita3)vklp(i,j,p)<=rk(i)*T 

forall(j in J)tj(j)<=sum(k in K,p in kapacita2)w(j,k,p) 

forall(k in K)sum(j in J, p in kapacita2)w(j,k,p)<=rk(k) 

T1:=sum(i in I,j in J,p in kapacita1)c(i,j)*uijp(i,j,p)  

T2:=sum(i in J,j in K,p in kapacita2)d(i,j)*w(i,j,p) 

T3:=sum(i in K,j in L,p in kapacita3)e(i,j)*vklp(i,j,p) 

distance:=T1+T2+T3 

 

minimize(distance) 

writeln("distance is : ",getobjval) 

forall(i in I,j in J|getsol(xij(i,j))>0)writeln("xij(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(xij(i,j))) 

forall(i in K,j in L|getsol(ykl(i,j))>0)writeln("ykl(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(ykl(i,j))) 

forall(i in I,j in J,p in kapacita1|getsol(uijp(i,j,p))>0)writeln("uijp(",i,",",j,",",p,")= 

",getsol(uijp(i,j,p))) 

forall(i in K,j in L,p in kapacita3|getsol(vklp(i,j,p))>0)writeln("vklp(",i,",",j,",",p,")= 

",getsol(vklp(i,j,p))) 

forall(i in J,j in K,p in kapacita2|getsol(w(i,j,p))>0)writeln("w(",i,",",j,",",p,")= 

",getsol(w(i,j,p))) 

forall(i in J|getsol(tj(i))>0)writeln("tj(",i,")= ",getsol(tj(i))) 

forall(i in K|getsol(rk(i))>0)writeln("rk(",i,")= ",getsol(rk(i))) 

 

writeln 

forall(i in I,j in J,p in 

kapacita1)writeln("c(",i,",",j,")*uijp(",i,",",j,",",p,")=",getsol(c(i,j)*uijp(i,j,p))) 

forall(i in J,j in K,p in 

kapacita2)writeln("d(",i,",",j,",",p,")*w(",i,",",j,"",p,")=",getsol(d(i,j)*w(i,j,p))) 

forall(i in K,j in L,p in 

kapacita3)writeln("e(",i,",",j,")*vklp(",i,",",j,",",p,")=",getsol(e(i,j)*vklp(i,j,p))) 

end-model 
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4 Mathematical model for optimal architecture hub and spoke 
technology system designed for two-ways flow of goods for 
vehicle fleet selection 

 

model hub_and_spoke_1 

uses "mmxprs";   

declarations 

kapacita1=1..2 

kapacita2=1..2 

kapacita3=1..2 

I=1..3 

J=1..3 

K=1..2 

L=1..2 

c:array(I,J)of real 

d:array(J,K)of real 

e:array(K,L)of real 

a1i:array(I)of real  

a2l:array(I)of real  

b1l:array(L)of real  

b2i:array(L)of real  

K1p:array(1..1,kapacita1)of real 

K2p:array(2..2,kapacita2)of real 

K3p:array(3..3,kapacita3)of real 

 

fck:array(K)of real 

gsj:array(J)of real 

gck:array(K)of real 

fsj:array(J)of real 

h1p:array(1..1,kapacita1)of real 

h2p:array(2..2,kapacita2)of real 

h3p:array(3..3,kapacita3)of real  

tj:array(J)of mpvar 

rk:array(K)of mpvar 

x1:array(I,J)of mpvar 

x2:array(J,I)of mpvar 

y1:array(K,L)of mpvar 

y2:array(L,K)of mpvar 

uijp:array(I,J,kapacita1)of mpvar  

ujip:array(J,I,kapacita1)of mpvar  

ujkp:array(J,K,kapacita2)of mpvar  

ukjp:array(K,J,kapacita2)of mpvar  

vklp:array(K,L,kapacita3)of mpvar 

vlkp:array(L,K,kapacita3)of mpvar 

w:array(J,K,kapacita2)of mpvar 

end-declarations 

T:=1000000 

 

a1i::[15,20,40] 

a2l::[15,20,40] 
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b1l::[30,45] 

b2i::[30,45] 

K1p::[3,4] 

K2p::[100,120] 

K3p::[2.5,3] 

h1p::[7,5] 

h3p::[8,9] 

h2p::[5,4] 

c::[0,25,50, 

    25,0,40, 

   50,40,0] 

d::[200,300, 

    250,300, 

   150,100] 

e::[0,100, 

    100,0] 

 

 

forall(i in J)tj(i)is_binary 

forall(i in K)rk(i)is_binary 

 

forall(i in J,j in K,p in kapacita2)w(i,j,p)is_binary 

 

forall(i in I,j in J,p in kapacita1)uijp(i,j,p)is_integer 

forall(i in K,j in L,p in kapacita3)vklp(i,j,p)is_integer 

forall(i in I,j in J,p in kapacita1)ujip(i,j,p)is_integer 

forall(i in K,j in L,p in kapacita3)vlkp(i,j,p)is_integer 

 

forall(i in I)sum(j in J)x1(i,j)=a1i(i) 

forall(j in L)sum(i in K)y1(i,j)=b1l(j) 

forall(i in I)sum(j in J)x2(j,i)=a2l(i) 

forall(j in L)sum(i in K)y2(j,i)=b2i(j) 

 

forall(i in I,j in J)x1(i,j)<=sum(p in kapacita1)uijp(i,j,p)*K1p(1,p) 

forall(i in K,j in L)y1(i,j)<=sum(p in kapacita3)vklp(i,j,p)*K3p(3,p) 

 

forall(j in J,i in I)x2(j,i)<=sum(p in kapacita1)ujip(j,i,p)*K1p(1,p) 

forall(j in L,i in K)y2(j,i)<=sum(p in kapacita3)vlkp(j,i,p)*K3p(3,p) 

 

sum(i in J)tj(i)=1 

sum(i in K)rk(i)=1 

sum(i in J,j in K, p in kapacita2)w(i,j,p)=1 

 

forall(i in I,j in J, p in kapacita1)uijp(i,j,p)<=tj(j)*T 

forall(i in J,j in I, p in kapacita1)ujip(i,j,p)<=tj(i)*T 

forall(i in K,j in L,p in kapacita3)vklp(i,j,p)<=rk(i)*T 

forall(i in L,j in K,p in kapacita3)vlkp(i,j,p)<=rk(j)*T 

forall(j in J)tj(j)<=sum(k in K,p in kapacita2)w(j,k,p) 

forall(k in K)sum(j in J,p in kapacita2)w(j,k,p)<=rk(k) 

T1:=sum(i in I,j in J,p in kapacita1)c(i,j)*uijp(i,j,p)  
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T2:=sum(i in J,j in K,p in kapacita2)d(i,j)*w(i,j,p) 

T3:=sum(i in K,j in L,p in kapacita3)e(i,j)*vklp(i,j,p)  

T4:=sum(i in J,j in I,p in kapacita1)c(i,j)*ujip(i,j,p) 

T5:=sum(i in K,j in J,p in kapacita2)d(j,i)*w(j,i,p)  

T6:=sum(i in L,j in K,p in kapacita3)e(i,j)*vlkp(i,j,p) 

T7:=sum(i in J)fsj(i)*tj(i) 

T8:=sum(i in K)fck(i)*rk(i) 

T9:=sum(i in J)gsj(i)*tj(i) 

T10:=sum(i in K)gck(i)*rk(i) 

distance:=T1+T2+T3+T4+T5+T6 

minimize(distance) 

writeln("cost is : ",getobjval) 

forall(i in I,j in J|getsol(x1(i,j))>0)writeln("x1(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(x1(i,j))) 

forall(i in J,j in I|getsol(x2(i,j))>0)writeln("x2(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(x2(i,j))) 

forall(i in K,j in L|getsol(y1(i,j))>0)writeln("y1(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(y1(i,j))) 

forall(i in L,j in K|getsol(y2(i,j))>0)writeln("y2(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(y2(i,j))) 

forall(i in I,j in J,p in kapacita1|getsol(uijp(i,j,p))>0)writeln("uijp(",i,",",j,",",p,")= 

",getsol(uijp(i,j,p))) 

forall(i in J,j in I,p in kapacita1|getsol(ujip(i,j,p))>0)writeln("ujip(",i,",",j,",",p,")= 

",getsol(ujip(i,j,p))) 

forall(i in K,j in L,p in kapacita3|getsol(vklp(i,j,p))>0)writeln("vklp(",i,",",j,",",p,")= 

",getsol(vklp(i,j,p))) 

forall(i in L,j in K,p in kapacita3|getsol(vlkp(i,j,p))>0)writeln("vlkp(",i,",",j,",",p,")= 

",getsol(vlkp(i,j,p))) 

forall(i in J,j in K,p in kapacita2|getsol(w(i,j,p))>0)writeln("w(",i,",",j,",",p,")= 

",getsol(w(i,j,p))) 

forall(i in J|getsol(tj(i))>0)writeln("tj(",i,")= ",getsol(tj(i))) 

forall(i in K|getsol(rk(i))>0)writeln("rk(",i,")= ",getsol(rk(i))) 

writeln("T2 is : ",getsol(T2)) 

writeln("T5 is : ",getsol(T5)) 

!forall(i in I,j in J|getsol(c(i,j)*sum(p in kapacita1)c(i,j)*u1(i,j,p))>0)writeln(getsol(sum(p in 

kapacita1)c(i,j)*u1(i,j,p))) 

!writeln 

!forall(i in I,j in J,p in 

kapacita1)writeln("c(",i,",",j,")*u1(",i,",",j,",",p,")=",getsol(c(i,j)*u1(i,j,p))) 

!forall(i in J,j in K)writeln("d(",i,",",j,")*w(",i,",",j,")=",getsol(d(i,j)*w(i,j))) 

!forall(i in K,j in L,p in 

kapacita3)writeln("e(",i,",",j,")*u3(",i,",",j,",",p,")=",getsol(e(i,j)*u3(i,j,p))) 

end-model 
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5 Mathematical model for optimal architecture hub and spoke 
technology system designed for two-ways for fleet selection for 
optimizing the total cost 
 

model hub_and_spoke_1 

uses "mmxprs";   

declarations 

kapacita1=1..2 

kapacita2=1..2 

kapacita3=1..2 

I=1..3 

J=1..3 

K=1..2 

L=1..2 

c:array(I,J)of real 

d:array(J,K)of real 

e:array(K,L)of real 

a1i:array(I)of real  

a2l:array(I)of real  

b1l:array(L)of real  

b2i:array(L)of real  

K1p:array(1..1,kapacita1)of real 

K2p:array(2..2,kapacita2)of real 

K3p:array(3..3,kapacita3)of real 

 

fck:array(K)of real 

gsj:array(J)of real 

gck:array(K)of real 

fsj:array(J)of real 

h1p:array(1..1,kapacita1)of real 

h2p:array(2..2,kapacita2)of real 

h3p:array(3..3,kapacita3)of real  

tj:array(J)of mpvar 

rk:array(K)of mpvar 

x1:array(I,J)of mpvar 

x2:array(J,I)of mpvar 

y1:array(K,L)of mpvar 

y2:array(L,K)of mpvar 

uijp:array(I,J,kapacita1)of mpvar  

ujip:array(J,I,kapacita1)of mpvar  

ujkp:array(J,K,kapacita2)of mpvar  

ukjp:array(K,J,kapacita2)of mpvar  

vklp:array(K,L,kapacita3)of mpvar 

vlkp:array(L,K,kapacita3)of mpvar 

w:array(J,K,kapacita2)of mpvar 

end-declarations 

T:=1000000 

 

a1i::[15,20,40] 

a2l::[15,20,30] 
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b1l::[30,45] 

b2i::[20,45] 

K1p::[3,4] 

K2p::[100,120] 

K3p::[2.5,3] 

h1p::[7,5] 

h3p::[8,9] 

h2p::[5,4] 

c::[0,25,50, 

    25,0,40, 

   50,40,0] 

d::[200,300, 

    250,300, 

   150,100] 

e::[0,100, 

    100,0] 

gsj::[100,200,400] 

gck::[200,600] 

fsj::[200,300,500] 

fck::[200,400] 

 

forall(i in J)tj(i)is_binary 

forall(i in K)rk(i)is_binary 

 

forall(i in J,j in K,p in kapacita2)w(i,j,p)is_binary 

 

forall(i in I,j in J,p in kapacita1)uijp(i,j,p)is_integer 

forall(i in K,j in L,p in kapacita3)vklp(i,j,p)is_integer 

forall(i in I,j in J,p in kapacita1)ujip(i,j,p)is_integer 

forall(i in K,j in L,p in kapacita3)vlkp(i,j,p)is_integer 

 

forall(i in I)sum(j in J)x1(i,j)=a1i(i) 

forall(j in L)sum(i in K)y1(i,j)=b1l(j) 

forall(i in I)sum(j in J)x2(j,i)=a2l(i) 

forall(j in L)sum(i in K)y2(j,i)=b2i(j) 

 

forall(i in I,j in J)x1(i,j)<=sum(p in kapacita1)uijp(i,j,p)*K1p(1,p) 

forall(i in K,j in L)y1(i,j)<=sum(p in kapacita3)vklp(i,j,p)*K3p(3,p) 

 

forall(j in J,i in I)x2(j,i)<=sum(p in kapacita1)ujip(j,i,p)*K1p(1,p) 

forall(j in L,i in K)y2(j,i)<=sum(p in kapacita3)vlkp(j,i,p)*K3p(3,p) 

 

sum(i in J)tj(i)=1 

sum(i in K)rk(i)=1 

sum(i in J,j in K, p in kapacita2)w(i,j,p)=1 

 

forall(i in I,j in J, p in kapacita1)uijp(i,j,p)<=tj(j)*T 

forall(i in J,j in I, p in kapacita1)ujip(i,j,p)<=tj(i)*T 

forall(i in K,j in L,p in kapacita3)vklp(i,j,p)<=rk(i)*T 

forall(i in L,j in K,p in kapacita3)vlkp(i,j,p)<=rk(j)*T 
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forall(j in J)tj(j)<=sum(k in K,p in kapacita2)w(j,k,p) 

forall(k in K)sum(j in J,p in kapacita2)w(j,k,p)<=rk(k) 

T1:=sum(i in I,j in J,p in kapacita1)c(i,j)*uijp(i,j,p)*h1p(1,p)  

T2:=sum(i in J,j in K,p in kapacita2)d(i,j)*w(i,j,p)*h2p(2,p)  

T3:=sum(i in K,j in L,p in kapacita3)e(i,j)*vklp(i,j,p)*h3p(3,p)  

T4:=sum(i in J,j in I,p in kapacita1)c(i,j)*ujip(i,j,p)*h1p(1,p)  

T5:=sum(i in K,j in J,p in kapacita2)d(j,i)*w(j,i,p)*h2p(2,p)  

T6:=sum(i in L,j in K,p in kapacita3)e(i,j)*vlkp(i,j,p)*h3p(3,p)  

T7:=sum(i in J)fsj(i)*tj(i) 

T8:=sum(i in K)fck(i)*rk(i) 

T9:=sum(i in J)gsj(i)*tj(i) 

T10:=sum(i in K)gck(i)*rk(i) 

cost:=T1+T2+T3+T4+T5+T6+T7+T8+T9+T10 

minimize(cost) 

writeln("cost is : ",getobjval) 

forall(i in I,j in J|getsol(x1(i,j))>0)writeln("x1(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(x1(i,j))) 

forall(i in J,j in I|getsol(x2(i,j))>0)writeln("x2(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(x2(i,j))) 

forall(i in K,j in L|getsol(y1(i,j))>0)writeln("y1(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(y1(i,j))) 

forall(i in L,j in K|getsol(y2(i,j))>0)writeln("y2(",i,",",j,")= ",getsol(y2(i,j))) 

forall(i in I,j in J,p in kapacita1|getsol(uijp(i,j,p))>0)writeln("uijp(",i,",",j,",",p,")= 

",getsol(uijp(i,j,p))) 

forall(i in J,j in I,p in kapacita1|getsol(ujip(i,j,p))>0)writeln("ujip(",i,",",j,",",p,")= 

",getsol(ujip(i,j,p))) 

forall(i in K,j in L,p in kapacita3|getsol(vklp(i,j,p))>0)writeln("vklp(",i,",",j,",",p,")= 

",getsol(vklp(i,j,p))) 

forall(i in L,j in K,p in kapacita3|getsol(vlkp(i,j,p))>0)writeln("vlkp(",i,",",j,",",p,")= 

",getsol(vlkp(i,j,p))) 

forall(i in J,j in K,p in kapacita2|getsol(w(i,j,p))>0)writeln("w(",i,",",j,",",p,")= 

",getsol(w(i,j,p))) 

forall(i in J|getsol(tj(i))>0)writeln("tj(",i,")= ",getsol(tj(i))) 

forall(i in K|getsol(rk(i))>0)writeln("rk(",i,")= ",getsol(rk(i))) 

writeln("T2 is : ",getsol(T2)) 

writeln("T5 is : ",getsol(T5)) 

!forall(i in I,j in J|getsol(c(i,j)*sum(p in kapacita1)c(i,j)*u1(i,j,p))>0)writeln(getsol(sum(p in 

kapacita1)c(i,j)*u1(i,j,p))) 

!writeln 

!forall(i in I,j in J,p in 

kapacita1)writeln("c(",i,",",j,")*u1(",i,",",j,",",p,")=",getsol(c(i,j)*u1(i,j,p))) 

!forall(i in J,j in K)writeln("d(",i,",",j,")*w(",i,",",j,")=",getsol(d(i,j)*w(i,j))) 

!forall(i in K,j in L,p in 

kapacita3)writeln("e(",i,",",j,")*u3(",i,",",j,",",p,")=",getsol(e(i,j)*u3(i,j,p))) 

end-model
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